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The Institute of Ismaili Studies

The Institute of Ismaili Studies was established in 1977 with the
object of promoting scholarship and learning on Islam, in the
historical as well as contemporary contexts, and a better under-
standing of its relationship with other societies and faiths.

The Institute’s programmes encourage a perspective which is
not confined to the theological and religious heritage of Islam,
but seek to explore the relationship of religious ideas to broader
dimensions of society and culture. The programmes thus encour-
age an interdisciplinary approach to the materials of Islamic
history and thought. Particular attention is also given to issues of
modernity that arise as Muslims seek to relate their heritage to
the contemporary situation.

Within the Islamic tradition, the Institute’s programmes seek
to promote research on those areas which have, to date, received
relatively little attention from scholars. These include the intel-
lectual and literary expressions of Shi™ism in general, and
Ismailism in particular.

In the context of Islamic societies, the Institute’s programmes
are informed by the full range and diversity of cultures in which
Islam is practised today, from the Middle East, South and Central
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Asia and Africa to the industrialized societies of the West, thus
taking into consideration the variety of contexts which shape the
ideals, beliefs and practices of the faith.

These objectives are realized through concrete programmes
and activities organised and implemented by various departments
of the Institute. The Institute also collaborates periodically, on a
programme-specific basis, with other institutions of learning in
the United Kingdom and abroad.

The Institute’s academic publications fall into several distinct
and interrelated categories:

1. Occasional papers or essays addressing broad themes of the
relationship between religion and society, with special refer-
ence to Islam.

2. Monographs exploring specific aspects of Islamic faith and
culture, or the contributions of individual Muslim figures or
writers.

3. Editions or translations of significant primary or secondary
texts.

4. Translations of poetic or literary texts which illustrate the rich
heritage of spiritual, devotional and symbolic expressions in
Muslim history.

5. Works on Ismaili history and thought, and the relationship of
the Ismailis to other traditions, communities and schools of
thought in Islam.

6. Proceedings of conferences and seminars sponsored by the
Institute.

7. Bibliographical works and catalogues which document manu-
scripts, printed texts and other source materials.

This book falls into category five listed above.
In facilitating these and other publications, the Institute’s sole

aim is to encourage original research and analysis of relevant
issues. While every effort is made to ensure that the publications
are of a high academic standard, there is naturally bound to be a
diversity of views, ideas and interpretations. As such, the opin-
ions expressed in these publications are to be understood as
belonging to their authors alone.
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Ismaili Heritage Series

A major Shi™i Muslim community, the Ismailis have had a long
and eventful history. Scattered in many regions of the world, in
Asia, Africa, Europe and North America, the Ismailis have elabo-
rated diverse intellectual and literary traditions in different
languages. On two occasions they had states of their own, the
Fatimid caliphate and the Nizari state of Iran and Syria during
the Alamut period. While pursuing particular religio-political aims,
the leaders of these Ismaili states also variously encouraged intel-
lectual, scientific, artistic and commercial activities.

Until recently, the Ismailis were studied and judged almost
exclusively on the basis of the evidence collected or fabricated by
their enemies, including the bulk of the medieval heresiographers
and polemicists who were hostile towards the Shi™a in general and
the Ismailis among them in particular. These authors in fact
treated the Shi™i interpretations of Islam as expressions of het-
erodoxy or even heresy. As a result, a ‘black legend’ was gradually
developed and put into circulation in the Muslim world to dis-
credit the Ismailis and their interpretation of Islam. The Christian
Crusaders and their occidental chroniclers, who remained almost
completely ignorant of Islam and its internal divisions, dissemi-
nated their own myths of the Ismailis, which came to be accepted
in Europe as true descriptions of Ismaili teachings and practices.
Modern orientalists, too, have studied the Ismailis on the basis of
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these hostile sources and fanciful accounts of medieval times.
Thus, legends and misconceptions have continued to surround
the Ismailis through the twentieth century.

In more recent decades, however, the field of Ismaili studies
has been revolutionized due to the recovery and study of genu-
ine Ismaili sources on a large scale – manuscript materials which
in different ways survived the destruction of the Fatimid and
Nizari Ismaili libraries. These sources, representing diverse liter-
ary traditions produced in Arabic, Persian and Indic languages,
had hitherto been secretly preserved in private collections in In-
dia, Central Asia, Iran, Afghanistan, Syria and the Yemen.

Modern progress in Ismaili studies has already necessitated a
complete re-writing of the history of the Ismailis and their con-
tributions to Islamic civilization. It has now become clear that
the Ismailis founded important libraries and institutions of learn-
ing such as al-Azhar and the Dar al-™Ilm in Cairo, while some of
their learned da™is or missionaries developed unique intellectual
traditions amalgamating their theological doctrine with a diver-
sity of philosophical traditions in complex metaphysical systems.
The Ismaili patronage of learning and extension of hospitality to
non-Ismaili scholars was maintained even in such difficult times
as the Alamut period, when the community was preoccupied with
its survival in an extremely hostile milieu.

The Ismaili Heritage Series, published under the auspices of
the Department of Academic Research and Publications of The
Institute of Ismaili Studies, aims to make available to wide audi-
ences the results of modern scholarship on the Ismailis and their
rich intellectual and cultural heritage, as well as certain aspects
of their more recent history and achievements.
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Foreword

Al-Ghazålí’s writings in a variety of Islamic disciplines display
not only remarkable intellectual tenacity and curiosity but also a
near-obsessive quest for epistemic certainty which eventually led
this illustrious thinker to embrace Sufism. For these and other
reasons, he has received a greater share of attention from mod-
ern scholars than any other medieval Muslim figure. The
production of yet another book on al-Ghazålí might seem redun-
dant, but this is certainly not the case with the book presented
here. The reader is offered a perceptive reading of al-Ghazålí’s
Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí in which the author engages in a critical
dialogue with Ismaili doctrines during the Fatimid and early
Alamït periods. Having provided an account of the religious and
political background of the treatise in question, Farouk Mitha
sheds significant light on al-Ghazålí’s relationship with the Ismailis
and the manner he was influenced by their thought. This last
theme further enhances the provocative bent of this study.

The strength of the present work lies in its close textual analy-
sis, as well as in the way in which it situates al-Ghazålí’s text
within a wider intellectual and political history of ideas. The Kitåb
al-Mustaúhirí serves as an instructive example for the study and
understanding of central questions in medieval Islamic thought,
and Mitha’s work does due justice to the intellectual complexity
and significance of these questions. The work is particularly
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commendable for bringing into sharper focus questions related
to the manner in which the concept of authority was problematized
in medieval Islam, encompassing, as it were, the dividing lines
between Sunni and Shi™i thought; between scriptural-based and
rational modes of thought and reasoning; and between the evolv-
ing conceptions of spiritual (dín) and temporal (dunyå) authority.
Al-Ghazålí’s discourse is perceived here as engaged in and engag-
ing a political and religious reality, and not merely as theological
abstraction. Such an interpretive approach makes any reading
that separates the text from its environment obsolete.

This book no doubt fills some hitherto unnoticed gaps, and in
the process offers us stimulating insights into al-Ghazålí’s thought
and on the influential role of Ismaili doctrines in Muslim intel-
lectual history.

Wael B. Hallaq
McGill University
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Preface

Ideas have a history, and their history is rarely simple. Great ideas
are those that have changed the world, the most enduring of which
develop and express themselves as a new vision for humanity.
The phenomenon of scriptural religion provides us with a rich
historical example of the power of visionary ideas – ideas that,
over time, become ideals as it were for the development of an
entire culture, and in some cases even a civilization. Islam is one
such phenomenon, a set of ideas beginning with an experience
of prophetic revelation, yet ever widening into a scripture, a com-
munity, a tradition, an empire and a civilization. At the heart of
the Islamic phenomenon is a vision and an ethos; its history,
stretching as it does over a millennium and a half, and continu-
ing, embraces almost every conceivable dimension of human life.

The study of any one aspect of Islamic history, be it in the
area of thought, culture or society, should not be disengaged
from the idea of Islam as an embodiment of an encompassing
vision and ethos. In the words of Marshall G.S. Hodgson, Islam is
a ‘venture’ embodying both a ‘conscience’ and a ‘history’.1

This study is about one text and its author, and their relation-
ship to a specific moment in the history of Islam. Fa{å¢i˙
al-Bå†iniyya wa fa{å¢il al-Mustaúhiriyya (The Infamies of the
Bå†iniyya and the Virtues of the Mustaúhiriyya) – more com-
monly referred to as the Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí – is the title of the
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text, and Mu˙ammad Abï Óåmid al-Ghazålí (d.505/1111), the
author. Al-Ghazålí is arguably one of the most influential think-
ers in the history of Islamic thought, and one whose writings
have received greater attention from Western scholars than those
of any other Muslim thinker. The aim of this study is to under-
stand the ideas and arguments of his Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí and
the disposition of the author when writing it. More importantly,
it sets out to understand the broader historical configuration of
ideas and tensions in which, it will be argued, the text was situ-
ated, and with which it was inextricably engaged. In effect, this
study seeks to re-evaluate the historical significance of K. al-
Mustaúhirí, and put forward new explanations, building on those
of other scholars, of al-Ghazålí’s motives for writing it.

With the emergence of the written word, texts have become
the quintessential repositories of ideas; hence, a history of ideas
is, broadly speaking, tantamount to a history of texts. This study,
in pursuing the aims outlined above, will treat K. al-Mustaúhirí,
as a repository, and will explore the key ideas of which it is a
repository, thereby opening broader questions of how and in what
senses the text is emblematic of the nature and fabric of medi-
eval Muslim society and thought. It should, however, be borne in
mind that this is no more than a preliminary exploration. A more
exhaustive historical analysis, drawing on a much broader range
of sources, and demanding, as it would, an examination of the
K. al-Mustaúhirí against the background of al-Ghazålí’s entire
body of writing has yet to be undertaken. The intention here is
to propose new, relatively unexplored, ways of reading K. al-Mus-
taúhirí, and thus, by extension, to raise new questions about our
understanding of al-Ghazålí and of the age in which he lived.

FM
Victoria  B.C
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450/1058: Born at
®ïs in northern Iran.

c. 470–478/1077–
1085: Studies under
al - Juwayní (d.478/
1085).

478–484/1085–1091:
Attached to Niúåm al-
Mulk’s camp-court.

484–488/1091–1095:
Teaches Shåfi™í law at
the Niúåmiyya college

Chronology

358/969: The Fatim-
ids enter Egypt and
establish the city of
Cairo, which becomes
the capital of the Fa-
timid Ismaili state.

427–487/1036–1094:
Al-Mustan˚ir reigns
from Cairo as the Fa-
timid Caliph-Imam for
almost 60 years.

471–473/1078–1081:
Óasan-i Íabbå˙ trains
as an Ismaili då™í in
Fatimid Egypt.

483/1090: Óasan-i
Íabbå˙ takes over the
mountain fortress of
Alamït in northern
Iran which was later to
become the headquar-
ters of the Nizårí
Ismaili state and da™wa.

447/1055 : ®ughril
Beg marches into Bagh-
dad and establishes
Saljuq rule under the
symbolic authority of
the Abbasid caliph al-
Qå¢im.

455–485/1072–1092:
Niúåm al-Mulk appoint-
ed wazír. Consolidates
Saljuq power in Iraq
and Iran under Alp
Arslån and Malik Shåh.
In 459/1067 establishes
the Niúåmiyya college
in Baghdad.

485/1092: Malik Shåh
dies. A civil war over
the succession breaks

Saljuqs and Caliph
al-Mustaúhir

Ismailisal-Ghazålí
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in Baghdad. Key texts
written in this period
include:
Maqå˚id al-falåsifa;
Tahåfut al-falåsifa;
Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí;
al-Iqti˚åd-fi’l-i™tiqåd.

488–499/1095–1106:
After undergoing a per-
sonal crisis, al-Ghazålí
departs suddenly from
Baghdad. Becomes a re-
clusive traveller and
embraces Sufi ideals,
spending extended pe-
riods in Damascus,
Jerusalem, Mecca and
Medina. Composes his
major work I˙yå ™ulïm
al-dín.

499–503/1106–1109:
Returns to Níshåpïr
where he takes up a
teaching position at the
madrasa. Writes his
intellectual autobiogra-
phy al-Munqidh min
al-{alål.

505/1111 :  Dies at
®ïs.

The state was organ-
ized around a network
of mountain fortresses
in Iran and Syria.

487/1094: After the
death of the Caliph-
Imam al-Mustan˚ir, a
succession dispute be-
tween his sons Nizår
and al-Musta™lí, splits
the Ismaili community
and da™wa into Nizårí
and Musta™lí factions.

488/1095: Óasan-i
Íabbå˙ champions the
cause of Nizar. The
doctrine of ta™lim
becomes prominent in
the consolidation of
Nizårí Ismailism.

518/1124: Óasan-i
Íabbå˙ dies at Alamït.

654/1256: The Mon-
gols capture Alamït
and within two years
sack Baghdad, uprooting
the Abbasid caliphate.

out within the Saljuq
clan. Niúåm al-Mulk is
assassinated.

487/1094: The young
al-Mustaúhir becomes
Abbasid caliph in the
midst of the Saljuq civ-
il war.

488/1095 onwards:
As a result of the civil
war the Saljuq sultan-
ate is divided into
eastern and western
territories. Berkiyåruq
(d.498/1105) consoli-
dates power in the east
and Tutush (d.488/
1095) in the west.

590/1194: Saljuq rule
in Iraq and Iran comes
to an end.





Tradition is a matter of much wider significance. It cannot be
inherited, and if you want it you must obtain it by great la-
bour. It involves, in the first place, the historical sense … This
historical sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well as of
the temporal and of the timeless and of the temporal together,
is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at the same time
what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in
time, of his own contemporaneity.

T.S. Eliot
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 chapter one

Ecology of the Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí:
Historical Place and Time

There is an extensive and distinguished body of scholarship in
European languages on al-Ghazålí. Apart from the numerous
monographs and articles on his life and thought, including the
large number of critical editions and translations of his texts,
there is one topic of particular significance which stands out,
and which has attracted the efforts of some of the leading schol-
ars in Islamic Studies. Beginning with Ignaz Goldziher and
continuing with Louis Massignon, Asín Palacios, W.M. Watt, M.
Bouyges, A. Badawi and G.F. Hourani, all have attempted to con-
struct a chronology of al-Ghazålí’s writings.1  These attempts at a
chronology are indicative of an attitude prevalent in the study of
al-Ghazålí, namely, that his writings are intimately connected with,
and hence cannot be seen apart from, the circumstances of his
life.

Al-Ghazålí, in his autobiography entitled al-Munqidh min al-
{alål (Deliverance from Error), constructs a schematic picture
of his life (450–505/1058–1111), ordered around his different
attitudes to knowledge and the nature of truth.2  These attitudes
are seen as representing intellectual stages, each of which, he
claims, spurred him to write, and hence in the Munqidh he
classifies some of his major writings within the framework of
these stages. Much has been written about the authenticity, value
and uniqueness of al-Munqidh min al-{alål, and it has had a
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powerful influence in shaping the image of al-Ghazålí in orien-
talist scholarship as a remarkably self-aware, pre-modern religious
thinker, propelled by an existential yet disciplined curiosity em-
bracing fiqh (law), kalåm (theology), falsafa (philosophy) and
ta˚awwuf (Sufism or mysticism).3  It tells of a life not lacking in
dramatic tension, at the centre of which is his much discussed
personal crisis and sudden departure from Baghdad in Dhu’l-Qa™da
488/November 1095, after which he turned into a reclusive trav-
eller, returning almost eleven years later to a life dedicated to
Sufi ideals.4

The importance of a chronology becomes increasingly clear,
enabling us not only to graft a sense of order on to al-Ghazålí’s
prolific output of writings, estimated at some forty titles, but,
and more importantly, to discern a line of development in his
thought that so clearly was subject to several significant turning
points throughout his life. His texts bear witness to these turning
points, each with its own distinctive face, capturing, in turn, not
only the unusual texture of his life but also the range of his
many different voices – each worthy of study. This intellectual
range and vitality explains, in part, the fascination of orientalist
scholarship with his life and writings. However, despite the di-
verse themes and styles of writing, al-Ghazålí’s extant texts
constitute an integrated fabric, replete with cross-references to
each other, and imbued with a passionate and consistent con-
cern for the community of Muslims for whom he was writing.

It is with these considerations that we will now approach the
K. al-Mustaúhirí, asking questions related to its dating and posi-
tion in the fabric of al-Ghazålí’s writings, to the nature of the
turning points in al-Ghazålí’s life that may have shaped the writ-
ing of this text, and to the types of communal concerns to which
al-Ghazålí was then responding.

As for dating the K. al-Mustaúhirí, there is general scholarly
agreement that it was composed prior to his departure from Bagh-
dad in Dhu’l-Qa™da 488/November 1095, and definitely no earlier
than 15 Mu˙arram, 487/4 February, 1094. The latter date refers
to al-Mustaúhir’s accession to office as caliph and as such be-
comes a benchmark, since the text is formally addressed to
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al-Mustaúhir (d.512/1118) who, al-Ghazålí claims, commissioned
him to write it. With reference to the relative chronological posi-
tion of the K. al-Mustaúhirí, the most rigorously constructed
inter-textual analysis is that of George F. Hourani, who, in rela-
tion to al-Ghazålí’s better known texts, places it before al-Iqti˚åd
fi’l-i™tiqåd (Moderation in Belief) and after Tahåfut al-falåsifa
(The Incoherence of the Philosophers).5

Before examining the nature of the turning points that may
have influenced the writing of this text, a few general comments
will be made as to what exactly is implied by this term. The study
of history begins inevitably with retrospection, leading to an aware-
ness of the distance, ever increasing, between the moment of
retrospection and the ever-growing landscape of the past. Enter-
ing into any one area of this landscape is essentially a mental act.
An act, which besides relying on memory, written records and all
manner of identifiable traces, is nevertheless shaped by our im-
ages of the past. Turning points are one such image. This is most
clearly evident in our periodization of history. We find, for ex-
ample, the personification of time in relation to an ideal of
Classicism, hence the emergence of various classical periods, and
the subsequent progressive or declining march of time; or the
description of forms of revolutionary change which have a long-
term impact on the life of human cultures and societies,
designated by terms ranging, for example, from the Axial Age,
the Renaissance to the Enlightenment.

The study of Islamic history is no exception; its stock of turn-
ing-point images has its source in both Muslim historiography
and in orientalist scholarship. The turning points to be exam-
ined in this study are of a far smaller scale and limited to the
landscape of fifth/eleventh-century Baghdad. The K. al-Mus-
taúhirí will serve as our place of entry into this landscape, and
the Saljuqs, the Sunni Abbasid caliphate and the Ismailis – each
with their own distinctive set of images – will serve as points of
focus from which the nature of the turning points in this land-
scape will be analysed. Of the three parties, the K. al-Mustaúhirí
addresses directly the Sunni caliph and the Ismailis (variously
referred to as al-Bå†iniyya or al-Ta™límiyya), while the Saljuqs are
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referred to only indirectly. The significance of each party will be
viewed in light of al-Ghazålí’s historical relationship to them, lead-
ing thereafter to an examination of the manner in which each
was represented and interpreted in the K. al-Mustaúhirí. In ef-
fect, the K. al-Mustaúhirí embodies a dialogue with each one of
these parties, and it is by analysis of the concepts and images
associated with each of these dialogues that we will endeavour to
re-read its historical significance.

Al-Ghazålí and the Saljuqs

The ‘Age of the Saljuqs’ is emblematic of several important turn-
ing points in Islamic history, and particularly that of Iran and Iraq
– the so-called central Islamic lands. There is a significant body
of scholarship on Saljuq history, touching on the social, political,
religious and intellectual dimensions of the period, and covered
with a remarkable degree of depth and sophistication compared
with research in other similar areas or periods of medieval history.
The most significant research is contained in the writings of
Claude Cahen – whose several monographs and many articles have
clearly set the foundation on which all subsequent scholarship on
the Saljuqs has developed6 – as well as those of Ann K.S. Lambton
and George Makdisi.

The interpretations of Saljuq history have been formulated
around the following three themes: (i) the nature of the Turkic
migrations and their concomitant consolidation of power; (ii)
the elaboration of a distinctive political and economic structure
in an ever-expanding Saljuq empire; and (iii) the ideological and
intellectual revival of Sunni Islam. Lambton’s writings, building
on those of Cahen, have focused on the second theme, while
Makdisi, in many ways breaking new ground, has focused on the
third.7

Before bringing al-Ghazålí into the picture, let us briefly re-
view some of the presuppositions and conclusions in these themes.
As regards the Turkic background of the Saljuqs, this can be best
approached by beginning with the establishment of Buwayhid
control over Baghdad in 334/945. The rise of the Buwayhids, a
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family of Daylamí soldiers, marked the most decisive and well
organized infiltration into the central Islamic lands by one of the
many emerging non-Arab tribes, whose earliest traces date to the
beginning of the third/ninth century. Their geographical origins
can be traced back to the amorphous tribal groupings around the
edges of the northeastern borders of the Islamic world, the Gurgån-
Dihistån region to the southeast of the Caspian Sea, Khwårazm,
Transoxania and probably also eastern Afghanistan.8  The influ-
ence of Turkic tribal interests grew significantly with the
introduction of Turkish slaves into the then dissipating caliphal
armies, and subsequent recruitment of Turkish mercenaries dur-
ing the reign of Caliph al-Mu™ta˚im (r.232–247/847–861). By
the middle of the fourth/tenth century the Turkish element had
burgeoned into a major power bloc which directly threatened the
authority of the Abbasid caliph.9

Manifestations of this threat began with the murder of Caliph
al-Mutawakkil in 248/862, followed by the gradual fragmenta-
tion of the Abbasid empire and the consequent marginalization
of the power and role of the caliphate. It was upon this state of
affairs that the Buwayhids established their confederation,
encompassing Iraq and western Iran with branches of the family
based in Baghdad. Mu™izz al-Dawla (d.356/967), a Buwayhid chief,
proclaimed himself amír al-umarå¢ and thereby ingeniously main-
tained, albeit symbolically, the authority of the caliphal court
while legitimizing himself as the commander-in-chief – the de
facto holder of power. The maintenance of Buwayhid power (last-
ing for more than a century) was due not only to the regime of
brute force, but also to the revival of the evocative mould of pre-
Islamic Sassanid kingship within which they portrayed themselves
as more than just the chiefs of nomadic soldiers.10  This histori-
cal split between power and authority was henceforth to become
the enduring tension in all subsequent conceptions and
embodiments of government in Muslim societies. In the case of
the Buwayhids, this tension was further accentuated by the fact
that they identified themselves as Imami (or Twelver) Shi™a, while
simultaneously projecting themselves as protectors of the Sunni
caliph. Indeed their Shi™i sympathies were of no token character.
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With their arrival, following shortly after the advent of the ghayba
al-kubrå (greater occultation) of the twelfth Imam in 329/941,
Baghdad became a prominent centre of Imami Shi™i learning and
scholarship.

The Buwayhid period set in motion a number of far-reaching
transformations. First, the definitions of political authority were
reformulated through the inauguration of a distinct juridico-po-
litical (siyåsa shar ™iyya) tradition of writing – the first major
exponent being al-Måwardí (d.450/1058). Second, the structures
of territorial governance and land use in the central Islamic lands
were transformed through the implementation of the iq†å™ (de-
noting an assignment or a grant of land as a source of revenue).
Third, the ethnic make-up in this area became more diverse, and
the Turkish element was to play a dominant role. Finally, the
demarcations and differences distinguishing Shi™ism from Sun-
nism became more self-conscious, and were debated with a greater
polemical intensity. All these developments were to be further
accelerated and given new life with the coming of the Saljuqs.

The background of the Saljuqs can be traced to the Oghuz
tribes east of the Aral Sea. Their grand entrance into the annals
of Islamic history began with ®ughril Beg (d. 455/1063), one of
the chiefs of the Saljuq clan, who marched into Baghdad in 447/
1055 and, as the sources inform us, liberated the caliph from the
clutches of the Shi™i Buwayhids. Thereafter he proclaimed him-
self sultan in place of the Buwayhid amír.11  By this time, all the
territories formerly ruled by the Buwayhids had passed into the
hands of the Saljuqs, and by the end of ®ughril Beg’s reign Saljuq
rule had extended into Syria. As much as the Saljuqs represented
a continuation of power in the mould established by the Buway-
hids, they were, nonetheless, progenitors of radical change. The
most significant of these changes lay in the rejuvenation of a
government bureaucracy, resembling that of the Abbasid court
in its heyday before the Buwayhids, at the apex of which stood
the office of the wazír. In this context the rise of Saljuq power
cannot be studied without mentioning the name of Niúåm al-
Mulk (d.485/1092), the most influential Saljuq wazír who in
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effect ran the empire under ®ughril Beg’s successors Alp Arslån
(455–465/1063–1073) and Malik Shåh (465–485/1073–1092).

Several studies by Ann K.S. Lambton have comprehensively
delineated the internal structure, economic and political, of the
Saljuq Empire under Niúåm al-Mulk.12  Among its several salient
features, two are particularly relevant: the establishment and con-
solidation of a class of amírs and a class of ™ulamå¢. The rise of a
self-conscious class of amírs is connected to the implementation
by Niúåm al-Mulk of a set of sophisticated policies governing the
management of various sorts of iq†å™ assignments. Each assignee,
usually a military man (amír), supervised the use of iq†å™ land –
at times, the size of an entire province – and, in turn, was di-
rectly accountable to the state finance bureau controlled by Niúåm
al-Mulk. Apart from restoring a measure of stability, these poli-
cies were able to evoke an ideal of Muslim unity and territorial
integrity as under the Abbasid caliphs in the preceding century –
an ideal which found its most complete expression during the
reign of Sultan Malik Shåh, and was elaborated around a delicate
balance between a partly centralized and partly decentralized
framework of connections between Niúåm al-Mulk in Baghdad
and the scattered districts and regions in the empire. Further-
more, this ideal all too readily became an ideological banner behind
which the Saljuq sultans presented themselves as champions of
Sunni Islam – resulting in what George Makdisi refers to as: ‘the
Sunni revival’.13

This revival, in addition to other factors, drew its meaning
primarily in relation to the fact that the Saljuqs seized power
from the Shi™i Buwayhids who, though antagonistic toward the
Shi™i Ismaili Fatimids in Egypt and North Africa, were lumped
together with the Fatimids as being part of a usurping force for
Shi™i hegemony in the Muslim world. Thus the Saljuqs were now
to reassert the ideals of Sunni Islam over and against the rising
tide of Shi™ism. This reassertion expressed itself in a variety of
ways, of which the most conspicuous manifestation was the culti-
vation of a class of Sunni ™ulamå¢.

In the year 459/1067, Niúåm al-Mulk built a large madrasa
in Baghdad that became known as the Niúåmiyya, marking the
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beginning of what later developed into a vast network of Niúåmiy-
yas throughout the empire. Our current understanding of the
Niúåmiyya network is predominantly shaped by the writings of
George Makdisi, who has dedicated almost a lifetime of scholar-
ship to studying its historical role and intellectual significance.14

The comprehensive range and depth of Makdisi’s research is at
the same time striking for the original, and yet no less sugges-
tive, interpretation which he elaborates on some of the major
turning points in the intellectual history of Islam.

According to Makdisi, the intellectual genesis of the Niúåmiyya
can be traced back to the mi˙na – the great inquisition (218–
233/833–847) instituted by Caliph al-Ma¢mïn (d.218/833) in
order to enforce, as an official edict, the Mu™tazílí doctrine that
the Qur¢an was the created word of God, and thus to counter
and suppress all the voices claiming that the Qur¢an was the
uncreated co-eternal word of God. Beginning with the failure of
the mi˙na, Makdisi posits the emergence of two divergent trends
of thought: legal traditionalism (fiqh) and theological rational-
ism (kalåm).15  Traditionalism, as defined here, draws its sense
of identity from the writings of al-Shåfi™í (d.204/820) and the
example of A˙mad b. Óanbal (d.241/855), while rationalism is
further consolidated and kept alive by al-Ash™arí (d.325/937).
Moreover, Makdisi endeavours to reconstruct the historic inter-
play between these two trends, yielding, in the process, valuable
insights about the evolving conceptions of orthodoxy in Islamic
thought. His analysis also sheds valuable light on the processes
leading to the consolidation and designation of legal schools
(madhåhib) around the teachings of prominent jurists (Målikí,
Óanafí, Shåfi™í and Óanbalí); and on the complex and varied
relationships between the emerging disciplines of law (fiqh) and
theology (kalåm). Building on this research, Makdisi’s most origi-
nal scholarly contribution perhaps lies in developing an
explanatory framework for understanding, on the one hand, the
excessive traditionalism, and hence anti-theological attitude, of
the Óanbalites, while on the other hand, the development of an
alliance, albeit uneasy, between the Shåfi™ís and Ash™arís.

The Niúåmiyya, for Makdisi, becomes emblematic of all the
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aforementioned developments. He describes it as a college of law
with a self-conscious mandate to teach the Shåfi™í madhhab and
to serve as a mouthpiece for Niúåm al-Mulk’s religious policies.
We are afforded a glimpse into these policies in the extant waqf
deeds upon which the Niúåmiyya was founded. A waqf is a chari-
table trust or foundation and its existence requires a wåqif (the
founder of the waqf), who stipulates the conditions of use and
administration governing the trust. Here, Niúåm al-Mulk is the
wåqif and the madrasa Niúåmiyya is instituted as a waqf. At the
heart of Makdisi’s scholarship on the Niúåmiyya is his meticu-
lous reinterpretation of the historical and intellectual implications
of the fact that the Niúåmiyya was instituted as a waqf.

The full import of this reinterpretation, which aims to retrace
the lines of intellectual interaction and borrowing between Islam
and the Christian West, is well beyond the purview of this study.16

However, two particular strands in Makdisi’s re-interpretation are
of relevance for our purposes – namely, the reconstruction of the
intellectual and political currents of the age in which al-Ghazålí
lived and wrote the K. al-Mustaúhirí. One of these strands relates
to an examination of waqf, both as a law and an institution, espe-
cially in contrast to the iq†å™. The other arises from an analysis of
the stipulation in the waqf deed that the Niúåmiyya should teach
Shåfi™í fiqh and u˚ïl al-fiqh.

As regards the difference between waqf and iq†å™, apart from
the fact that one is a charitable trust and the other a revenue-
generating assignment of land, there is also a further distinction
arising from the fact that the founder of a waqf stipulated not
only the conditions of administration but also the exact terms of
its inheritance and perpetuity. The amír in control of an iq†å™
had no such rights: every iq†å™ was subject to the Qur¢anic laws of
inheritance and its legal status was specified by the prevailing
opinions of the fuqahå¢ (jurists).

In this light, one can speak of a distinct law of waqf, confer-
ring comprehensive private rights of patronage, independent of
the sultan and caliph, upon the individual wåqifs. Niúåm al-Mulk
appears to have taken full advantage of these rights in the
establishment of the Niúåmiyya network. The primary
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beneficiaries of the Niúåmiyya were the ™ulamå¢ (scholars). Ac-
cording to Makdisi, the instrument of waqf enabled the schools
of law (madhåhib) to be incorporated as professional guilds and
thus, in turn, endowed upon the ™ulamå¢ the status of a distinct
corporate body within Islamic society.17

Moreover, the processes of this incorporation appear, in part,
to be connected with the continuing conflict between, on the
one hand, the voice of traditionalism and, on the other, the voice
of rationalism. Traces of this conflict can, according to Makdisi,
be deduced from the ‘Niúåmiyya Baghdad Waqf Deed’, of which
only a fragment is extant. Among the several conditions in this
deed, Niúåm al-Mulk stipulates that the Niúåmiyya constitutes
an endowment for the benefit of members of the Shåfi™í madh-
hab who are Shåfi™í in both fiqh and in u˚ïl al-fiqh.18  On the
face of it, this stipulation comes across as tautological, since,
beginning with al-Shåfi™í, u˚ïl al-fiqh referred to the fundamen-
tal sources or roots from which Islamic law (fiqh) can be derived,
and thus al-Shåfi™í’s usage of the term ‘u˚ïl al-fiqh’ did not con-
note, contrary to its usage in the waqf deed, a separate body of
knowledge as distinct from fiqh (positive law). This prompts
Makdisi to ask: what then is meant by this particular use of the
term u˚ïl al-fiqh? He argues persuasively that by the fifth/elev-
enth century, almost two centuries after al-Shåfi™í, u˚ïl al-fiqh
had evolved into more than just a descriptive term, and now car-
ried the sense of being a legal theory or methodology; a theory
which was incipiently present in al-Shåfi™í’s al-Risåla but which
had, over time, been fleshed out into a system of jurisprudence
concerned with an inquiry into the nature of God’s law – His
commands and prohibitions. This was unlike, and in opposition
to, kalåm (theology) which is concerned with the nature of God
Himself. In effect, u˚ïl al-fiqh is developed on a rationalist sub-
stratum, and though conscious in distinguishing itself from the
rationalism of kalåm, it is, nonetheless, infiltrated by the ration-
alist spirit of its opponent – thus leading Makdisi to define u˚ïl
al-fiqh as a ‘juridical theology’.19

The labyrinthine character of the intellectual and political
environment described here, constitutes the stage on which al-
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Ghazålí was soon to make his entrance. Not much is known about
al-Ghazålí’s early life, though it is known that after receiving a
standard, yet comprehensive, education in ®ïs (with occasional
visits to Gurgån), he enrolled in the Niúåmiyya at Níshåpïr in
470/1077 at the age of nineteen.20  Here he was introduced to
al-Juwayní (d.478/1085), who could be considered the most
learned scholar and Ash™arí theologian of his day. In addition to
studying the full range of the so-called ‘religious sciences’ (Qur¢an,
hadith and the commentaries on both) with emphasis on fiqh, al-
Ghazålí was also exposed to Ash™arí kalåm. He remained at
Níshåpïr until al-Juwayní’s death in 478/1085, then became
attached to Niúåm al-Mulk’s camp court (mu¢askar), establishing
for himself a distinguished reputation in the eyes of Niúåm al-
Mulk.21  By 484/1091 he had been appointed to teach Shåfi™í
law at the Niúåmiyya in Baghdad where, as we now know, he
remained for only four years until 488/1095.

The drama, if you will, of these four years in Baghdad sits at
the centre of our enquiry. The K. al-Mustaúhirí was written al-
most at the end of this period, yet it was preceded by a significant
amount of activity, all of which has a bearing on our analysis of
this text. It is important to note that al-Ghazålí’s appointment to
the Niúåmiyya in Baghdad coincides with the apogee of Niúåm
al-Mulk’s power – for that matter, the high point of Saljuq unity
under Malik Shåh. Yet within a year of al-Ghazålí’s arrival, both
Niúåm al-Mulk and Malik Shåh were dead. The patronage of al-
Ghazålí continued by virtue of the conditions stipulated in the
waqf, but the advantage of Niúåm al-Mulk’s personal influence
was no longer to be had. Moreover, Malik Shåh’s death plunged
the Saljuq empire into a state of civil war. Several claimants for
Malik Shåh’s position emerged, among whom finally Berkiyåruq
(r.487–498/1094–1105), Malik Shåh’s son, and Tutush (d.488/
1095), Malik Shåh’s brother, were left to fight it out between
themselves.22  This conflict was protracted into a three-year war,
in which Berkiyåruq proved victorious, assuming power as Saljuq
sultan by Íafar 488/ February 1095. It should also be remembered
that al-Ghazålí gave up his position at the Niúåmiyya and left
Baghdad nine months later in the same year. The civil war was a
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turning point in the life of the Saljuq empire. It marked the be-
ginning of a gradual process of disintegration, thus endowing
the preceding period of Malik Shåh and Niúåm al-Mulk with an
image of Saljuq greatness.

A more important consideration for our purposes, however, is
that of al-Ghazålí’s official position on the civil war. This posi-
tion can be interpreted around a varying set of images. First,
there is the image of al-Ghazålí the ™ålim (scholar), carrying with
it all the connotations attributed to the ™ulamå¢ at large. Apart
from his position at the Niúåmiyya, his tracts against the philoso-
phers – most notably, the Tahåfut al-falåsifa – are written with a
tone of authority indicative of someone who saw himself as a
spokesman, if not a defender, of the ™ulamå¢. However, being a
recognized member of the ™ulamå¢ had its own particular set of
challenges during this period; all of which were reducible to the
fact that the role of the ™ulamå¢ was not a given, and the ™ulamå¢
themselves were embroiled in the process of defining, if not jus-
tifying, their status. This process of self-definition was, to be
sure, not without its own complications.

It is this dimension which brings us directly to the political
imagery applied to the ™ulamå¢, and hence also to those images
without which the K. al-Mustaúhirí cannot be adequately
understood. From this perspective, al-Ghazålí, like his kindred
predecessors al-Måwardí and al-Juwayní, is to be seen as a broker
between the power of the Saljuq sultan and the authority of the
Abbasid caliph. On the one hand, al-Ghazålí was only too aware
that he was a beneficiary of Saljuq tutelage, while on the other he
derived his legitimacy from the caliph’s symbolic guardianship
over the sharí™a. Let us now turn to the circumstances around
which al-Ghazålí was forced to negotiate a modus vivendi between
the de facto power of the Saljuq sultan and the de jure authority
of the Abbasid caliph.
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Al-Ghazålí and the Abbasid Caliphate

By the time al-Ghazålí arrived in Baghdad, the pattern of assump-
tions and expectations supporting the body politic had already
been subject to a fair amount of theorizing. Throughout history,
formulations of political theory have been prompted by the de-
sire either to legitimize or to change the contemporaneous political
order. The genre of texts known as siyåsa shar ™iyya (juridico-
political writing) was the channel through which political theory
was formulated in medieval Islam, of which perhaps the most
influential treatment is to be found in al-A˙kåm al-sul†åniyya of
al-Måwardí (d.450/1058), written in response to the Buwayhid
seizure of power.23  At the heart of the siyåsa shar™iyya enter-
prise, to which al-Ghazålí was soon to make a contribution in the
K. al-Mustaúhirí, was the need and desire to keep alive a concep-
tion of caliphal authority in the Muslim community. The position
of the caliph had been subject to historical change, and even
though the actual role of the caliphate had become marginal and
relatively impotent, in its symbolic role it continued to carry an
ideological potency by which it served as a source of legitimacy
for both the de facto holders of power and the ™ulamå¢.

The post-prophetic history of Sunni Islam can be interpreted
as that of a community struggling to preserve the ideals of the
revealed message, while at the same time pursuing ways to fulfil
the demands made by the revelation. God is seen as the all-
encompassing source of these ideals, and God’s demands are those
expressed through His law. The meeting point for both His ideals
and demands is the community: the community becomes the
custodian of the ideals and at the same time provides the only
plausible context within which His demands (the basis for the
sharí™a) can have any meaning. Moreover, the community is not
some amorphous, abstract body, but in large part derives its iden-
tity vis-à-vis the authority of the caliph – who is perceived as the
post-prophetic guardian of the community, and hence also of
the sharí™a.

Of all the areas of human life and conduct, the political struc-
ture of the community is one on which the Qur¢an makes no
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explicit reference. In other words, the Qur¢an does not contain a
constitutional model for the organization of the community.
Hence the siyåsa shar™iyya treatises could, and indeed did, have
a relatively free hand in crafting their own constitutional ideas.
From al-Måwardí onwards, there nonetheless existed a general
consensus about the manner in which the siyåsa shar™iyya trea-
tises were written. Apart from the fact that the caliph’s position
was vulnerable to being displaced by the power of the Saljuq sul-
tan, al-Ghazålí in addition faced a situation where, because of
the civil war, there was a breakdown in Saljuq control. The war
created a vacuum in the power structure, thereby raising afresh
questions about the future of the Saljuq dynasty and of the cal-
iph’s position in the empire. It was with the death of Caliph
al-Muqtadí and the accession to the caliphate of the young al-
Mustaúhir in the early part of 487/1094, that al-Ghazålí was
commissioned to write the K. al-Mustaúhirí, a text which, to re-
call its full title, aims to extol the virtues of the Mustaúhiriyya –
or rather those supporting the caliphate of al-Mustaúhir.

The continuing vacuum in the power structure weighed heav-
ily on the position of the caliph, and al-Ghazålí, as a member of
the ™ulamå¢ attached to the Niúåmiyya, could not but be affected
by the situation. The civil war carried different levels of signifi-
cance depending on whether viewed from the perspective of the
Saljuq family, or Caliph al-Mustaúhir, or al-Ghazålí. Each of these
perspectives is embedded within a repertoire of expectations and
apprehensions, reflecting the needs and desires motivating all
these different actors on the scene. For the Saljuq princes,
Berkiyåruq and Tutush, the struggle was for power and honour,
fuelled by deeply-seated tribal impulses – impulses which had been
characteristic of the Saljuq clan right from the beginnings of its
wanderings, consisting of a ‘survival of the fittest’ type ethos.
Leadership of the Saljuq clan, like that of all the other Turkic
tribes, was always open to contest. Peaceful hereditary succession
to power was rare. The reigns of ®ughril Beg, Alp Arslån and
Malik Shåh were by no means immune from internecine rivalry.
Power within the extended Saljuq family was defined through
the constantly shifting configuration of alliances and each alliance
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would spin out into factions aiming for the ultimate prize – chief
of the clan. This, then, was the background to the conflict between
Berkiyåruq and Tutush. The conflict revolved around an east-
west divide: Berkiyåruq exercised control over Iraq and Khuråsån
(the eastern part of the Saljuq empire) and Tutush had tempo-
rarily consolidated power over Syria (the western part of the
empire). In between this divide there existed a whole chorus of
less powerful factions, each headed by a prominent figure such
as Malik Shåh’s wife, Terkån Khåtun (d.487/1094); Niúåm al-
Mulk’s successor, Tåj al-Mulk (d.485/1093); and one of Malik
Shåh’s brothers in Khuråsån, Arslån Arghïn (d.487/1094).

The unleashing of these internal struggles after Malik Shåh’s
death in 485/1092 must have been welcomed with a sigh of re-
lief by the then caliph, al-Muqtadí (r.467–487/1075–1094), who
had been under Saljuq tutelage since the time of Alp Arslån. So
impotent had al-Muqtadí become that Malik Shåh, only two weeks
before his death, had commanded al-Muqtadí in a ten-day ulti-
matum to abdicate and leave Baghdad. Malik Shåh had worked
up a scheme whereby he had intended to install as caliph his five-
year-old grandson Ja™far, who was born from an arranged marriage
alliance between al-Muqtadí and Malik Shåh’s daughter. Alas,
Malik Shåh died before the ultimatum expired, giving al-Muqtadí,
who remained caliph for another two years, a new lease on life.
Thereafter his own appointed successor, al-Mustaúhir, was recog-
nized as the next caliph.24  It is important to note that Malik
Shåh’s bid to bring the position of the caliph within Saljuq blood-
lines was not the first attempt at such a fusion.

A similar marriage alliance had been attempted by ®ughril
Beg, and this time ®ughril himself married the then caliph al-
Qå¢im’s daughter. Once again, nothing came of it due to ®ughril
Beg’s death shortly after the marriage.25  The important point
here, however, is that these attempts, along with the varied titles
such as ‘The King of the East and West’, ‘Reviver of Islam’, and
‘Commander of the Faithful’, which the caliphs had been obliged
to bestow on the Saljuq sultans, all point to their seething ambi-
tion and need for legitimacy.

The goal of the Saljuq sultans was to close, once and for all,
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whatever gap existed between the sources of power as distinct
from those of authority. There is no more blatant a proclamation
of this than in Niúåm al-Mulk’s treatise entitled Siyåsat-nåma
(The Book of Government), written in the form of a handbook
outlining the duties and ethical responsibilities of a Saljuq sul-
tan, and addressed to Malik Shåh. Niúåm al-Mulk puts forward a
picture of the sultan as a sovereign monarch, modelled after the
Sassanian example, who derives his power from God and is thus
answerable only to God.26

By the time of al-Mustaúhir’s arrival on the scene, Saljuq civil
strife had been running for almost two years. It is interesting to
note that some of the chroniclers of this period project al-Mus-
taúhir as a charismatic figure with an independent will.27  An
example of this independence, which is perhaps tantamount to
asserting that al-Mustaúhir had political ambitions of his own,
has been recorded by Ibn al-Jawzí who claims that al-Mustaúhir,
upon becoming caliph, ordered the demolition of a prestigious
marketplace in Baghdad built during the reign of ®ughril Beg,
which was known as Madinat al-®ughril.28  Drawing on a wider
range of historical sources, George Makdisi, in a remarkable arti-
cle entitled ‘The Topography of Eleventh Century Baghdad’,
elaborates further on the significance of al-Mustaúhir’s actions.
According to Makdisi, the demolition of Madinat al-®ughril en-
tailed also the destruction of a mosque (Jåmi™ al-Sultån) connected
to the market which had been built by Malik Shåh. Furthermore,
al-Mustaúhir had, after the demolition, intended to build on this
site a wall bearing his own name.29

The implications of these deeds are rather telling. Al-Mustaúhir,
knowing only too well the history of Saljuq ambitions to occupy
the office of caliph, could well have had his own ambitions to
revive the power of the caliphate. Hence his action, which Makdisi
aptly suggests was ‘a move which demonstrates an increase in the
measure of his [al-Mustaúhir’s] power among the Saljuqids who
were involved in internecine wars for the succession to the
Sultanate’.30  Yet it would be unwise to overestimate the political
ambitions of al-Mustaúhir, due mainly to the fact that the civil
war had come to a decisive end a year after his accession, at
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which time he openly recognized Berkiyåruq as sultan, although
it is reported that he had backed Tutush during the civil war.31

Complementing all this is the presence of the K. al-Mustaúhirí,
written some time during the first year of al-Mustaúhir’s reign,
serving, among other things, as an important window onto the
political climate of the period and the predicaments facing al-
Mustaúhir who, according to al-Ghazålí, commissioned him to
write it and to whom it is dedicated.

However, the central figure in this window is al-Ghazålí him-
self. Questions about power and authority are at the heart of K.
al-Mustaúhirí which brings us, so far as the written word can,
face to face with the workings of al-Ghazålí’s restless mind. His
treatment of these questions reveals fully the complexity of the
dilemmas facing his society, while at the same time reflecting the
dilemmas of an intellectual whose response to them is caught
between the dictates of his own conscience on one hand, and the
unavoidable demands of acting as a spokesman on the other. Al-
Ghazålí had to think through, as had his predecessors amongst
the ™ulamå¢, how best to negotiate between the posture of an
idealist and of a realist. Idealism, here, translates as the desire to
return to an idealized conception of the community, in which
the caliphate is once again whole and hence the source of both
power and authority. Realism, by contrast, begins with an ac-
ceptance of historical change and has as its aim the preservation
of stability and unity in the community so as to avoid the possi-
bility of anarchy. For the ™ulamå¢, as represented in the siyåsa
shar™iyya texts, and unlike the writings of the falåsifa, or say,
even Niúåm al-Mulk, the challenge was not to justify one tendency
to the exclusion of the other, but rather to negotiate and strike a
tolerable balance between these two orientations. In K. al-Mus-
taúhirí, the quest for this balance is woven around two strategies:
firstly, the identification of those basic minimum requirements
which need to be fulfilled, or enforced, in order to maintain the
Islamic basis for the community; and secondly, carving out a
political role and place for the ™ulamå¢ in the community. An
analysis of the manner and degree to which al-Ghazålí succeeded
in striking this balance will be examined in the next chapter.
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Al-Ghazålí’s silence on the civil war in K. al-Mustaúhirí might
be interpreted in several different ways. It could reflect an attitude,
not uncommon amongst the ™ulamå¢, of remaining neutral amidst
the all too common inter-dynastic struggles, so as to appear non-
partisan and thus avoid the consequences of having supported a
defeated faction. This is not to say that al-Ghazålí was apolitical,
but rather, on certain issues, as in this case, it was expedient for
him to project himself in this way; or perhaps his silence reflects
a deeper dilemma that he may have had in reconciling the pre-
vailing arrangements between the Saljuqs and the caliphate. The
types of questions confronting al-Ghazålí included, for example,
whether the political reality of Saljuq power was there to stay,
and if so, depending on the outcome of the civil war, how then to
justify its continuing presence? And if it were to be replaced,
what were the alternatives?

The silence in the K. al-Mustaúhirí should thus be read as a
posture that needs to be discerned between the lines, for only
then can the implications of al-Ghazålí’s theory of an Islamic
government in this work be adequately understood. Regardless
of the theoretical model that was elaborated, it is important to
keep in mind that al-Ghazålí’s theory was not a creatio ex nihilo.
It was formulated within the framework and conventions of the
siyåsa shar ™iyya tradition. By the time of al-Ghazålí, this tradi-
tion had become structured around a working relationship
between the caliph, the Turkic sultans and the ™ulamå¢. The cal-
iph was conceived as the symbolic apex from which both the sultan
and the ™ulamå¢ derived their identity as fulfilling functions del-
egated to them from the caliph. The Turkic sultans were popularly
referred to as ahl al-˙all wa’l-™aqd (those possessing the power
to loosen and bind), while the ™ulamå¢ were referred to as heirs of
the prophets (al-™ulamå¢ warathatu al-anbiyå¢), in the sense that
they were an extension of the caliph’s religious authority, the de
facto guardians of the sharí™a.32

This, then, served as the scaffolding on which al-Ghazålí sought
to formulate a modus vivendi for the political tensions of his day.
Yet all these negotiations represent only one side of the political
coin influencing al-Ghazålí when writing K. al-Mustaúhirí. The
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other side of the coin is subsumed within the latter part of the
text’s title: Fadå¢i˙ al-Bå†iniyya (Infamies of the Bå†iniyya). We
will now turn our attention to the so-called Bå†iniyya – who were
they and in what senses were they, in al-Ghazålí’s eyes, a threat?

Al-Ghazålí and the Ismailis

The term al-Ghazålí used most often for the Ismailis is ‘al-
Bå†iniyya’, which can be literally translated as ‘the esotericists’.
However, this translation does not adequately convey the range
of pejorative meanings which al-Ghazålí had in mind when using
the term. Beginning with the title of the text, it is here put for-
ward as a term of antipathy – antipathetical to all that is implied
by the term ‘Mustaúhiriyya’. The title is framed in terms of a
normative opposition between fa{å¢il (virtues) and fa{å¢i˙ (infa-
mies). Hence, it is best to approach the term ‘Bå†iniyya’ as a
polemical construct. Like all such constructs, its meaning is con-
ditioned by the presuppositions – the motivations and biases – of
the polemical exchange in which it is used. In this particular case,
the biases are those of al-Ghazålí as the self-styled polemicist on
behalf of the Sunni caliph.

In order to analyse and understand al-Ghazålí’s motivations,
we need to step outside the polemical exchange as recorded in
the K. al-Mustaúhirí, and study the so-called Bå†iniyya apart from
al-Ghazålí’s perception of them. This will help us identify more
readily al-Ghazålí’s biases in the text and also, more importantly,
his polemical aims and strategies vis-à-vis the Bå†iniyya.

The Ismailis whom al-Ghazålí referred to as the Bå†iniyya, did
not themselves use this term. At the time al-Ghazålí was writing
his polemic, the Ismailis of Iran would most likely have referred
to themselves as al-da™wa al-hådiya (the rightly guiding mission),
or as reported by al-Shahraståní, as al-da™wa al-jadída (the new
mission). The latter term, in turn, derives its meaning in
juxtaposition to the term, al-da™wa al-qadíma (the old mission),
referring here to the Fatimid Ismaili da™wa centred in Cairo. Al-
da™wa al-jadída became a Nizårí Ismaili movement independent
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of the Fatimids, and was organized almost single-handedly under
the leadership of Óasan-i Íabbå˙ (d.518/1124).33

Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s earliest connections with the Ismaili
movement began as a representative of the Fatimid da™wa in Rayy
(northern Iran). By this time the Fatimid da™wa had become an
extremely effective organization, distinctive for the type of Shi™i
theology that it was propounding and for the far-flung pockets
of loyalty it had garnered in Syria, Khuråsån, Transoxania and
Sind.34  Óasan’s break from the Fatimid da™wa arose out of a
succession dispute following the death of the Fatimid Imam-Cal-
iph al-Mustan˚ir (r.427–487/1036–1094), the consequences of
which had already begun to take shape during al-Mustan˚ir’s life.
The Fatimid caliphs were concomitantly recognized as Shi™i Is-
maili Imams, and hence the succession dispute impinged not only
on issues of dynastic power and continuity, but also on whether
or not the successor was the legitimate bearer of religious author-
ity. The sole criterion for legitimacy was that the successor be
designated (na˚˚) by the previous Imam. Al-Mustan˚ir’s desig-
nated heir was his eldest son Nizår (d.488/1095), but due to the
rising influence and ambition of the Fatimid wazírs and military
commanders, Badr al-Jamålí and his son al-Af{al, al-Mustan˚ir’s
na˚˚ (designation) was allegedly bypassed and transferred to his
younger son al-Musta™lí (r.487–495/1094–1101), who was mar-
ried to Badr al- Jamålí’s daughter. Al- Musta™lí’s claims prevailed
and Nizår rebelled by way of armed conflict, but was defeated.
Óasan-i Íabbå˙ championed the cause of Nizår, of which it ap-
pears he first became aware during his year and a half long
residence (471–473/1078–1081) in Cairo, at which time al-
Mustan˚ir was reported to have informed him that Nizår would
be the next Imam.35

After Cairo, Óasan-i Íabbå˙ returned to Iran and began to
consolidate a movement which, quite apart from crystallizing into
an autonomous al-da™wa al-jadída and laying the foundation of
what later became known as Nizårí Ismailism, also marked the
beginning of a remarkable political organization, maintaining
an existence out of castles and fortresses dotted throughout the
Saljuq empire in Iran and later in Syria. From these strongholds
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the Nizårí Ismailis challenged Saljuq power and other subsequent
powers in the region right up until the siege of the Mongols in
654/1256.

The K. al-Mustaúhirí was written during the formative phase
of Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s activities, just before al-Mustan˚ir’s death,
and hence al-Ghazålí saw Óasan’s movement as being an exten-
sion of the larger Fatimid rivalry with the Saljuqs. However, it is
quite clear that al-Ghazålí’s polemic, in spite of his many refer-
ences to the Fatimid caliph in Egypt, was directed towards the
activities and nascent ideas connected with the infiltration of
Óasan’s faction inside the Saljuq empire. Let us now turn our
attention to the impact of this infiltration during this period up
until the point when al-Ghazålí completed the K. al-Mustaúhirí,
which, as stated earlier, would have been sometime in the later
part of the year 487/1094.

The political map of the Muslim world in the fifth/eleventh
century had already lost its earlier sense of territorial coherence.
Boundaries were constantly shifting in the name of different em-
pires: the Ghaznawids were pushing west into India, the
Almoravids were consolidating power in Spain and the Maghrib,
and nestled in the centre were the Fatimid-controlled territories
in North Africa, Egypt and Palestine – the juncture at which they
met the lands of the Saljuq empire. It would not be off the mark
to assert that the centre of gravity in the Muslim world of the
fifth/eleventh century lay in the territorial and ideological oppo-
sition between the Fatimids and the Saljuqs. Both powers had
imperial ambitions over the entire dår al-Islåm. Fatimid claims
rested on the authority of their Caliph-Imam in Cairo, and the
Saljuqs asserted themselves behind the banner of the Abbasid
caliph in Baghdad. The Baghdad-Cairo rivalry is a rich metaphor
pointing to the two contesting visions of Islam. It was this con-
test that spurred al-Ghazålí into polemic. For al-Ghazålí, the entire
Shi™i Ismaili enterprise of the Fatimids represented the ‘wholly
other’, with whom no compromise was possible. The Shi™i Imam’s
claim to infallible authority challenged the very premises of the
Sunni legal tradition, and hence also the raison d’être of the Sunni
™ulamå¢.
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Among the various challenges posed by the Fatimids, be it in
terms of their naval supremacy or economic wealth, the most
threatening, for al-Ghazålí, lay in the doctrines and activities of
the Fatimid da™wa. It would be rather reductive, if not mislead-
ing, to define the Fatimid da™wa as a propaganda organization
for the Ismaili movement. The range of ideas covered in the lit-
erature of the da™wa, embracing some of the earliest expressions
of Shi™i theology woven around a Neoplatonic cosmology, and its
application of an allegorical system for interpreting the Qur¢an
and, by implication, the role of the Prophet and the sharí™a, bears
witness to a highly sophisticated and complex intellectual move-
ment – a complexity which is further borne out by the historical
evolution of the Fatimid da™wa. The da™wa began as an under-
ground revolutionary movement, and though geographically
dispersed it had the makings of a cohesive network from the
latter part of the second/eighth century onwards. Thereafter it
consolidated into an intellectual class within Fatimid society. At
the height of Fatimid power the da™wa had become an elaborate
organization with the dual mandate of, on the one hand, admin-
istering and directing the religious affairs of the Fatimid empire
and, on the other, of maintaining a strategic programme of con-
version outside the Fatimid empire. In effect, the Fatimid da™wa
had two distinct faces, one belonging to the centre and the other
to the periphery.

At the centre, which was Cairo, it was headed by the då™í al-
du™åt (chief då™í) who, in terms of authority and status, stood on
an equal footing with the Fatimid wazír. It was the centre which
was responsible for systematic training and initiation of då™ís.36

The periphery, especially in the lands of the Saljuq empire, con-
sisted of clandestine groups of då™ís, who endeavoured to cultivate
as wide an allegiance to the Fatimid caliph as was possible. The
periphery was much more of a populist movement while the cen-
tre, by contrast, comes across as elitist. Its elitism is evidenced,
rather ironically, by the fact that in Cairo and in Egypt as a whole
there were no initiatives for mass conversion. Fatimid doctrines
were propagated only within the da™wa organization, and there
also it was carefully disclosed through a piecemeal project of
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initiation. As a result, the Fatimid court in Cairo allowed Sunni
schools of law to co-exist, and be applied, alongside a distinct
school of Fatimid law which had been codified on Shi™i
principles.37

The situation was quite different in the periphery, and no-
where is this better exemplified than in the movement headed by
Óasan-i Íabbå˙. After returning from Egypt, Óasan spent al-
most a decade (473–483/1081–1090) travelling around the
Saljuq empire, though primarily in western and northern Iran,
consolidating support and loyalty for the da™wa. The turning point
is marked by the seizure of the castle at Alamït, situated in the
Daylamån region just south of the Caspian Sea. From this base at
Alamït, Óasan emerges as a public figure, initiating a policy of
open revolt against the Saljuqs. It was this posture of confronta-
tion and revolt that laid the foundations of what was to become
the autonomous Nizårí Ismaili state right inside the Saljuq em-
pire. Within a decade of taking Alamït, the movement had spread
widely across the neighbouring regions of Quhistån and Rïdbår,
establishing their authority in small towns and fortress settlements
on the pattern of Alamït. More than the momentum of their
territorial gains, it was the subversive manner in which they dis-
rupted Saljuq power that attracted both fear and revulsion from
the Saljuq establishment.

The image of subversion with which Óasan-i Íabbå˙ became
irrevocably connected, was projected thorough the fidå¢ís (devo-
tees) who would infiltrate the entourage of prominent Saljuq
personalities with the aim of assassinating them.38  Niúåm al-Mulk
is alleged to have been the first prominent victim of the Nizårí
fidå¢ís on 12 Rama{ån 485/16 October 1092. Thereafter the
bulk of the assassinations were of local Saljuq amírs who attempted
to resist or raid Nizårí Ismaili settlements.39  By the time al-Ghazålí
was to set pen to paper, Óasan’s movement had taken on, for the
Saljuqs, the proportions of an uncontrollable political menace
which insidiously threatened the very fabric of their empire. For
al-Ghazålí, this fabric was none other than the Sunni ethos of the
empire.

Before Óasan’s movement had become an actual political
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threat, it was already perceived as an ideological threat by the
Saljuqs. The earliest record of this perception is in Niúåm al-Mulk’s
Siyåsat-nåma (completed around 484/1091) in which an entire
section is devoted to denouncing the presence of Ismailis inside
Saljuq territories, referring to them as the Bå†iniyya.40  Niúåm al-
Mulk’s diatribe was built on the severe anti-Shi™i attitudes
contained in Sunni firaq (heresiographical) literature, of which
the most influential writer was ™Abd al-Qåhir al-Baghdadí (d.429/
1037), the author of al-Farq bayn al-firaq. Al-Ghazålí’s polemic
was, in part, rooted in the assumptions and style of this litera-
ture, which sought to define the doctrinal basis for a Sunni
orthodoxy. All who did not fit into the mould of ahl al-sunna
wa’l-jamå™a (people of the Prophetic tradition and the commu-
nity/consensus) were given a sectarian label which, for the most
part, became the basis for caricaturing their deviance, leading to
either a legally derived charge of heresy (takfír) or just plain
demonization.

A sizeable portion of the K. al-Mustaúhirí’s polemic against
the Ismailis repeats this pattern. However, Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s
burgeoning movement presented an additional doctrinal chal-
lenge, a challenge which required al-Ghazålí to conduct, in the K.
al-Mustaúhirí, an intellectual disputation (munåúara), modelled
on the style of kalåm arguments, a style of argumentation of
which there were many variations. In general, it involved the analy-
sis of the opponent’s arguments or claims, so as to examine the
logical validity of the propositions on which they are based, and
is conventionally written in the form of a dialogue with a hypo-
thetical interlocutor. The doctrine which so struck al-Ghazålí,
engaging him in a debate that continued to occupy him for the
remainder of his life, was the Ismaili doctrine of ta™lím (authori-
tative instruction or teaching).

This doctrine, of which Óasan-i Íabbå˙ was the major author,
did not constitute a radically new doctrine but a terse re-state-
ment – in the form of a logical argument – of the basic Shi™i
claim that mankind has always been in need of a divinely-guided
teacher, and that after the Prophet Mu˙ammad it is only the
Ismaili Imams who lay claim to such infallible authority. The force
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of this re-statement lay not so much in its content, but the man-
ner in which it was formulated; consisting of propositions, each
crafted so as to form a sequence of proofs, demonstrating pro-
gressively the inadequacy of human reason and hence the need
for an authoritative teacher. The K. al-Mustaúhirí is the earliest
extant record of this doctrine and thereafter al-Shahraståní
(d.548/1153) is the next to cite it in his firaq text entitled Kitåb
al-Milal wa’l-ni˙al (Book of Religions and Sects). Nothing re-
mains of Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s own writings on the ta™lím doctrine.
However, al-Shahraståní’s citation purports to be a paraphrase
from a text written by Óasan. Moreover al-Shahraståní presents
the most terse form of the doctrine, and the most widely quoted
in Western scholarship, entitled al-Fu˚ïl al-arba™a (The Four
Chapters) – formulated as a doctrine composed of four
propositions.41

Al-Ghazålí’s account of the doctrine, beginning with the most
detailed treatment in the K. al-Mustaúhirí and then in four more
works written against the Ismailis (of which two are no longer
extant), never quite gets reduced to the terseness of al-
Shahraståní’s four propositions. Nevertheless the overall import
of the doctrine in both transmissions is similar.42  In the next
chapter, we will examine al-Ghazålí’s version of the ta™lím doc-
trine and compare it with al-Shahraståní’s version. But now, let
us analyse why al-Ghazålí was so taken up by this doctrine, lead-
ing him, on the one hand, to refer to Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s movement
as al-Ta™límiyya and, on the other, while recounting his intellec-
tual and religious development in al-Munqidh min al-{alål
(Deliverance from Error), to place the challenge and impact of
this doctrine as an autonomous category alongside that of ka-
låm, falsafa and Sufism.

Al-Ghazålí’s writings on the Ismailis were undoubtedly polemi-
cal through and through. Yet, especially in the K. al-Mustaúhirí,
the polemical confrontation went beyond the merely defensive
or reactive, but could be characterized as a ‘thinking through’ of
the Ismaili (or al-Ta™límiyya) challenge. This ‘thinking through’
sought systematically to dismantle the fundamental Shi™i claims
of the ta™lím doctrine, which, in turn, cleared the ground for a
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corresponding clarification of Sunni claims – claims which, as is
amply borne out in al-Ghazålí’s writings, were just as much in
need of a ‘thinking through’. The ta™lím doctrine put forward a
model of authority, the infallible teacher, which challenged the
very foundations from which the ahl al-sunna wa’l-jamå™a de-
rived their identity. The latter has to continually reconcile itself
to existence in a post-prophetic history, and hence to a concep-
tion of infallible authority (™i˚ma) which lies in the past – and to
which the Sunni community has to return by way of preserving
and obeying God’s revelation, and keeping alive the example of
the Prophet.

The Ta™límiyya, who were equally locked into a post-prophetic
era, proposed a conception of infallible authority (™i˚ma) which,
through the figure of the Imam, continues to subsist through
history, functioning as a charismatic extension (not a substitute)
of the Prophet’s authority. The Ismaili Imam is thus
contemporaneous with every succeeding community of believers
(after the death of the Prophet). The community derives its
coherence by recognizing and pledging allegiance to this author-
ity, an allegiance which demands a ‘turning towards’ the living
person of the Imam regarded as the unconditional source of
ta™lím. This stands in contrast to the Sunni posture which is a
‘turning back’ to the sources of authority of the past. Implicit in
the Ismaili position is the judgement that the Sunni posture of
‘turning back’ is at best a fallible human appropriation or inter-
pretation of infallibility. In other words, because the Sunni
conception of infallible authority is justified through fallible
means, the entire edifice of Sunni law and theology is judged to
be intrinsically misguided.

The political, let alone intellectual, implications of the Ismaili
position were only too obvious to al-Ghazålí. On the political front,
al-Ghazålí was now confronted with the challenge of justifying
the body politic of his time on premises that had to counteract
the absolutist claims of the Ismailis. Al-Ghazålí had to put forward
a defence of the Sunni order built on a vocabulary of ideals and
not merely on realpolitik considerations as had been the tenor of
previous siyåsa shar ™iyya texts. The Sunni caliph’s claim to
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authority and power, apart from being burdened with disentan-
gling his position from that of the Saljuq sultan, had to, in
addition, be measured against the claims of the Ismaili Imam.
On the intellectual front, the credibility of the ™ulamå¢ was at
stake, especially of the claims they made on behalf of fiqh and
kalåm. The Imam in the ta™lím scheme represents not only an
alternative form of authority, but also an alternative source of
knowledge. This body of knowledge stands in contradistinction
to the Sunni traditions of fiqh and kalåm. Claiming itself to be
superior to individual reasoning, ta™lím deals with certainties
(˙aqå¢iq) while fiqh and kalåm, by contrast, have to resign them-
selves to conjecture (úann) or probability born of human reason.43

Hence, al-Ghazålí had now to work out a defence for what, being
a Shåfi™í-Ash™arí himself, were the sources of his livelihood in the
Niúåmiyya: the study of law and theology according to the Shåfi™í-
Ash™arí school of thought.

Having reviewed all the major factors that were at play or that
were directly or indirectly addressed in the K. al-Mustaúhirí, it is
now time that we turn to the content, structure and style of this
text. The historical review so far has hopefully conveyed a sense
of the complexity of both the circumstances and ideas which al-
Ghazålí had to grapple with when writing it. It is a complexity
that is borne out most clearly in terms of the issues surrounding
the relationship between the Abbasid caliph and the Saljuq sul-
tan, between Shi™i and Sunni interpretations of Islam, and between
the ™ulamå¢ and the body politic. At the centre of this complexity
is al-Ghazålí himself, whose intellectual ambition and rigour, here
and elsewhere, makes him one of the most articulate and engaged
writers on the great questions facing the medieval Muslim world.
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chapter two

Anatomy of the Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí:
Content and Style

Every reading is also an act of interpretation, and the reading of
a text, especially one whose author is dead, demands a particular
type of interpretation. Short of getting entangled in a lengthy
definition (as evident in the propensity for theory in contempo-
rary literary criticism) of what I intend to convey by the use of
the terms ‘interpretation’ and ‘text’, some cursory working defi-
nition will, nonetheless, be put forward.

‘Text’ refers to the written word, the organization and record-
ing of which gives rise to certain common features between texts,
the more prominent features being a beginning and an end, a
style and a structure of the language in which it is put together,
and a meaning (or meanings) of which it is a potential reposi-
tory. ‘Interpretation’ is the property of the reader, it constitutes
the basic relationship of the reader to any given text. The rela-
tionship is similar to that of a dialogue between two minds: the
mind of the reader and that of the author. Interpretation, for
the mind of the reader, is an effort to understand the author,
and this effort varies from reader to reader, the variation being
one of depth and comprehensiveness. However, the act of inter-
pretation demands an engagement which, for all readers, begins
with what I would call ‘decipherment’ and culminates in
‘explanation’.
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In decipherment the task at hand is to ascertain what the au-
thor has written, and how has he written – this falls within the
purview of what is conventionally referred to as the style or form
of the text. In addition, decipherment also entails an attempt to
ascertain how the author actually understood what he wrote, re-
gardless of whether he expressed that understanding explicitly
or not – this aspect is conventionally referred to as the content or
substance of the text.1

As with all conventions, the validity or even usefulness of the
style/content (form/substance) dichotomy is open to debate. This
distinction is a mental abstraction, and thus something that one
would be hard pressed to verify empirically. In part, the diffi-
culty presents itself as to whether style or content are irreducible
categories; if so, can something called style be extracted from
the text with the result that what remains is something called
content? One plausible response to this question is to avoid it
altogether, and begin, instead, by seeing this dichotomy as an
abstraction. By thus accepting its limitations as such, one could,
nonetheless, continue to draw on this dichotomy as a useful tool
for analysis – useful in so far as it is precisely from this sort of
thinking about a text that wider possibilities of interpretation
are opened up.

It is at this point that interpretation expands and moves from
decipherment to explanation. Explanation is connected to all the
tasks which attempt to ascertain the implications and significance
of the text of which the author was unaware, but we, the readers,
due primarily to the benefit of hindsight, can probe as to whether
the text represents an unconscious expression of a wish, an in-
terest, a bias or a historical situation.2

In this chapter we will be working towards a decipherment of
the K. al-Mustaúhirí, in which the categories of style and con-
tent will be treated not so much as independent or mutually
exclusive points of analysis, but as interdependent elements. The
primary emphasis will be to read it as an embodiment of a cer-
tain set of arguments, and it is here, in the very idea of an
argument, that the interdependence between style and content
is most evident. In other words, as this chapter sets out to follow
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al-Ghazålí’s arguments it will aim, among other things, to deci-
pher the extent to which the content of these arguments is shaped
by the style of argumentation in which he chose to develop, sus-
tain and execute his arguments. Inasmuch as the preceding
chapter attempted to define the ecology of the K. al-Mustaúhirí,
this chapter will pursue the task of identifying an anatomy of
the text. This pursuit will encompass what has here been referred
to as decipherment, and it will fall to the subsequent chapter to
undertake an explanation of the text.

Al-Ghazålí’s Muqaddima: A Justification

The K. al-Mustaúhirí begins with a customary muqaddima (pre-
amble) which consists of an introductory khu†ba (exordium): an
explanation of the circumstances which led him to write the
present work; a brief statement on the objectives of the text and
a list of the titles of all ten chapters in the text (an equivalent,
perhaps, to a table of contents). The deployment of a preamble
such as this had become an almost standard feature of texts writ-
ten in medieval Islam. Apart from its role in providing medieval
Islamic texts with a common organizational style, the preamble
as a convention forced upon medieval Muslim authors the re-
quirement to justify their intentions for writing. Writing, thus,
became a highly responsible endeavour; an author wrote not so
much as an individual but as a member of a Muslim community
– and it was to that, albeit reified, conception of community
which al-Ghazålí had to justify himself.

An instructive way to decipher the manner in which al-Ghazålí
justifies the writing of the K. al-Mustaúhirí is to take notice of
the different tones of writing contained in the preamble. There
is a weaving together of three distinct tones: piety, loyalty and
polemic. The tone of piety is introduced through the exordium,
where, apart from affirming God’s omnipotence and omniscience,
God is thanked for having guided the author to righteousness
and protected him from the errors of the people he calls the
Bå†iniyya:3
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Thanks be to God who has aided us to profess His religion pub-
licly (i™lånan) and privately (isråran), and Who has guided us to
submit to His rule (˙ukm) outwardly (iúhåran) and inwardly
(idmåran). He has not made us of the number of erring ({alålan)
Bå†iniyya who make outward confession with their tongues while
they harbour in their hearts persistence and wilfulness [in their
error].4

Having thanked God for His mercy and guidance, al-Ghazålí
continues intermittently throughout the preamble to ask for God’s
help in sincerely fulfilling his intention to demonstrate the infa-
mies (fa{å¢i˙) of the Bå†iniyya and the virtues (fa{å¢il) of the
Mustaúhiriyya.5  Through this tone of piety al-Ghazålí justifies
himself as a believer, with particular emphasis on the nature of
his belief – a belief which seeks the path of truth (˙aqq) and not
error. Moreover, this belief, as al-Ghazålí was only too aware, takes
on an outward expression through the act of writing and is thus
attendant to judgement. This leads him to conclude the pream-
ble with a reiteration of his desire to prove worthy of maintaining
his integrity in this outward expression, his book:

This is the sum total of the book – and God is the resort for help
in following the thoroughfare of the truth (sulïk jåddat al-˙aqq)
and in treading the road of sincerity (maslak al-˚idq).6

The tone of loyalty is not altogether separate from that of
piety. It is, in effect, a further specification of his duty as a
Muslim, which is here expressed in terms of al-Ghazålí’s relation-
ship with the caliphate, more specifically, with Caliph al-Mustaúhir.
Al-Ghazålí weaves this tone by employing the idea of service
(khadama), stating that, while in Baghdad, he had been seeking
for an opportunity to serve al-Mustaúhir (interestingly enough,
by way of fortifying the basis of his caliphate).7  While still con-
templating the matter, al-Ghazålí receives instructions from
al-Mustaúhir to compose a book refuting the Bå†iniyya. The whole
matter is thus elevated into a solemn duty towards the leader of
the community (za™ím al-umma), and the fulfilment of which,
according to al-Ghazålí, was nothing less than a call to:
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… defend the plain truth and to stand up for the Proof of our
Religion (˙ujjat al-dín) and to eradicate the godless (al-
mul˙idín).8

In this way, al-Ghazålí not only charges the text with a sense
of momentous significance (a call to arms), but, by implication,
also takes on the role of a ‘defender of the faith’. This defence
draws its primary impulse from the need to uphold the authority
of the caliph who, as encapsulated in the term amír al-mu¢minín
(commander of the faithful), stands as a symbol of the
community.9

The above tone inevitably extends into a polemical one, flesh-
ing itself out at almost every instance in which mention is made
of the Bå†iniyya. And what he has to say about them, at this
stage, constitutes a foretaste of the more elaborate polemical en-
gagement which will consume almost the entire text. The preamble
attacks the Bå†iniyya on three issues, each of which provides a
key to what will turn out to be an elaborate argument later in the
text. To begin with, there is the subject of the Bå†iniyya ‘error’.
It consists, to put it briefly, in their repudiation of the belief that
God appoints disagreement (yaj™alu ikhtilåf) amongst His believ-
ers. For as al-Ghazålí counters:

... despite the Bå†iniyya unbelievers (al-kafara) who deny that
God appoints disagreement among the People of the Truth, for
they know not that mercy (al-ra˙ma) follows disagreement among
the community just as admonition (al-™ibra) follows their differ-
ing in ranks and qualities.10

The gravity of this error or its significance is, for the time
being, left relatively ambiguous. Yet we can be assured that al-
Ghazålí will, in no uncertain terms, return to this error. The other
two issues are, in comparison, quite general. First, there is the
imputation of ‘godlessness’, interlaced with accusations of their
‘deception and dupery’ (ghwå¢il and talbís): the Bå†iniyya are
presented as antithetical to the Truth.11  Second, the Bå†iniyya
are represented as vacillating between the doctrines of the dual-
ists (al-thånawiyya) and the philosophers. Apart from the
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pejorative rhetoric of these labels, al-Ghazålí is using them as
metaphors to convey the nature of the polemical task that awaits
him:

For rare in the world is the man who, in the matter of fundamen-
tal dogmas (qawå™id al-™aqå¢id), can independently undertake to
establish proof (al-˙ujja) and demonstration (al-burhån) in such
a fashion that he raises it from the lowlands of conjecture (al-
úann) and reckoning to the highlands of certainty (al-qå†i™). … It
is a weighty matter to the essentials of which the resources of the
jurists (al-fuqahå¢) are not equal because of the capricious ten-
dencies regarding the fundamentals of religions (u˚ïl al-diyånåt)
which have appeared and become intermingled with the method
of the early philosophers and sages (al-˙ukamå¢). For it is from
the depths of the latter’s error that these Bå†iniyya seek provi-
sion, since they vacillate between the doctrines of the dualists
and the philosophers and buzz around the limits of logic (˙udïd
al-man†iq) in their wranglings.12

Almost all the transliterated terms in the above passage will
become springboards for al-Ghazålí’s polemical aims. However, it
is important to note that, though the subject matter in this pas-
sage touches on religious beliefs and principles, yet al-Ghazålí
points out that the issues of this polemical engagement lie be-
yond the purview of jurists. This in itself is saying a lot, since the
jurists are the ™ulamå¢ and hence the caretakers of the sharí™a.
Without delving too deeply into the varied implications of this
assertion, we can perhaps tentatively read it as an affirmation of
al-Ghazålí’s intellectual individuality, a posture from which he is
venturing into issues that have hitherto been unexplored by the
™ulamå¢. This individuality is borne out in the way al-Ghazålí ne-
gotiates between the demands of piety, loyalty and polemic (a
negotiation which he sustains through to the very end of the
text). Al-Ghazålí’s agility in this is demonstrated quite clearly in
the first chapter, where he discusses the issue of method (al-
manhaj).
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Defining a Method

The aim and scope of this chapter are stated clearly enough in its
title: ‘The clear statement (al-i™råb) of the method (al-manhaj) I
have chosen to follow in the course of this book’.13  And as befits
a statement, the chapter is short and to the point. In it al-Ghazålí
defines his method in relation to three sets of criteria (which he
considers applicable to all texts), consisting of a standpoint (al-
maqåm) on profundity and precision (al-ghaus wa’l-ta˙qíq); a
standpoint on prolixity and conciseness (itnaban wa ™íjazan); and
a standpoint on reducing and multiplying (al-taqlíl wa takthír).

With regard to all three standpoints, al-Ghazålí uses the term
al-maslak al-muqta˚id (middle way or via media) to describe the
general approach of his method – hence in each standpoint al-
Ghazålí argues for a compromise between the two alternatives.
The significance here is in the rationalization for a middle way:

So I have thought it best to follow the via media (al-maslak al-
muqta˚id) between the two extremes. I shall not leave my book
devoid of matters apodeictical (burhåniyya) which the skilled re-
searchers will understand, nor of rhetorical remarks (kalimåt) from
which those who proceed by conjecture will derive profit. The
need for this book is general, with respect to both the elite and
the common folk (al-khawå˚˚ wa’l-™awåmm) and embraces all the
strata of the adherents of Islam.14

Al-Ghazålí here conveys the sense of accountability and ex-
pectation with which he wrote. An accountability which is
intellectual to the extent to which he realizes that he will be judged
by his peers, the ™ulamå¢ (al-khawå˚˚), whilst carrying a concerned
expectation of being read by the literate community at large. It
is through this remarkable ability of being both a popular writer
while being an intellectual innovator that, in large measure, ac-
counts for al-Ghazålí’s enduring influence and uniqueness in the
history of Islamic thought. However, one of the stylistic conse-
quences, especially in his polemical writings, of this relentless
balancing act between al-Ghazålí the populist and al-Ghazålí the
intellectual, is the curious co-existence of a tone of emotive appeal
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alongside that of a more reasoned, critical approach. The popu-
list in him is what fuels his polemical response to the Ismailis,
and this at times makes him completely beholden to write what
he feels is expected of him, thus compromising the overall
intellectual integrity of his writings. This is strikingly borne out
throughout the K. al-Mustaúhirí, and, as such, this first chapter
is not so much a theoretical statement about what, in
contemporary parlance, would be called methodology, but rather
a set of comments directed at his readership. The readership al-
Ghazålí envisages extends beyond the ™ulamå¢ or the Niúåmiyya
sub-culture in which he taught and wrote, and hence he feels
compelled to explain his method of writing, lest the ™ulamå¢,
unable to readily identify the conventional genre of this book
(e.g. law, theology, heresiography or juridico-political), dismiss or
misunderstand its significance.

The Adab al-Firaq Legacy: A Taxonomy of Exclusion

In the first half of the text, beginning from Chapter 2 and ex-
tending up to the end of Chapter 5, the style bears resemblance
to the then emerging firaq (or heresiographical) genre of litera-
ture. One of the earliest and most influential examples of this
literature in Sunni Islam is al-Ash™arí’s (d.324/925–6) Maqålåt
al-islåmiyyín, which was then further developed in the equally
significant al-Farq bayn al-firaq of al-Baghdådí (d.429/1037).
The Shåfi™í-Ash™arí stamp of the latter work explains, in part,
why a good number of subsequent firaq texts were written by
Shåfi™í-Ash™arís, among which, al-Shahraståní’s al-Milal wa’l-ni˙al
was also very influential.15

Al-Ghazålí did not write a comprehensive firaq treatise in the
mould of al-Baghdådí. Yet he was, without a doubt, influenced
by the assumptions and the outlook of this genre. The heart of
firaq writing can be described as a project to determine notions
of an orthodox centre in Islam, and ipso facto to expose the exist-
ence of a heterodox landscape that differs from the centre. The
difference is perceived in terms of the kind and degree of error
and deviation which taints the inhabitants of this heterodox
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landscape. Of all of al-Ghazålí’s writings, K. al-Mustaúhirí, at
least certain sections of it, comes closest to resembling the struc-
ture of firaq texts. The standard elements included a classification
of sects with reference to the varied appellations attributed to
each sect (firqa or milla); a brief history of the origins and devel-
opment of each sect; and an overview of the beliefs and doctrines
held by each sect. However the K. al-Mustaúhirí differs from
other firaq texts with respect to its intended scope. Standard firaq
texts would, in very broad terms, define their objectives in light
of the following hadith of the Prophet:

Did not the People of the Book before you divide into 72 sects? …
And in truth this community will one day divide into 73 sects, of
which 72 will go to hell, and only one to paradise.16

Hence it became conventional for a firaq text to encompass
within its classification seventy-three sects (real or imaginary) of
which the ahl al-sunna wa’l-jamå™a was deemed to be the firqa
najiya, ‘the sect that is saved’.17  The K. al-Mustaúhirí does make
reference to a variation of the aforementioned hadith (as had
become common in fiqh and kalåm texts), but in an altogether
different context, of which we will say something more later.18  It
is, nonetheless, the more circumscribed focal range of the K. al-
Mustaúhirí that sets it apart from other firaq texts.

Chapter 2 begins with an examination of the varied
nomenclature associated with the so-called Bå†iniyya. Al-Ghazålí
lists ten designations or titles (alqåb), of which three are con-
nected with the conflicting divisions that had arisen in Shi™ism:
al-Ismå™íliyya, al-Qaråmi†a – repeated separately as al-Qarma†iyya
– and al-Båbakiyya. The remaining four are connected with the
doctrinal positions projected onto the Shi™i movement: al-
Bå†iniyya, al-Khurramiyya – repeated also as al-Khurramdíniyya
– al-Sab™iyya and al-Mu˙ammara. The final designation in the
list is al-Ta™límiyya whose doctrinal claim is tersely presented as
consisting of the following disputation (mujådil):

Truth must be known either by individual reasoning (bi’l-ra¢y) or
by authoritative instruction (ta™lím); but reliance on individual
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reasoning is useless because of the mutual contradiction of indi-
vidual reasonings (al-årå¢) and the mutual opposition of the
passions (al-ahwå¢) and the disagreement (ikhtilåf) of the results
of the speculation of the intelligent (naúar al-™uqalå¢): so recourse
to ta™lím and learning (from the Imam) is obligatory.19

It is this designation which according to al-Ghazålí is the most
appropriate for the Bå†iniyya of this era.20  This is merely an-
other way of saying that the text will predominately focus on this
dimension of their error. Yet having unfurled the other designa-
tions, al-Ghazålí does not immediately shift his attention to the
Ta™límiyya at the exclusion of others. At this stage he sets out to
expose what he considers to be the range of fa{å¢i˙ (infamies)
connected with the so-called Bå†iniyya. The exposure which is
undertaken in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 does not refer to any one
group in the nomenclature, but rather treats the Bå†iniyya as a
general, almost essentialized, category, whose identity subsumes
many of the elements in the ten titles of his classification. With
the exception of the appellation Ta™límiyya, the remaining titles
constitute a collage, constructed so as to highlight major themes
within which the infamies of the Bå†iniyya are subsumed.

There are three central themes. First, the representation of
the Bå†iniyya as an organized conspiracy, fuelled solely by the
desire for power and domination (al-mulk wa’l-istíla¢).21  This
attitude is echoed in his description of, for example, the
Khurramiyya or the Mu˙ammara, both of which draw on the
then common stereotypes about pre-Islamic Iranian (traceable to
the Shu™ïbiyya, pro-Persian and anti-Arab) antipathies to Islam.
Although the Fatimids are not explicitly referred to in this con-
text, allusion to the reality of their political threat, especially
through the activities of their da™wa, can be read in between the
lines. The conspiracy theme is basically played out in Chapter 3,
though, of course, references to it are strewn throughout the
text.

The second theme is that of theological deviance, or, properly
speaking, doctrinal innovation. What is emphasized here is not
any one specific doctrine attributed to the movement, but the
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way in which they interpret basic Islamic concepts and doctrines
– the u˚ul al-dín. This theme is explored later in the text when
al-Ghazålí reviews Bå†iniyya interpretations of God’s nature (e.g.
divinity: fa-yata™allaqu bi’l-ilåhíyyåt); Prophetic missions (al-
nubuwwåt); the Imamate (al-imåma); the Day of Judgement or
Resurrection (al-hashr wa’l-nashr); and concludes with their views
about the sharí™a or, more precisely, the legal prescriptions of
the sharí™a (al-takålif al-sharí™a).22  References to the terms al-
Ismå™íliyya and al-Sab™iyya carry, for al-Ghazålí, resonances of
this theme.

Finally, the third theme is the alleged antinomianism of the
movement (symbolized, in particular, by the image of the
Qaråmi†a). This charge develops from al-Ghazålí’s summary of
their attitudes to the sharí™a (Chapter 4) and is further elabo-
rated in Chapter 5 with a review and refutation of their
interpretations (ta¢wílåt) of the Qur¢an and Sunna.23

We will now examine the polemical strategies employed by al-
Ghazålí in depicting each one of these themes. The term ‘polemic’
derives from the Greek word polemos, meaning war, hence writ-
ing a polemical text is to enter onto a battlefield. In contrast to
an actual battlefield, the combat in a polemical text occurs through
the use of language, and the corresponding tactical constraints
are connected with the limits of language. These limits are expe-
rienced by all polemical writers, and the nature of the limits vary,
at one level, according to the subject matter. For polemical writ-
ers the subject is the enemy and the enemy is addressed through
an argument. Language here is thus at the service of two objec-
tives: first, to represent the enemy; and, second, to develop and
sustain an argument against the enemy. This, in a nutshell, en-
capsulates the nature of al-Ghazålí’s enterprise in the K.
al-Mustaúhirí.

The first task that al-Ghazålí undertakes is that of represent-
ing the Bå†iniyya. Representation in a polemical context carries
its own particular challenges. On the one hand, the enemy is
made to enter the text either through a faithful reconstruction
of its own voice – by way of a hypothetical interlocutor – or through
a relatively accurate paraphrase of its point of view. On the other
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hand, the enemy, is partly, or at times completely, invented by
the polemicist. Al-Ghazålí partakes of both these options, and in
fact the mixture of part reportage and part invention is common
to all polemical texts. Al-Ghazålí’s challenge, as for all other po-
lemicists, is to ensure that when describing the enemy’s point of
view, it should be framed in such a manner as to carry the seeds
of its own deconstruction or at least it should be amenable to a
counter argument. The challenge connected with inventing the
enemy, however, is to avoid overstepping the limits of plausibil-
ity; in other words the fiction has to have some sort of connection
with reality and cannot be sheer fantasy. The earlier-cited themes
of organized conspiracy, theological deviance and antinomianism
are in themselves modes of representation, and each is substanti-
ated through a strategic combination of fact and fiction.

As an organized conspiracy, the Bå†iniyya are described in
terms of an active missionary movement whose constituency com-
prises varied classes (a˚nåf) of disaffected individuals.24  Such a
description bears a general resemblance to what was then the
character of the Fatimid da™wa. However, as soon as al-Ghazålí
launches into the details of the mission and the nature of their
disaffection, it becomes quite clear that this whole section (Chap-
ter 2) is essentially a crude, fictional caricature. Al-Ghazålí’s aim
here is to give the Bå†iniyya a face, albeit one that effectively
demonizes them. As such, this chapter is the most rhetorical of
all, an example of which can be glimpsed in al-Ghazålí’s classifi-
cation of the nine artifices (˙iyal) characterizing the Bå†iniyya
mission: (i) discernment and scrutiny (al-zarq wa’l-tafarrus); (ii)
putting at ease (al-ta¢nís); (iii) inducing doubt (al-tashkík); (iv)
inducing suspense (al-ta™líq); (v) binding by oath (al-rab†); (vi)
swindling (al-tadlís); (vii) deception (al-talbís); (viii) denuding
(al-khal™); (ix) stripping off (al-salkh).25

Through this schematic approach al-Ghazålí undertakes to
parody the activities of the Fatimid Ismaili da™wa, especially its
missionary side wherein the då™ís would seek out individuals and
invite them to a process of initiation and instruction. Al-Ghazålí
sought to construct images of this initiation, images which had
already been worked on by previous heresiographers when
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referring to what they regarded as the deceptive, insidious and
conspiratorial character of the da™wa. Al-Ghazålí’s description is,
however, embellished with a curious degree of detail. Apart from
his fertile imagination, it is difficult to ascertain the sources for
al-Ghazålí’s descriptive details. The bulk of the information on
the Fatimid da™wa now survives in the theological writings of the
då™ís, most of which concern themselves with questions of doc-
trine rather than the activities of the da™wa. An exception to this
are two early Ismaili texts: Kitåb al-™ålim wa’l-ghulåm (The Book
of the Master and the Disciple) attributed to Ja™far b. Man˚ïr al-
Yaman and the Iftitå˙ al-da™wa (Commencement of the Mission)
by al-Qå{í al-Nu™mån (d.363/974).26  The former is the only
extant text which describes, in narrative form, the process of
initiation which transpires between a då™í (the master) and a
neophyte (the disciple). Echoes of this description can be dis-
cerned in al-Ghazålí’s treatment, where, for example, the då™í
begins the initiation with allusions to a deeper knowledge and
the neophyte is, in turn, spurred on through degrees of deepen-
ing awareness and self-transformation.

Al-Ghazålí’s objective is to parody the Fatimid da™wa’s claim
of possessing privileged knowledge in religious matters, and thus
for al-Ghazålí this process of initiation is based on and culminates
in a lie – a lie which masks a political drive in the name of reli-
gious learning. In addition, al-Ghazålí constructs a picture of the
Bå†iniyya as agents of unbridled deceit, who threaten the entire
community of believers. Thus al-Ghazålí begins his description
by stating:

Let us now explain in detail each of these degrees, for in becom-
ing aware of these artifices there are numerous advantages for
the masses of the community (li-jamåhír al-umma).27

And he concludes his description with:

This, then, is the detailing of their step by step ensnaring of men:
so let the observer consider it and let him ask God’s forgiveness
for erring about His [God’s] Religion.28

Implicit in these statements is the message that al-Ghazålí
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intends, through the act of writing, to strengthen the communi-
ty’s capacity to defend itself against the Bå†iniyya, developing a
defence against a siege to which the whole community is vulner-
able, and which is at once both an insidious and an intellectual
infiltration, amounting to nothing less than an organized con-
spiracy.

The charge of conspiracy becomes more articulately expressed
in the second section of this chapter where al-Ghazålí describes
the differing profiles of people who are attracted to this cause.
He lists eight classes in all:

(i) those with weak minds ({a™afat ™uqïluhum) who are ignorant
and stupid enough to believe anything; he groups these along-
side those who are capable of deifying ™Alí and thus capable of
committing themselves to a lie (the subtext here is the equa-
tion of Shi™ism with heresy);

(ii) those who are seeking vengeance on behalf of their ancestors
– pre-Islamic Persians – whose rule (al-dawla) they feel was
usurped by the rise of Islam;

(iii) those with a sheer desire for mastery and domination (al-
tasallu† wa’l-istílå¢);

(iv) those who seek to be a part of an elite so as to distinguish
themselves from the masses (al-™åmma);

(v) those with intellectual pretensions whose reasoning, being in-
competent, leads them to uphold beliefs they do not
understand, but who do so out of servile conformism (taqlídan)
and with the illusion of superiority;

(vi) those who have grown up amongst the Shi™a and the Rawåfi{
and hence, ipso facto, share common interests with the
Bå†iniyya;

(vii) those godless philosophers (mul˙idat al-falåsifa) and dualists
who, apart from believing that the revealed laws are man made
(nawåmís mu¢allafa), have propped up the Bå†iniyya cause
with the requisites of dialectic and the prescriptions of logic
(shurï† al-jadal wa ̇ udïd al-man†iq) – all of which is, of course,
an empty shell;
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(viii) those who are slaves to their passions (al-shahawåt) and find
the constraints of the law unbearable. The Bå†iniyya enable
them to both justify and further their way of life.29

All of the above classes have the thread of bad faith running
through them and it is this which serves as the source of their
error, the clearest manifestation of which, according to al-Ghazålí,
is in the corruption of their creed (fasåd †aríqatihim).30  This
brings us to what I earlier referred to as the theme of theological
deviance. He addresses this theme in Chapter 4, entitled ‘On the
Reporting (naql) of their Doctrine (madhhabihim), Summarily
and in Detail’.31

Before taking up al-Ghazålí’s treatment of this theme, let us
first examine the nature and significance of the issues which are
being handled. Variously through the text al-Ghazålí uses the
terms i™tiqåd, madhhab and †aríqa in order to refer to what broadly
translates as either belief, doctrine or creed.32  Al-Ghazålí em-
ployed these terms as carrying almost synonymous, if not
interchangeable, connotations. He applies them to both the
Bå†iniyya and the Sunni community, though one being false (fasåd
or bå†il) and the other true (˙aqq).33  It is no arbitrary coinci-
dence that, after having surveyed the mixed bag of motives fuelling
the Bå†iniyya, al-Ghazålí turns to the issue of doctrine as the site
through which to transform the Bå†iniyya into an ideological tar-
get. In other words, al-Ghazålí’s polemic is directed not so much
against the Bå†iniyya as a body politic (a physical threat) but as
an ideology (a spiritual threat) – the conspiracy is one of ideas.
Hence terms such as i™tiqåd, madhhab and †aríqa are, for al-
Ghazålí, ideological categories; they are not neutral but reflect
expressions and instruments of power.

The history of Islamic theology has been marked by two distinct
lines of development, associated respectively with the terms ™ilm
al-kalåm and u˚ïl al-dín. In summary, the term ™ilm al-kalåm is
connected with the rise of a method of argumentation, essential
to which was a structured form of disputation (called kalåm).
The origins of kalåm can be traced to the dissension generated
during the caliphates of ™Uthmån (23–35/644–656) and ™Alí
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(35–40/656–661), crystallizing later into schools of theology,
while the latter term, u˚ïl al-dín, is connected to a much more
imperceptible development. The consolidation of the ‘roots of
religion’ or ‘articles of belief’ (u˚ïl al-dín), has its historical gen-
esis, according to George Makdisi, in the creed promulgated by
Caliph al-Qådir (r.381–422/991–1031) known as al-i™tiqåd al-
Qådirí.34

It is the u˚ïl al-dín perspective on theology which concerns us
here, for it carries the ideological sense in which al-Ghazålí uses
the terms i™tiqåd, madhhab and †aríqa – connoting, if you will,
their power to determine orthodoxy or the lack of it. The topics
of God, Prophethood, Imamate and Resurrection around which
al-Ghazålí chooses to survey Ismaili doctrine, are among the cen-
tral articles addressed in the Qådirí creed. Al-Ghazålí aims to
demonstrate the irreconcilable degree of Bå†iniyya deviance from
the Qådirí creed on each of these topics.

Al-Ghazålí’s transmission clearly indicates that he had access
to some Fatimid texts (or at least second-hand transmissions from
the original). However, once again, his survey is not faithful to
the Fatimid texts but deliberately misreads them. He focuses
primarily on the Neoplatonic strata of Fatimid Ismaili thought
and parodies it as logically inconsistent and irrational. Beginning
with the topic of God, al-Ghazålí at the outset charges them with
a type of dualism, alleging that they uphold the conception of
two eternal Gods (bi’l-ilåhayayn qadímayn).35  In support of this
allegation, al-Ghazålí cites their use of terms such as al-såbiq (the
Preceder) and al-tålí (the Follower); al-™aql (Intellect) and al-
nafs (Soul); al-qalam (the Pen) and al-law˙(the Tablet). All of
these are, in effect, technical transcriptions (or metaphors) used
by Ismaili writers to designate the first and second principles in a
Neoplatonic-inspired scheme of causality. Yet al-Ghazålí takes
these terms out of context and alleges that for the Bå†iniyya they
represent two distinct, albeit muddled, dimensions of the Divine.
And to further parody their doctrine, al-Ghazålí refers to their
claim that the first principle in each combination (i.e. al-såbiq) is
beyond existence and non-existence (la yïsafu bi-wujïdi wa lå
™adam), calling it tanzíh (connoting absolute transcendence).36
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Actually, this claim can be found in Fatimid texts, and several
contemporary scholars have drawn attention to its originality in
confronting the built-in challenge of contemplating the nature
of an unknowable God in Neoplatonism. Al-Ghazålí’s mocking
and haphazard citation of it, however, was meant only to con-
vince the reader of the Bå†iniyya’s baseless deviance.37

Al-Ghazålí concludes with a contrived and exaggerated tone
of exasperation: ‘This, then, is what is related of their doctrine,
along with other matters more monstrous (afhash) than what we
have mentioned’,38  adding that even if he went on to further
disclose these matters they would all be denied – a consistent
charge repeated throughout the text, referring to the Shi™i prac-
tice of taqiyya (dissimulation). This tone jars so sharply with his
more reasoned style of writing, that it points to a type of intellec-
tual insecurity on the part of al-Ghazålí, especially since he avoids
substantiating any of these exaggerated attacks. However, al-
Ghazålí is agile as ever and claims that it is more important to
focus on an aspect of their doctrine of which they make a public
claim, namely: ‘the invalidation of ra¢y (personal reasoning) and
the affirmation of ta™lím’ (authoritative instruction).39 This shift,
which would in fact mark a turn to an ™ilm al-kalåm problem,
does not receive detailed treatment until Chapter 6. Yet judging
from the intermittent references to this problem, al-Ghazålí wants
the reader to understand that it is this issue which concerns him
most. Nevertheless, for the time being, he continues with the
u˚ïl al-dín-based exposure and deconstruction that has been set
into motion.

His review of the doctrines of the Prophetic missions (al-
nubuwwåt) and the Imamate (al-imåma) are somewhat less
accusatory, yet still disparaging, in tone. On al-nubuwwa, he re-
counts Ismaili theories about how revelation occurred to the
Prophet: especially the theory of generation arising from the ce-
lestial interplay between the universal intellect and the universal
soul, which in turn symbolizes the relationship between the
Prophet and the Angel Jibríl.40  At the end of this section al-Ghazålí
makes a revealing comment:
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These doctrines (al-madhåhib) are also extracted from the doc-
trines of the Philosophers on Prophetic missions, with some
alteration and change. But we shall not plunge into refuting them.
For some of them can be interpreted (yata¢wwalu) in a way we do
not reject.41

Quite apart from associating the Ismailis with the philosophers,
the above passage acknowledges the relationship between doc-
trine and interpretation, and hence implies something which will
become clearer later in the text: that the Bå†iniyya stand accused
not for the act (or fact) of interpretation but for the kind of
interpretation which they uphold.

Turning to the doctrine of al-imåma, al-Ghazålí begins with
the claim that:

Their Imam equals the Prophet in infallibility and knowledge (al-
™i˚ma wa’l-i††ilå™) and in knowledge of the realities of the truth in
all matters, except that revelation (al-wa˙y) is not sent down to
him, but he simply receives that from the Prophet.42

Al-Ghazålí then continues to list the complementary roles and
conceptions of the Imam vis-à-vis the Prophet in Ismaili thought.
Among these he includes: the Imam as infallible interpreter of
the Qur¢an and the Traditions; as silent (al-˚åmit) repository of
the spoken (al-nå†iq) law of the Prophet; and as instrumental in
the renewal of revealed law through succeeding cycles of Imams,
modulated every seven generations and linked to the history of
Prophethood from the time of Adam. Al-Ghazålí does not so much
refute these doctrinal claims, but aims simply to mock as base-
less the speculation on which they stand.43

In turning to eschatological matters, the polemical pitch is
further heightened because the topic relates to a central and quite
specific message of the Qur¢an. Al-Ghazålí had already confronted
the Philosophers on this issue, where their denial of a bodily res-
urrection was, for al-Ghazålí, sufficient grounds on which to
charge them with heresy (takfír).44  Along similar lines, al-Ghazålí
asserts that the Bå†iniyya deny resurrection (al-qiyåma) altogether,
a denial that is not a blunt rejection but what, according to al-
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Ghazålí, is rooted in untenable interpretations of resurrection.
These interpretations include:

(i) resurrection does not entail a cessation of the world, as the
process of generation (tawallud) will never finish;

(ii) resurrection as a reference to the emergence of the seventh
Imam in the cyclical process of abrogation and renewal of the
law;

(iii) the body decomposes after death and is thus not gathered again
in the hereafter (al-ma™åd), so that there is no physical Gar-
den or Fire (al-janna/al-når);

(iv) the soul, while in this world, is separated and in the hereafter
returns and unites once again with the spiritual world (al-™ålam
al-rï˙åní) from which it originated.45

Al-Ghazålí summarizes the underlying aim of these interpre-
tations as an endeavour ‘to wrest literal (or exterior) beliefs
(al-mu™taqadåt al-úåhira) from the souls of men so that desire
and fear might thereby be abolished’ – this way he underscores
the etymology of the term ‘Bå†iniyya’ (interiorists at the expense
of the exterior).46  The Ismaili interpretation of al-qiyåma is cited
as an example of this tendency. For al-Ghazålí this discussion
marks an entry point into what will become the two central ques-
tions of his polemic: what are the limits of interpretation and
hence at what point does it cross over into heresy; and what are
the legitimate sources for interpretation?

These questions are approached in a variety of ways, and at
this stage of the text they become embodied in al-Ghazålí’s re-
view of the Ismaili stand (or belief) concerning legal prescriptions
(fí i™tiqådihim fi takålíf al-sharí™a).47  This belief is unlike the
four preceding articles of belief, and hence also the style in which
he reviews this belief changes. The change is, in effect, a transi-
tion from an u˚ïl al-dín concern to an ™ilm al-kalåm problem.
Here al-Ghazålí introduces a hypothetical interlocutor and hence-
forth the text is written in the form of a kalåm disputation.

Keeping in mind the questions cited earlier about interpreta-
tion, this section examines the related implications in more detail.
He inquires, for example: if the unambiguous textual (Qur¢anic)
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evidence for al-qiyåma is denied, what then becomes of the letter
of the law in the Qur¢an? In other words, if, like the case of al-
qiyåma, there is no limit to how many interior (bå†in) meanings
can be attached to legal injunctions, then law ceases to be law.
For al-Ghazålí this constitutes the essential characteristic of
Bå†iniyya antinomianism.48  Associated with this argument, and
building on their interpretations of al-qiyåma, al-Ghazålí asks
about the source of these interpretations:

Regarding all their claims by which they are distinguished from
us – such as the denial of the resurrection, and the pre-eternity of
the world, and the denial of the resurrection of bodies, and the
denial of the Garden and the Fire according to what the Qur¢an
has indicated with the fullest explanation in description of them,
we say to them: Where do you know what you mentioned? From
necessity ({arïra)? Or from reasoning (naúar)? Or hearing it trans-
mitted from the infallible Imam (al-imåm al-ma™˚ïm)? 49

The categories of {arïra (necessity), naúar (reason) and ta™lím
(authoritative instruction) henceforth become the central topics
around which al-Ghazålí will frame his arguments. His immedi-
ate arguments following from the aforementioned passage serve
as a dress rehearsal for the elaborately woven polemic that will
unfold in subsequent chapters.

In response to whether their interpretation is based on neces-
sary knowledge (e.g. self-evident fact), al-Ghazålí retorts:

If you have learned it by necessity, then how is it that men with
sound minds have contradicted you on it? For the meaning of
something being necessary ({arïriyyun) and in no need of reflec-
tion (ta¢ammul), is that all intelligent men share in perceiving
it.50

In response to their claim of reason, al-Ghazålí states that for
the Bå†iniyya this would amount to a circular argument, since by
upholding the primacy of ta™lím they have ipso facto denied the
validity of reason. As for their recourse to ta™lím, al-Ghazålí asks:
‘And what has called you to believe the Imam, who is infallible by
your pretension, when he has no apologetic miracle (mu™jiza)?’ –
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unlike the Prophet. In effect, al-Ghazålí is asking what is the
supernatural proof of your Imam’s infallibility? Furthermore, he
argues that if everything carries interior meanings, how then does
one ascertain what the Imam has transmitted, since it, too, is
presumably subject to an interpretation ad infinitum.51  The po-
lemic at this stage consolidates itself on two charges: on the one
hand, that of circularity, and on the other of reductio ad absur-
dum. Al-Ghazålí’s articulation of these two charges is encapsulated
in the following charged passage:

And at this point a man ought to recognize that the rank of this
sect (firqa) is lower than that of any of the erring sects, since we
do not find any sect whose doctrine is invalidated by that doc-
trine itself save this sect. For its doctrine is the invalidation of
[the use of] reason and changing words from their [agreed upon]
meanings by the claim of symbols (al-rumïz). But everything they
can conceivably give tongue to is either reasoning or transmission
(naúar aw naql). They have invalidated reasoning, and as for ut-
terance [i.e. transmission], it is declared allowable by them that
one intends by the utterance something different than its agreed
upon meaning. Hence there remains nothing to which they can
cling.52

Over and above these charges, al-Ghazålí concludes this chap-
ter by accusing the Bå†iniyya of branding the Prophet a liar
(takdhíb). This is how al-Ghazålí judges their denial of al-qiyåma,
since for him the Prophet, being a mouthpiece for the revelation,
is the reliable transmitter of this message. The gravity of this
accusation is left somewhat ambiguous at this stage, its full po-
lemical value still to be exploited in subsequent chapters.

In the next chapter (Chapter 5), al-Ghazålí examines the ty-
pology of Bå†iniyya interpretations (ta¢wílåt), dividing them into
two categories: those connected with clear literal texts and those
associated with numerology. In brief, his aim here is to demon-
strate the entirely absurd nature of their interpretations – a
situation akin to intellectual anarchy where there are no limits or
rules, just the sheer desire to destroy the sanctity of the law. This
approach fortifies al-Ghazålí’s continuing caricature of the
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Bå†iniyya in antinomian terms.53  What is of interest here are
not the examples of interpretations cited (their polemical han-
dling or misreading is only too predictable), but his proposed
strategy for refuting the interpretations. Al-Ghazålí’s strategy
consists of three methods: (i) al-ib†ål (direct refutation – i.e. prov-
ing false); (ii) al-mu¢årada (confrontation – i.e. confronting a
falsehood with another falsehood); and (iii) al-ta˙qíq (verifica-
tion i.e. defining the legal status).54

On closer analysis, the first two methods replay the charge of
reductio ad absurdum, albeit with a modified set of arguments.
The application of al-ib†ål, argues al-Ghazålí, entails challenging
the validity of every Bå†iní interpretation by asserting that it,
too, contains another, interior meaning and so on ad infinitum –
such that all possible grounds for ‘mutual understanding and com-
munication’ (al-tafåhum wa’l-tafahhum) are demolished.55

As for al-mu¢årada, it entails confronting a Bå†iní interpreta-
tion imputed to be baseless with an equally baseless, yet
contradictory, interpretation (or reading) of the same text. Es-
sentially, al-Ghazålí is pointing out that since every Bå†iní
interpretation is derived arbitrarily, he too, can thus speculate in
the same arbitrary manner, and as a result not only effectively
silence them, but, by having reduced himself to their level, be-
come more aware of their falsity.56

With the third method, al-ta˙qíq, the arguments take on a
different colour. There are two main issues at stake here:

(i) If, as is claimed, these interpretations are a product of the
Imam’s ta™lím, which is a privileged knowledge transmitted
only to the initiated, what then is the status of these interpre-
tations in law? Should they be concealed or divulged to the
whole community?

(ii) If these interpretations were a secret (sirr) divulged by the
Prophet (referred to as ˚å˙ib al-shar™ – trustee of the law) only
to ™Alí (the first Imam), what then were the reasons for
secrecy?57

As can be inferred, the arguments here are concerned with
the legal and logical implications following from the Bå†iniyya
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claims. In the first instance, al-Ghazålí is seeking to verify their
contractual (or legal) value and in the second, their intellectual
plausibility. Through a predictable, yet relatively convoluted ap-
proach, al-Ghazålí argues for the implausibility of the Prophet
concealing anything in the first place, let alone transmitting some-
thing special to ™Alí. Yet as regards the first issue, what is
interesting is not al-Ghazålí’s refutation (that Bå†iniyya interpre-
tations are baseless and possess no legal status), but the nature of
the problem that he raises. It is a central problematic in the intel-
lectual history of Islam, and is best captured through the following
question: What is the relationship in Islam between ideas and the
law? In other words, since it is the law (sharí™a) which defines
and orders the life of the community (hence reference to the
Prophet as ˚å˙ib al-shar™), then the Bå†iniyya interpretations, by
being void of legal meaning, are for al-Ghazålí ‘but a departure
(khïrïj) from [our] Religion (al-dín), and an opposing of the
˚å˙ib al-shar™, and a wrecking of all that he founded.’58

In retrospect, and having now traversed almost halfway across
the text, the themes of conspiracy, theological deviance and
antinomianism can be viewed as the conditions for exclusion.
Exclusion here results from a transgression of what constitutes
an ideal Muslim community intended by God and His Prophet.
The chapters of K. al-Mustaúhirí examined so far (Chapters 2 to
5) have in a taxonomic manner examined how and to what ex-
tent the Bå†iniyya have fulfilled all the aforementioned conditions
for exclusion. However, the climax of such a conclusion, being
the unequivocal declaration of exclusion (takfír), is here post-
poned. Al-Ghazålí now turns his polemical drive to attacking the
ta™lím doctrine itself. The ensuing analysis, apart from produc-
ing the longest chapter in the text, reveals clearly the issues and
questions raised by the Ismailis that so obsessed al-Ghazålí and
irrevocably influenced his thought.

The Place of Kalåm: Reason and its Limits

Al-Ghazålí’s refutation of the ta™lím doctrine is far too nuanced
an encounter for it to be interpreted in terms of any one single,
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clear-cut motive. Not only are several different motives at work,
but they are all embedded in the very arguments employed by
him. Hence a coherent understanding of al-Ghazålí’s motives is
only possible once we have carefully followed his arguments. As
we endeavour to do this here, it must be stated that what follows
is a synthetic review, a more detailed examination of each indi-
vidual argument, though desirable, would warrant a separate study
altogether.

 The title of this chapter provides a general indication of what
al-Ghazålí intends to accomplish:

On the Disclosure of the Deceptions (talbísåtihim) which they
uphold with their claim by means of [form of] Apodeictic Proof
(al-burhån) of the Invalidation of Intellectual Reasoning (ib†ål
al-naúar al-™aqlí) and of the Affirmation of the Necessity of Learn-
ing from the Infallible Imam.59

To put it more directly, al-Ghazålí wants to unmask and reveal
the incorrect use made of al-burhån (logical proof) by the Ismai-
lis to invalidate al-naúar (reason), and also challenge their
affirmation for the necessity of ta™lím (authoritative instruction).
As is commonplace in kalåm texts, and this chapter embodies
the very model of a kalåm disputation, the gravity of the argu-
ment centres around definitions of key terms. Al-Ghazålí’s
refutation will itself be carried out through an inquiry into the
definitions (so as to re-define) of al-burhån, al-naúar and al-
ta™lím. The format of this chapter is structured around two
sections: the first consists of an extended paraphrase of the
premises and arguments contained in the ta™lím doctrine, and
the second, a refutation of these premises and arguments. That
al-Ghazålí’s presentation of the ta™lím doctrine here is an engi-
neered paraphrase is as much as admitted by al-Ghazålí himself:

This is the accurate formulation of their proofs in the strongest
mode of presentation – and perhaps most of them would be unable
to attain such a degree of perfection in precisely formulating
them.60

In other words, we once again return to the problem of
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representation: the distinction between the ta™lím doctrine per se
and al-Ghazålí’s construction of it.

We are introduced to the ta™lím doctrine right from the open-
ing lines of the chapter, where al-Ghazålí begins to list what he
claims are its eight premises (muqaddimåt). He claims that the
sum total of these serve as a proof (dalíl) that the Ismaili Imam-
Caliph in Egypt is the one ‘who knows the realities of things.61

And that it is incumbent on all creatures to obey him and to
learn from him’.62  These eight premises can be summarized as
follows:

(i) Truth (al-˙aqq) is one and the false (al-bå†il) is what opposes
it; everything cannot be true, nor all false.

(ii) Hence there is an obligation (wåjib) to distinguish the true
from the false in both religious and worldly (dín wa dunyå)
matters.

(iii) As such, the attainment of truth must be known either through
one’s own individual reasoning (™aqlihi bi-naúarihi) or through
a learning process (ta™allum) from another.

(iv) Since the need for learning cannot be denied, there is thus
also the need for an infallible teacher (al-mu™allim al-ma™˚ïm)
so as to safeguard us from error.

(v) Now, it must either be possible for the world to be devoid of
this infallible teacher, or be impossible for the world to be
devoid of him (since his absence would amount to a conceal-
ment of the truth and God would not allow such an injustice).

(vi) Therefore, the infallible teacher is the one who publicly de-
clares (al-ta˚rí˙) himself as infallible.

(vii) And the (Ismaili) Imam is the only one claiming infallibility.
(viii) Therefore it is this Imam who resides in Egypt ‘from whom it

is incumbent on all men to learn the realities of the truth
(˙aqå¢iq al-˙aqq) and to be acquainted with the meanings of
the law (ma™åní al-shar™)’.63

Before moving on to an analysis of the central arguments con-
tained in this version of the ta™lím doctrine, it is perhaps
appropriate to make a few general observations about the manner
in which al-Ghazålí has framed the aforementioned premises. To
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begin with, they are ordered so as to give the impression of an
interrelated set of premises, logically following one another, and
sustaining, as it were, one continuous argument. But upon closer
analysis, a justifiable distinction can be made between the first
four premises where an argument is made to prove the necessity
of learning from an infallible teacher. The four later premises set
out to prove the necessary (and accessible) existence of an infal-
lible teacher – culminating in a revelation of his identity. Both
these arguments readily lend themselves to be classified as be-
longing to a specific class (or perhaps classes) of logic, but one
thing is certain: al-Ghazålí has not ordered the premises in the
form of a syllogism, though it is possible to construct one from
them. I mention this here since al-Ghazålí, dissatisfied as he was
with the undisciplined state of logic in kalåm, was responsible
for introducing a far more self-conscious and formal application
of Aristotelian logic into the discipline of kalåm. Moreover, it
was in K. al-Mustaúhirí that he (as we shall soon observe) for the
first time utilizes the syllogism. Indeed, a leading contemporary
kalåm scholar, Josef van Ess, has asserted that it was the very
challenge of the ta™lím doctrine that impelled al-Ghazålí to use
the syllogism.64

However, if we are to deduce a syllogism from the premises
cited by al-Ghazålí, a strong formulation of it would read some-
thing like this:

There is a need for an infallible teacher;
Our Imam is the only one who claims infallibility;
Therefore our Imam is the infallible teacher.

It is important, nonetheless, to note that we have no record of
the ta™lím doctrine ever being formulated as a syllogism.

The transmission of this doctrine by al-Shahraståní (d.548/
1153), which purports to be an Arabic translation of a Persian
text written by Óasan-i Íabbå˙, is the one most often cited. This
version is also not in the form of a syllogism, nor is it ordered
around premises (let alone eight of them), but what al-Shahraståní
refers to as al-fu˚ïl al-arba™a (The Four Chapters).65  A freer,
though by no means unfaithful, rendering would be to refer to
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al-Shahraståní’s transmission as consisting of four logically inter-
connected propositions or propositional arguments – which at
one point he refers to as al-muqaddimåt.66  The content of the
first three propositions is subsumed within several of al-Ghazålí’s
premises, yet the fourth proposition does not correspond with
any of his premises, and arguably gives the ta™lím doctrine a dif-
ferent, far more subtle meaning than that found in the K.
al-Mustaúhirí. Al-Shahraståní’s transmission has been succinctly
and elegantly captured in the following free translation of it by
Marshall G.S. Hodgson:

(i) That for absolute truth, such as religion seemed to require, a
decisive authority (an Imam) is needed, for otherwise one man’s
reasoned opinion is as good as another’s and none is better
than a guess;

(ii) that this proposition itself is in fact all that reason as such can
furnish us with;

(iii) finally, then, that, as no reasoned proof could demonstrate
who the Imam was (only that he was needed),

(iv) the Imam must be he who relied on no positive, external proof
of his own position, but only on pointing out explicitly the
logically essential but usually only implicit need.67

A more literal translation from al-Shahraståní’s text of the
fourth and culminating proposition reads as:

By the truth al-Íabbå˙ meant our need (al-i˙tiyåj), and by the
one making known the truth, the one who is needed. He further
said that through our need we come to know the Imam, and
through the Imam we come to know the extent of our need.68

Apart from the differences of form and terminology (e.g. the
elaborate conception of need in al-Shahraståní), the crucial dif-
ference between this and al-Ghazålí’s version lies in the way in
which the relationship between reason and ta™lím is portrayed.
Al-Shahraståní’s version implies that recourse to the infallible
Imam (hence ta™lím) culminates out of an acknowledgement of
the limits of reason, and not, as al-Ghazålí insists, the invalidity
of reason. Since Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s original text is no longer extant,
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there is no completely objective way to arbitrate as to which trans-
mission is more authentic.

There is further ironic twist in this intellectual genealogy, and
this applies to the fate of the K. al-Mustaúhirí. The contents
became more popularly known through a summary and a polemi-
cal refutation to it written more than a century later by a Yemeni
Ismaili då™í, ™Alí b. Mu˙ammad b. al-Walíd (d. 612/ 1215). The
title of this Ismaili response to al-Ghazålí is Dåmigh al-bå†il wa
˙atf al-munå{il (The Destroyer of Error and the Death of He
Who Would Defend It). Henry Corbin describes it quite vividly
as:

… a true summa, containing in its two volumes no less than 1250
pages (with 15 lines per page, and 8–10 words per line). Nothing
is left out, and the tone of the writing is quite severe: Ghazålí is
never cited as anything but a ‘heretic’ or ‘one gone astray’ (måriq).
Here, almost a century after the end of the Få†imids, the Ismaili
defensive has preserved all its vitality. The work itself is divided
into twelve books (båb). The first two make up a vast introduc-
tion, criticizing the intention of Ghazålí and the method of his
work. The author cuts Ghazålí’s text up into small sections, which
he quotes literally in their entirety, and then responds to them,
point by point.69

This ceaseless conversation between texts reflects what was stated
at the very beginning of this study: the history of ideas is rarely
ever simple.

Be that as it may, let us now return to al-Ghazålí’s further
elaboration of the ta™lím doctrine. After listing the eight premises,
al-Ghazålí focuses on the third (i.e. the attainment of truth must
be known either through one’s reasoning or through a learning
process from another); and claims that the Bå†iniyya cum
Ta™límiyya formulated, in support of this premise, five additional
rational and law-based proofs (bi-adilla al-™aqliyya wa’l-
shar™iyya).70  Each of these proofs (referred to in the singular as
dalåla) serve as supporting arguments for the premise: invalida-
tion of reason entails the affirmation of ta™lím. Al-Ghazålí
recounts these proofs with force and clarity – this ability of his to
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enter into the shoes of his opponents reflects that very modern,
almost liberal, side of al-Ghazålí’s complex personality. The proofs
can be summed up as:

(i) Whenever any point of view is affirmed, in it there lies also
repudiation of its opposite, that which is upheld by your ad-
versary. What is the basis for difference between the two points
of view? Is it merely that each has reasoned differently? If so,
each then resorts to claiming the superiority of his reasoning
over the other, and thus there is no solid basis for distinguish-
ing the truthfulness of one from the other. Either you
acknowledge an authoritative source for your claim (i.e. ta™lím),
or you distinguish arbitrarily between the two points of view.
And how is this to be done? By length of beard? Or whiteness
of face? Or by frequency of coughing? Or by vehemence in
claiming?71

(ii) When a judge seeking guidance is doubtful about a legal or
rational problem (mas¢ala shar™iyya aw ™aqliyya) and claims he
is unable to get to know its proof (dalílihå), what do you say
to him? Do you, then, refer him to his intellect (™aqlihi), the
deficiency of which he acknowledges? This is absurd. Or do
you say to him: learn the way of reasoning and guidance for
the problem from me? If you say that, you have contradicted
your affirmation of the invalidation of ta™lím: for you have
enjoined ta™lím and made it a way (†aríq) – but this is our [i.e.
Bå†iniyya] doctrine (madhhab). Moreover, the judge will ask:
what is the basis for you or anybody else to be my teacher?
Who among you lays claim to infallibility?72

(iii) Oneness (al-wa˙da) is the indication (dalíl) of that which is
true and multiplicity (al-kathra) of that which is false. And
oneness is an inherent property of the doctrine of ta™lím, and
disagreement (ikhtilåf) among them is inconceivable. But to
men of ra¢y (personal reasoning) there continually attaches
disagreement and multiplicity.73

(iv) Everybody will acknowledge, from personal experience, that
reasoned judgements change over time. Every reasoner (al-
nåúir) will attest ‘how many times he has seen himself in one
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state, and his state has changed, and he believes a thing for a
while and judges it to be the truth imposed by the reliable
intellect, then there suddenly occurs to him a thought and he
believes its contrary’, and so on. All this just goes to prove that
individual reasoning is unreliable in ascertaining the truth.74

(v) [The fifth proof], and it is law-based, is their saying: The Apostle
of God (peace be upon him) said: ‘My community will split
into seventy-odd sects of which one will be saved’. And it was
said: ‘Who are they?’ He said: ‘The people of al-sunna [the
custom] and al-jamå™a [the consensus]’. It was said: ‘And what
is the custom and the consensus?’ He said: ‘What I and my
Companions are now doing [saying and doing].’ They say: And
what they were doing was only following the ta™lím as embod-
ied in the Prophet’s judgements concerning their disputes. So
this proves that truth is in following (al-ittibå™), not in the
reasoning of intellects (naúar al-™uqïl).75

The eight premises and these five proofs combined constitute
the framework of ideas which al-Ghazålí, having articulated it,
now proceeds to demolish. Al-Ghazålí’s refutation has itself the
makings of a systematic structure. The refutation is divided into
two sections, each one referred to as a method (manhaj).76  The
first method endeavours to establish the fundamental errors and
inconsistencies in the argumentation of the ta™lím doctrine; while
the second method, broadly speaking, examines each one of the
eight premises and accordingly subjects each to the class of
arguments already elaborated in the first method. Al-Ghazålí’s
analysis can be encapsulated in terms of the following three ques-
tions which he puts to the upholders of the ta™lím doctrine: (i)
What is reason? (ii) Does our understanding of the nature of
knowledge and knowing entail the invalidation of reason? (iii)
Does all learning require the teacher to be infallible?

All three questions have been derived in response to the as-
sumptions underlying the ta™lím doctrine. Hence al-Ghazålí’s
strategy behind raising these questions is to clarify the error –
intellectual and theological – in the claims of the Ta™límiyya. In
addition, and perhaps more importantly, al-Ghazålí uses these
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questions as springboards to propose alternative definitions of
the central terms used in the ta™lím doctrine, namely, naúar, ™ilm
and ta™lím itself.

Beginning with the issue of reason, al-Ghazålí replays the ar-
gument of circularity where he alleges that while, on the one
hand, the Bå†iniyya deny the validity of reason yet, on the other,
it is clear that their doctrine has been formulated and ordered by
way of reasoning (bi-†aríq al-naúar).77  With this assertion al-
Ghazålí once again argues for the untenability of their claim that
they have arrived at their doctrine through necessity and not
reasoning. The untenability here is that if it issues from neces-
sity, why then is it not treated as self-evident by all Muslims?
Now, through a rather bold move, al-Ghazålí has his ta™límí inter-
locutor ask the following questions:

And how do you know the validity of reasoning? If you claim
necessity, you rush in to what you have deemed far-fetched, and
you are embroiled in precisely what you have rejected. But if you
claim, ‘we have perceived it by reasoning’, then how do you know
the validity of the reasoning by which you have perceived that,
since there is a dispute about it?78

Following from this, al-Ghazålí embarks upon defining reason
itself, and though this move is connected to his polemical refuta-
tion, the pursuit of a definition becomes a larger agenda unto
itself. Al-Ghazålí begins with the notion of reason as a tool or a
method, referring in particular to the place of reason in geom-
etry (al-handasa) where, for example, geometric principles have,
through a process of reasoning, become encoded in formulae.
The validity of the reasoning behind these formulae can be tested
and verified by anyone who understands the rules of geometry;
moreover the application of these rules ‘afford knowledge of the
conclusion (al-™ilm bi’l-natíja) in a way that cannot be doubted’.79

Such is the certainty that the premises (muqaddimåt) of geom-
etry are self-evident (necessary) and are hence rooted in
incontrovertible proof (al-burhån).80  In support of this, al-Ghazålí
cites the examples of the equilateral triangle and the equality of
all lines proceeding from the centre to the circumference of a
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circle, referring to them as arithmetical cognitions (al-™ulïm al-
˙isabiyya).81

The idea being hammered out here is that reason is a path to
knowledge, the validity of which can only be ascertained through
following it, much as one knows the right path to, for example,
the Ka™ba after one has followed the path and reached the Ka™ba.82

Yet in addition to this, al-Ghazålí is also narrowing the definition
of reason (as naúar) within the parameters of what constitutes a
logical argument, that which involves organizing premises in or-
der to arrive at an incontrovertible proof (al-burhån). His aim is
to define reason as an autonomous method.

It is in this context that al-Ghazålí introduces the reader to
the syllogism (qiyås), dividing it into two types or rather of con-
taining two types of premises: absolute (mu†laqa) and divisional
(taqsímiyya), or which he alternatively refers to as categorical
(˙amliyya) and conditional (shar†iyya).83  An example of each is
cited. Of the former:

The world is contingent (˙adíth) but every contingent has a cause.
The conclusion of it is: that the contingents [or: incipients, al-
˙awådith] of the world have a cause (sabab).
[Therefore the world has a cause.]

For an example of the latter type, al-Ghazålí accentuates the
difference by rearranging the content of the first syllogism:

If it is certain that the contingencies [or incipients] of the world
have a cause,
the postulated cause (fa’l-sabab al-mafrï{) is either contingent
or eternal (qadím).
And if it is false that it is contingent, it is certain that it is
eternal.84

This personification of reason in the form of a syllogism ena-
bles al-Ghazålí to allege that the Ta™límiyya speak of reason without
knowing what it means. Furthermore, for al-Ghazålí, the syllogism
projects the desired autonomy of reason, an autonomy which is
associated with the image of a neutral method at the service of
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knowledge, including knowledge of theological matters, as is borne
out by the content of the aforementioned syllogisms.

Thereafter the text shifts to the issue of knowledge. Having
defined the autonomy of reason, al-Ghazålí has now to qualify
the parameters of this autonomy and hence distinguish himself
from the philosophers, falåsifa, who were, by and large, advocat-
ing that reason has a limitless autonomy. Al-Ghazålí approaches
this issue by arguing that knowledge is not homogeneous, and
goes on to list three divisions of knowledge (or cognitions, al-
™ulïm):

(i) Knowledge which can be acquired only by hearing and learn-
ing (bi’l-samå™ wa’l-ta™allum).

(ii) Intellectual, speculative cognitions (al-naúariyya al-™aqliyya) in
which ‘there is not anything to guide to the proofs (al-adilla)
regarding them. But for these there must be learning, not that
one may blindly follow (yuqallidu) the teacher to them, but
that the teacher may call attention to the way to them. It is
thus that the intelligent man returns to himself and perceives
(grasps) them by his own reasoning and so we do not need for
that an infallible teacher’.

(iii) Religious and juridical cognitions (al-shar™iyya wa’l-fiqhiyya)
which cover knowledge of the law and about which certainty
(al-qa†™íya) is not always possible. Thus ‘one must be satisfied
with conjecture (al-úann)’.85

Through the respective boundaries of this threefold division,
al-Ghazålí attempts to integrate (or justify) the need for reason.
The integration of this need was one of the central challenges
confronting medieval Muslim thought, and al-Ghazålí’s response,
as encoded in the above divisions, gives us a cursory glimpse into
the types of issues connected with this challenge. His first divi-
sion concedes that there is a core area of knowledge which does
not depend on reason, or rather that access to which is not ar-
rived at through reasoning but through hearing and learning from
the infallible Prophet (al-nabí al-ma™˚ïm); the content of which
includes, among other things, the apologetic miracles of the
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Prophets, and what will happen on the ‘Day of Resurrection and
the circumstances of the Garden and the Fire’.86

In a rather subtle manner, al-Ghazålí reappropriates the con-
ception of ta™lím. In his version the infallible teacher is the Prophet
and the scope of the knowledge involved is determined by the
scope of what the Prophet has transmitted. Transmission becomes
a key idea here, because even though al-Ghazålí asserts that the
content of what is transmitted by the Prophet is a truth that lies
beyond reason, we, he argues, nonetheless make use of reason in
distinguishing whether a transmission is mutawåtir (impeccable
or sufficiently recurrent), in which case the knowledge is certain
(yaqín or qa†™í), or whether it is al-å˙åd (a solitary report/report
of individuals) in which case the knowledge is conjectural
(úanní).87  With this distinction al-Ghazålí further circumscribes
his version of ta™lím within the concerns and vocabulary of the
fuqahå’, for whom the definition of conjecture was indeed of
central importance.88  As such, al-Ghazålí is, ingeniously, able to
re-define ta™lím and at the same time continue affirming the
validity of reason, and this moreover in a manner which, indi-
rectly, places the ™ulamå¢ (hence al-Ghazålí himself) as guardians
of this ta™lím.

In the second division (intellectual and speculative cognitions),
al-Ghazålí returns to the notion of reason as a neutral method,
the applied use of which is examined in the context of what he,
to some degree tautologically, refers to as matters al-naúariyya
al-™aqliyya. The area of knowledge implied here is in all likeli-
hood that encompassed by ™ilm al-kalåm. Once again, al-Ghazålí
refers to geometry and arithmetic as models where reason func-
tions as a neutral method, and hence he argues analogically that
™ilm al-kalåm makes use of reason in just the same way, though
no mention is made of the syllogism. However, the key issue here
is contained in al-Ghazålí’s assertion that this use of reason is
something which one learns from a teacher. In this regard, how-
ever, the teacher’s role is that of a fallible facilitator, not someone
blindly followed, and once the knowledge is acquired the teacher
is no longer required.

The issue at stake is subsumed in the term taqlíd, a term which
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carried different shades of meaning, positive and negative. On
the positive side, taqlíd meant following the opinions of a
mujtahid, the best examples of whom were the founding person-
alities connected with each school of law. The posture of this
following, serving as an important source of identity for each
legal madhhab, differs from what al-Ghazålí had in mind with
respect to learning the way of reason. The difference is dictated
by the extent to which following in this context implies a rea-
soned submission to authority. As such, it is the degree of
difference which accounts for the negative side of taqlíd, namely
the connotation of blind and servile conformism, wherein it is
seen as a posture antithetical to reason. Al-Ghazålí’s aim here is
twofold: on the one hand, he wants to equate the ta™lím doctrine
with the negative (servile conformist) connotation of taqlíd; and
on the other hand, he wants to infuse the positive (legal) conno-
tation of taqlíd with a sense of dynamic learning which
accommodates the use of reason.

It is this accommodation of the use of reason to which he now
turns in the elaboration of the third division concerned with
matters al-shar™iyya and al-fiqhiyya. Al-Ghazålí’s central aim here
is to make clear the relationship of reason to the law, and he
accomplishes this through a three-part argument. The first part
reiterates that since not all that is transmitted from the Prophet
can be mutawåtir (impeccable), recourse to conjecture (úann) is
unavoidable. In the second part al-Ghazålí argues that the tex-
tual sources of the law are limited or finite in comparison to the
unlimited number of incidents or cases requiring legal judgement,
which, moreover, will continue to expand with the march of his-
tory. Both these factors lead him in the third part to conclude the
necessity for reasoning in legal matters, and he refers to this
reasoning as ijtihåd al-ra¢y.

Ijtihåd can be broadly defined as the act of legal interpreta-
tion, but al-Ghazålí’s intention here is to emphasize the
individuality of this effort, denoting the sense of being a per-
sonal effort in the search for an opinion as to any legal rule.
Without spelling it out, al-Ghazålí is, in effect, equating this effort
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with personal reasoning. Al-Ghazålí quotes the following famous
hadith in support of ijtihåd al-ra¢y:

Therefore, when the Apostle of God – peace be upon him – sent
Mu™ådh to al-Yemen and said to him: ‘By what will you judge?’
Mu™ådh said: ‘By the Book of God’. The Apostle said: ‘And if you
do not find [anything there]?’ Mu™ådh replied: ‘Then by the cus-
tom (sunna) of the Apostle of God’. The Apostle said: ‘And if you
do not find [anything there]?’ Mu™ådh replied: ‘I shall exercise
ijtihåd al-ra¢y (my personal reasoning)’. Then he [the Apostle]
said: ‘Praise be to God Who has guided [helped] the apostle of
His Apostle to what His Apostle approves’. So he permitted him
to exercise ijtihåd al-ra¢y simply because it was impossible for
specific texts to contain all the cases.89

Seen from this perspective, the term ijtihåd al-ra¢y enables al-
Ghazålí to claim a role for reason which avoids what for him are
the two opposing extremes of either the limitless autonomy of
reason as advocated by some falåsifa, or the formal rejection of
reason by the Ta™límiyya. But most important of all, by referring
to this role of reason, al-Ghazålí is inconspicuously turning the
spotlight on the ™ulamå¢, for it is they who are the purveyors of
ijtihåd al-ra¢y.

Al-Ghazålí’s strategy so far has been concerned primarily with
demonstrating the centrality of the law. Law becomes the vehicle
through which the use of reason is justified. Furthermore, al-
Ghazålí argues that the claims of the ta™lím doctrine demonstrate
an ignorance of the law, and it is this ignorance which renders
the doctrine invalid. As a way by which to reiterate this line of
argument, al-Ghazålí returns to the thorny issue of the infallible
teacher. He once again claims that the only infallible teacher is
the Prophet, and the Prophet is here repeatedly referred to as
˚å˙ib al-shar™ (trustee of the law), thereby skilfully connecting
the conception of the teacher to the law.90  The nature of the
connection is to portray the teacher as being dependent on God’s
law, and it is in the context of this dependence that al-Ghazålí
acknowledges the specific and unique role of the Prophet in dis-
pensing his preferred definition of ta™lím:
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Thus they [the Ta™límiyya] take al-ta™lím as a general admitted
expression, then they particularize it as containing the acknowl-
edgement of the necessity of learning from the infallible Imam.
You have understood what knowledge needs no teacher and what
knowledge needs a teacher. And if there is need of a teacher,
what is obtained from him is his method (†aríqihi), and he is not
blindly followed (yuqallidu) in his own person – so there is no
need of his infallibility. But when he is to be blindly followed in
himself, then there is need of his infallibility. And [you know]
that this infallible teacher is the Prophet.91

These, then, are the broad parameters of al-Ghazålí’s argu-
ments against the ta™lím doctrine, the summary of which can be
seen as consisting of three key elements: defining the autonomy
of reason; integrating the use of reason; and establishing the ba-
sis for one’s dependence on an infallible teacher (i.e. the Prophet
Mu˙ammad and not the Ismaili Imam). The assertions of au-
tonomy/integration/dependence provide the structural pattern
for al-Ghazålí’s subsequent detailed section on the ta™lím doc-
trine, where he undertakes to refute individually each one of the
ta™lím doctrine’s premises. The ground covered is quite exten-
sive and intricate. The analysis here will be limited to some general
observations about the central features of this refutation.

To begin with, the arguments in this section represent exten-
sions of the broad parameters covered in the first section. Two
sets of arguments stand out in particular. First, al-Ghazålí at-
tacks the ta™lím doctrine’s essentialism with regard to its allegedly
crude definitions of knowledge and reason. In response he sets
out to construct further refined classifications of knowledge and
reason. These classifications reflect, as it were, the varying levels
of comprehension (or classes of people) in the community.92

Second, he defends the unavoidability of conjecture (úann) in
Islamic law. To be precise, he validates the possibility of disagree-
ment (ikhtilåf) on some issues, and even though disagreement
implies that some opinions may be in error, for al-Ghazålí this
error is harmless in comparison to the grave errors and outright
falsehood he perceives embodied in the ta™lím doctrine.93
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We notice, once again, al-Ghazålí’s increasing reliance on the
idea of the law as a framework within which he conducts his
polemic. For example, when classifying knowledge, he empha-
sizes the importance of ascertaining the nature of the question
being asked, and in doing so he transposes the characteristics of
legal questions on to the general nature of all questions:

Questions (maså¢il) are divided into what cannot be known by
the reasoning of the intellect (bi-naúar al-™aql), and what can be
known with conjectural knowledge (™ilm úanní), and what can be
known with sure and certain knowledge (™ilm yaqíní).94

As for the issue of ikhtilåf, this was a central topic in the elabo-
ration of u˚ïl al-fiqh, and at its heart was the inquiry into the
status of úann arrived at through ijtihåd al-ra¢y. Al-Ghazålí lets
his defence on this matter rest on the weight of the following
hadith:

Error (al-kha†a¢) on details of legal matters (al-fiqhiyyåt) is legally
excused by reason of the Prophet’s declaration – peace be upon
him – ‘He who exercises ijtihåd and is right will have two rewards;
and he who exercises ijtihåd and errs will have one reward’.95

However, he makes it clear that the task of ijtihåd falls squarely
on the shoulders of the ‘™ulamå¢ of the law, who are the emissar-
ies (du™åt) of Mu˙ammad’.96  It is on this note that we now turn
to how al-Ghazålí, in his role as a member of the ™ulamå¢, applies
the law in resolving the problems connected with the Bå†iniyya.

The Demands of Fiqh: Limits and Norms

Yet again, a reader of this text is introduced to a different style
of argumentation and presentation, related now to the genre of
fiqh texts. Al-Ghazålí’s voice is now fully that of a faqíh, its tone
at once decisive and practical, and the strategy to which it is
harnessed resembles a prosecutor’s attempt to clarify a point of
law in court. There are basically two sets of problems which he
sets out to analyse and resolve. The first, contained in Chapter 7
of K. al-Mustaúhirí, involves an examination of the textual basis
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and legal status of Ismaili claims on the Imamate.97  The second,
contained in Chapter 8, involves an examination of the legal sta-
tus and implications of certain points of Ismaili doctrine.98  In
the first case, the mode of examination is akin to that of source
criticism; while in the second, it is essentially that of arriving at a
legal verdict. Both tasks are subsumed within the term ijtihåd,
wherein at one end al-Ghazålí’s concern with textual designation
(bi’l-na˚˚) embodies a process of legal interpretation. At the other
end, his verdict is put forward as a fatwå (legal opinion), and as
such represents an expression of ijtihåd.

Beginning with the first problem – which al-Ghazålí refers to
as that of bi’l-na˚˚ – he inquires as to whether any of the following
assertions attributed to the Prophet are tawåtur (unimpeachable):

The Imamate, after me, goes to ™Alí, and after him to his chil-
dren; it will not go outside of my lineage (nasabí), and my lineage
will never be cut off; and no one of them will die before charging
his son with the commission (™ahd);99

or:

He whose Master (mawlå) I am, ™Alí is his Master.100

Al-Ghazålí’s response is that there is no evidence whatsoever
to establish the tawåtur of these textual designations. Moreover,
‘if such texts were mutawåtir (impeccably transmitted), we would
have no doubt about them, for the Apostle’s statements about
designation would be of such importance as not to be passed
over in silence.’101  This argument is directed not only at the
Ismailis but takes on board the basic Shi™i claims for the Imamate.
It is not without significance that al-Ghazålí’s refutation is elabo-
rated around the term tawåtur. At one level this term is a construct
used for evaluating the legal status of any text against the qual-
ity and quantity of the channels of its transmission. A primary
condition for a text to be deemed mutawåtir is that it be re-
ceived ‘through channels of transmission sufficiently numerous
to preclude any possibility of collaboration on a forgery’.102  On
another, more conceptual level, tawåtur becomes symbolic of the
historical continuities which have shaped the identity of the
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Muslim community – or, put differently, the standards of histo-
ricity which the community upholds in order to validate its beliefs
and practices. Hence, the significance of employing the term
tawåtur lies not only in invalidating the fundamental source of
Ismaili (and Shi™i) claims for the Imamate, but as a means of
implying that their claims lie outside the true history of the Mus-
lim community. As such, for al-Ghazålí, the status of the Ismailis
is one of deviation and transgression.

The characteristics of this deviation and transgression, with
reference to specific limits and norms, are elaborated in the next
chapter. However, al-Ghazålí concludes this chapter by clarify-
ing, somewhat defensively, that he is objecting specifically to the
claims for an infallible Imam and not to the office of the imåma
per se. He is quick to emphasize that the Imam (referring here to
the Sunni caliph) is not needed for the acquisition of knowledge
but for practical or general administrative (kulliyya siyåsiyya) rea-
sons such as resolving disputes, effecting harmony, defending
Islam and so on.103  At this stage the definition of the imåma is
loosely framed, and a more elaborate formulation, as he himself
reminds the reader, will be undertaken in Chapter 9. The aim
here is to acknowledge a conception of authority as embodied in
the institution of the imåma, and yet clearly distinguish an ahl
al-sunna wa’l-jamå™a conception of imåma from that upheld by
the Ismailis.

Turning to Chapter 8, al-Ghazålí states his aim quite categori-
cally in its title: ‘Disclosure of the Legal Opinion (fatwå al-shar™)
Regarding Them with Reference to Imputing Unbelief (al-takfír)
and the Shedding of [their] Blood.’104

Before proceeding to charge the Bå†iniyya with takfír, al-
Ghazålí explains how such a judgement is arrived at, so as to
stress the gravity of the issue, and to demonstrate that it is the
outcome of a thorough investigation and not an arbitrary opin-
ion. Al-Ghazålí was only too aware of how the term takfír had
been arbitrarily manipulated ever since the emergence of the
Khawårij. He was thus keen to formulate a theory of unbelief,
the value of which would not only safeguard takfír from being
misused but would serve as a key construct in supporting the
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idea of an orthodoxy – or, put differently, help establish its in-
violable limits and norms. The strategy adopted in the K.
al-Mustaúhirí served as an early sketch for what would later be-
come a detailed theoretical definition of takfír as developed in
his book Fay˚al al-tafriqa bayn al-islåm wa’l-zandaqa (The Clear
Criterion for Distinguishing between Islam and Godlessness).105

A distinctive characteristic of this strategy was that it shifted the
perspective of takfír from a solely theological to a concretely le-
gal problem.

In this chapter, al-Ghazålí treats takfír as a legal term and
begins by distinguishing it from other terms, so as to place it
within a hierarchical scheme of judgement. Takfír is juxtaposed
with four other terms: takh†i™a (charging with innovation), tadlíl
(charging with deviation), tabdí™ (charging with innovation) and
tafsíq (charging with sinfulness).106  Though variations of degree
are implied, al-Ghazålí does not spell out the variations but ends
up referring to all four terms as being applicable to one general
layer of Ismaili doctrine. These terms constitute a category unto
themselves, a category which stands in contradistinction to that
of takfír. Examples of Ismaili doctrine which fall under this non-
takfír category include: upholding that ™Alí should have been Imam
rather than – or prior to – Abu Bakr, ™Umar and ™Uthmån; and
attributing the quality of infallibility (™i˚ma) to their Imam.107

Al-Ghazålí interprets the first claim as a contravention of the
principle of ‘consensus’ (kharq al-ijmå™), and since ijmå™ is recog-
nized as a source of law, this claim represents a fundamental
deviation, yet not fundamental enough to warrant the charge of
takfír, as al-Ghazålí the faqíh states: ‘It is not clear to us that the
contravener of consensus is a kåfir (unbeliever).’108  This is per-
haps an indication of how takfír as a legal problem was still a
relatively uncharted area. However, al-Ghazålí is hinting that takfír
is or should be associated with clear evidence. In this respect the
claim of infallibility also falls short of takfír, asserting instead,
again without delving deeply, that it is simply a matter of error
(takh†i¢a).109  This admission is rather revealing as it puts into
proper perspective the significance of al-Ghazålí’s refutation of
the ta™lím doctrine, the cornerstone of which is the existence of
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an infallible teacher. The above admission implies that the errors
of the ta™lím doctrine do not in themselves infringe on the u˚ïl,
be that of dín or fiqh.

Al-Ghazålí’s connection of takfír with this specific sense of
infringement focuses further his pursuit to arrive at a legalistic
rationale for takfír. Hence it is not surprising that al-Ghazålí
returns to the figure of the Prophet in his status as ̊ å˙ib al-shar™,
positing him not only as the guardian of fiqh but the mouthpiece
for the u˚ïl al-dín. And it is in this context that al-Ghazålí intro-
duces the term takdhíb – a charge applicable to anyone who makes
the Prophet out to be a liar, arising from any claim that contra-
dicts the message delivered by the Prophet.110 Takdhíb is put
forward as the primary pre-condition for takfír. Al-Ghazålí next
turns his attention to the Ismaili interpretations of the u˚ïl al-
dín reviewed in Chapter 4, and asserts unequivocally that their
denial of a bodily resurrection (and a physical garden and a fire
in the afterlife) is a clear case in point of takdhíb and warrants
the charge of takfír:

What we settle for and hold positively is the charging with unbelief
(takfír) of anyone who holds any of that, because it is plainly
giving the lie (takdhíb) to the Trustee of the Law (li-˚å˙ib al-
shar™) and to all the words of the Qur¢an from their first to their
last. Descriptions of the Garden and the Fire are in plain terms
plainly intended – so what such a person holds is takdhíb, not
ta¢wíl.111

Following from the above passage al-Ghazålí labours to make
the distinction that it is not the exercise of ta¢wíl in itself that
renders the Bå†iniyya guilty of kufr, but it is due to the kind of
ta¢wíl that they uphold. For al-Ghazålí this kind of interpreta-
tion ceases to be ta¢wíl as practised in kalåm (as to the nature of
God’s attributes), and is hence nothing but takdhíb.112  However,
he cuts this discussion short by claiming, rather enigmatically,
that this subject (presumably ta¢wíl) entails entering into ‘the
mysteries of religion’ (asrår al-dín), further discussion of which
would detract from the ‘more important aims (maqå˚id) of this
book’.113  Though this statement is unclear, it appears that the
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detraction al-Ghazålí has in mind is the mixing up of kalåm is-
sues with that of fiqh-based arguments. It is also interesting to
note that in his later works such as Mishkåt al-anwår (The Niche
of Lights) and I˙yå¢ ™ulïm al-dín (The Revivification of the Reli-
gious Sciences), al-Ghazali takes on a far more open and flexible
approach to ta¢wíl, and in fact these contain passages where he
even alludes to the metaphorical nature of resurrection.

The ambiguities around the issue of ta¢wíl are completely de-
fused as al-Ghazålí shifts his attention into specifying the legal
consequences associated with the fatwå of takfír. He is now in-
volved in passing a legal ruling, much as a muftí would, and the
key term in this endeavour is that of a˙kåm (legal statutes).114

The ˚å˙ib of each and every individual within the Bå†iniyya is
decreed to be that of a murtadd (apostate), thereby subjecting
the Bå†iniyya to the most direct form of exclusion. Moreover,
since the phenomenon of apostasy is intimately interwoven with
the history of the early Muslim community, al-Ghazålí is here
appealing to atavistic impulses. The Bå†iniyya became associated
with archetypes of betrayal and corruption, the threat of which is
clearly referred to in the Qur¢an and Sunna.

By framing the problem in terms of the legal management of
apostasy, al-Ghazålí is implicitly personifying the law as a guard-
ian of the truth.115  Although there is no evidence in the text, it
is quite likely that his recourse to the vocabulary of apostasy is
reflective of the very real (or so perceived) political threat exer-
cised by Óasan-i Íabbå˙’s burgeoning Ismaili movement in Iran.
As such, al-Ghazålí handles the law as an instrument of power,
the efficacy of which, having effectively taken care of the
Bå†iniyya, is going to now be used in justifying the authority and
status of Caliph al-Mustaúhir.

The Body Politic in Medieval Islam: Justification and
Narcissism

Al-Ghazålí concludes his text with what he would want to be per-
ceived as the culminating raison d’être of his efforts, namely a
demonstration of the fa{å¢il-mustaúhiriyya (virtues of the
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Mustaúhiriyya). This demonstration is accomplished through two
distinct, yet interrelated, styles of presentation: that of a siyåsa
shar™iyya (juridico-political) text in Chapter 9, and a rendition
of a na˚í˙at al-mulïk (mirror for princes) or fürstenspiegel text
in Chapter 10.

For several Western scholars, in particular Erwin Rosenthal,
Ann Lambton and Carole Hillenbrand, the primary significance
of the Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí lies in the so-called theory of govern-
ment which it expounds. As a result, these scholars have for the
most part approached the K. al-Mustaúhirí strictly as a siyåsa
shar™iyya text, with a special focus on comparing al-Ghazålí’s po-
litical views in it (specifically Chapter 9) with those subsequently
elaborated in his Kitåb al-Iqti˚åd fi’l-i™tiqåd (Moderation in Be-
lief) and in the multi-volume I˙yå¢ ™ulïm al-dín.116  Even Henri
Laoust’s comprehensive study, La Politique de Gazålí, which takes
a relatively broader view of the Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí, is still con-
cerned primarily with assessing the chronological development
of al-Ghazålí’s political thought.117

This developmental and siyåsa shar™iyya-specific perspective
has yielded some extremely valuable insights for understanding
the historical conditions which have influenced al-Ghazålí’s writ-
ings, the most thorough review of which is to be found in Carole
Hillenbrand’s article ‘Islamic Orthodoxy or Realpolitik? Al-
Ghazålí’s Views on Government’. However, by reading the K.
al-Mustaúhirí through what is at once a broad historical and yet
a narrow thematic approach, these studies have glossed over or
left unexplained some of the salient features in al-Ghazålí’s defi-
nition of the caliphate. Through an examination of these salient
features my aim is to demonstrate the extent to which the con-
tents of the siyåsa shar ™iyya section in the K. al-Mustaúhirí
embodied a response to the perceived intellectual and political
threat of the Fatimid Ismailis, whom al-Ghazålí continued to des-
ignate as the Bå†iniyya, and hence to argue that this section
cannot, as has hitherto been the case, be examined in isolation –
or rather disconnected from the overall fabric of the text. This
examination will also argue for the plausibility of a different
explanation of why, apart from the Bå†iniyya factor, the views in
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the K. al-Mustaúhirí differed from those which he subsequently
elaborated.

Before turning to the text, it might be appropriate to make
some general observations about the objectives which lay behind
the siyåsa shar™iyya genre, so as to provide a background to the
assumptions, stated and unstated, with which al-Ghazålí had to
wrestle when writing the K. al-Mustaúhirí. Some of the most in-
sightful research in this area is contained in the masterly articles
written by Sir Hamilton A.R. Gibb, from which the following
passage serves as a fertile point of departure for our purposes:

… Sunni political theory was, in fact, only the rationalization of
the history of the community. Without precedents, no theory;
and all the imposing fabric of interpretation of the sources is
merely the post eventum justification of the precedents which have
been ratified by ijmå™.118

Gibb arrives at the above conclusion by way of a detailed analy-
sis of al-Måwardí’s al-A˙kåm al-sul†åniyya, which, as mentioned
earlier, is considered to have set the model for subsequent siyåsa
shar™iyya texts. This model, in addition to its Shåfi™í-Ash™arí, char-
acter features two dominant impulses: first, the justification of
the caliph’s authority in the face of the Buwayhid sultan’s de
facto power; and second, the interpretation of the Islamic body
politic as embodying the ideal of historical continuity in the face
of changing circumstances. Hence the ‘rationalization’ to which
Gibb refers is, on one hand, directed at a legal ideal, concerned
with defining the status of the caliph; on the other hand, there is
an endeavour to articulate a political ideal of which the Muslim
community is at once a witness and a mouthpiece. It is the deli-
cate balancing between these two ideals (legal and political) –
ensuring that they feed off each other while remaining distinct –
that becomes the key objective of siyåsa shar ™iyya texts after al-
Måwardí. Moreover, it is the interplay between both these ideals
that forms the framework around which al-Ghazålí composed
Chapter 9 of the K. al-Mustaúhirí.

Al-Ghazålí begins the chapter with a clear emphasis on the
legal ideal, as expressed in the wording of the chapter’s title:
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On the Establishment of the Legal Demonstrations (al-baråhín
al-shar™iyya) that the Imam charged with the Truth whom all Men
are Bound to obey in this Age of Ours is the Imam al-Mustaúhir
Billåh.119

By the use of the term al-baråhín al-shar ™iyya, al-Ghazålí in-
tends to give the impression that the basis (or proof) of the
caliphate is clearly contained in the law, when in fact, as men-
tioned earlier, both the Qur¢an and the Sunna are silent about
matters pertaining to constitutional law. What passes as Islamic
constitutional law is essentially a product of ijtihåd. Furthermore,
ijtihåd in this area does not entail an interpretation from the
sources of the law, but aims instead, as does al-Ghazålí, to con-
struct a set of arguments around legal concepts.

The central legal concept on which al-Ghazålí sets his argu-
ments into motion is that of far{ (religious obligation). He argues
that al-Mustaúhir fulfils the conditions (sharå¢i†) of the Imam,
and hence he is God’s khalífa over mankind and obedience to
him is a religious obligation (far{) incumbent on all mankind.120

Recourse to the term far{ enables al-Ghazålí to affirm the neces-
sity of the Sunni caliph in every age, and to argue that contrary
to those who uphold that there is nobody today who fulfils the
requirements of the office, there will always be a qualified candi-
date in the Sunni community without whose existence the sharí™a
cannot be implemented.121  In short, the caliph is an indispensa-
ble source of legitimacy, and all public appointments such as
that of government officials and qå{ís can only be valid if they
issue forth from the caliph. However, it is interesting to note
that al-Ghazålí does not specify how exactly al-Mustaúhir quali-
fies for the imåma, except by putting forth the following syllogism:

Lå budda min imåm fí kulli ™a˚r
wa lå mutarashshi˙ li’l-imåma siwå-hu
fa-huwa al-imåm al-˙aqq idhan.

(There must be an Imam in every age,
but only he is qualified for the office;
therefore he is the rightful Imam.)122
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This syllogism reinforces further the notion of far{ in connec-
tion with the Sunni Imam, a notion that serves as a counterpoint
to the absolutist claims of the Ismailis. Al-Ghazålí is here trying
to construct an equally authoritative basis for al-Mustaúhir, and
his challenge lies in carving an alternative framework which is
able to grant the same degree of centrality to al-Mustaúhir as has
been attributed to the Ismaili Imam. As such, emphasis on far{
can be interpreted as a counterpoint to the Ismaili claim of ™i˚ma
(infallibility) for their Imams.

The basis for this interpretation becomes more plausible when
we take into account that the next legal concept on which al-
Ghazålí develops his argument is ijmå™. Al-Ghazålí does not put
forward a definition of ijmå™; yet it is evident from his use of it
that, apart from acknowledging consensus as a source of law, for
him it encapsulates the conception of a divinely guided
community. It is a community whose judgement, following from
the popular hadith, ‘My community will never agree upon an
error’, is attributed with ™i˚ma.123  For al-Ghazålí, ijmå™ becomes
a construct on which he develops a historical ideal of the commu-
nity, an ideal which, among other things, affirms the necessity of
electing an Imam to lead the community, so as to protect it from
anarchy.124  Ikhtiyår is the term used for ‘election’ and for al-
Ghazålí it functions as an example of ijmå™ in practice. The best
historical example of this ikhtiyår-ijmå™ nexus goes back to the
earliest Companions who, in order to preserve the unity of the
umma and the survival of Islam, acted speedily after the death of
the Prophet to elect an Imam. Al-Ghazålí also points out that the
election was of a single Imam and not a consultative council
(shïrå).125

These, then, are the outlines of the alternative framework for
al-Ghazålí’s conception of the imåma, justifying itself by
arguments both legal and historical – arguments which, further-
more, are also used polemically to demonstrate the invalidity of
the Ismaili doctrine of imåma. In connection with the legal line
of argument centred around the term far{, al-Ghazålí asserts that
a fundamental precondition of the Imam is ‘correctness of belief
and soundness of religion’ (˚i˙˙at al-™aqída wa salåmat al-dín).126
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Hence he argues that the already cited arguments for takfír
demonstrate clearly why the Ismaili Imam does not qualify. While
in connection with the historical line of argument centred around
the term ijmå™, al-Ghazålí points out that not only has the Ismaili
conception of the Imam contravened ijmå™ from the period of
the earliest companions, but even at present the ijmå™ (referring
to its more literal connotation as a consensus of the majority)
behind the Ismaili Imam is numerically negligible compared to
the ijmå™ of all ‘the leaders and ™ulamå¢ of the age and by all the
masses of men in farthest East and West’ who recognize al-Mus-
taúhir as their Imam.127  These arguments are a clear illustration
of the extent to which al-Ghazålí’s siyåsa shar ™iyya formulation
was interwoven with the broader polemical objectives of the text,
so that al-Mustaúhir’s status had to be projected in terms which
would in themselves serve as a sufficient counter-argument against
the Bå†iniyya.

It is this factor that can also help explain why al-Ghazålí makes
no reference to the Saljuq sultan in this section; obviously al-
Ghazålí was only too aware of the de facto power of his patrons,
and hence his silence about the Saljuq sultan demands an expla-
nation. Hitherto, two differing lines of explanation have been
put forward. The first belongs to Lambton and Rosenthal which
reads al-Ghazålí’s silence as indicative of an early political ideal-
ism, and which very soon after was abandoned in favour of a
posture of realpolitik, as is evident in al-Iqti˚åd fí’l-i™tiqåd, where
not only is the Saljuq sultan explicitly referred to but al-Ghazålí’s
thrust is to elaborate a theoretical basis for the sultan’s relation-
ship with the caliph.128  The second explanation belongs to
Hillenbrand who argues that al-Ghazålí was writing at a time of
crisis and thus one has to read between the lines, leading her to
conclude that though the Saljuq sultan is not explicitly mentioned,
al-Ghazålí’s message, albeit veiled, to the young al-Mustaúhir was
that he had no choice but to accept the continuing presence and
power (shawka) of the Turks.129  Hillenbrand’s position is based
on a much closer examination of the text and thus carries more
weight than that of Lambton and Rosenthal. Even though I partly
accept Hillenbrand’s conclusions, some of the guiding
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assumptions of her approach, which incidentally are also shared
by Lambton and Rosenthal, need to be re-examined and quali-
fied further.

The problem here revolves around the use of the terms ‘ideal-
ism’ and ‘realism’ by these scholars when studying medieval Islamic
political thought, especially their approach to siyåsa shar™iyya
texts. These terms embody assumptions about political life as it
evolved in Europe; where, for example, idealism connotes a Pla-
tonic bias toward utopian thought, and realism connotes a
Machiavellian persistence toward realpolitik. The conception of
politics in siyåsa shar™iyya texts is neither idealistic nor realistic
in the above senses. Al-Ghazålí, for example, does not put for-
ward a prescription for a perfect body politic, nor does he conceive
of political authority or power solely in terms of expediency or
pragmatism. For al-Ghazålí, and siyåsa shar™iyya writers in gen-
eral, the imperative is to maintain the status quo, which, because
it was perceived to rest on ijmå™, had to be justified. As such, all
siyåsa shar™iyya texts are idealistic (if we are to use the term) in
the sense that their authors were quite aware of their powerless-
ness to change political realities; hence these texts were primarily
engaged in elaborating patterns of theoretical or de jure justifi-
cation.130  Concomitantly, if there is a strain of realism in these
texts, it lies in their openness to adjust and refine their theoreti-
cal frameworks so as to keep pace with the unfolding of history.

Seen from this perspective, the best way to approach the siyåsa
shar™iyya section in the K. al-Mustaúhirí is as a theoretical affir-
mation of the symbolic status of the caliph, al-Mustaúhir. He
becomes symbolic of the Sunni community and his status is placed
in competition with that of the Ismaili Imam. Hence, it is highly
probable that al-Ghazålí is silent about the Saljuqs because he
wishes to affirm the theoretical autonomy of the caliph. Not be-
cause he wants to revive the de facto power which was once enjoyed
by the Abbasid caliph, but merely because it would be polemically
inexpedient to portray the status of the caliph as having been
compromised by the presence of a Saljuq sultan. Nonetheless, al-
Ghazålí could not completely turn a blind eye to the presence of
the Saljuqs as such a denial would be tantamount to dishonesty,
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severely compromising al-Ghazålí’s integrity and status as a mem-
ber of the ™ulamå¢. As a result, his formulation is not without its
subtle manoeuvres and adjustments, allowing him, as Hillenbrand
rightly observes, to strike a strategic balance between rationaliz-
ing the power and status of the Saljuqs (referred to as the Turks,
al-khalå¢iq al-turk), while representing al-Mustaúhir in terms suf-
ficient enough to counter the sweeping claims made on behalf of
the larger than life figure of the Fatimid/Ismaili/Ta™límiyya/
Bå†iniyya Imam.131

This pursuit of a strategic balance is what, for lack of a better
phrase, could be referred to as the ‘rhetoric of repair’, of which
al-Måwardí was perhaps the pioneering practitioner. Let us now
turn our attention to specific examples of how al-Ghazålí worked
out this strategic balance in the K. al-Mustaúhirí.

After having introduced the idea of ikhtiyår (election), al-
Ghazålí proceeds to defend its validity. This defence, apart from
being framed in terms of a kalåm style disputation, ends up re-
fining and adjusting the definition of ikhtiyår. First, al-Ghazålí
compares the designation of an Imam through ikhtiyår with that
of the Ismaili claim of textual designation (na˚˚). Recapitulating
his earlier arguments that the texts in support of the Ismaili Imam
are not mutawåtir and are hence invalid, he affirms categorically
that ikhtiyår is the only source (ma¢khad) for the Imamate.131

Yet, soon after this affirmation, he begins to put forward some
qualifications about the manner in which ikhtiyår is executed.
He concedes that ikhtiyår does not rest on a universal nor actual
ijmå™ of the ™ulamå¢, nor even of a specified number of people,
but can in effect rest on the allegiance (bay™a) of a single person:

We choose to hold that one person can suffice if he is on the side
of the majority (al-jamåhír): his agreement is theirs.133

At this point, al-Ghazålí’s pursuit of a strategic balance becomes
ever more transparent, a pursuit which he elaborates into a theo-
retical framework, consisting of the following definitions and
links. First, he upholds the centrality of ijmå™ (consensus); sec-
ond, he draws a link between ijmå™ and ikhtiyår (election), whereby
ikhtiyår becomes both an extension and an expression of ijmå™;
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third, he goes on to make a further link between ikhtiyår and
bay™a (allegiance) of a single person, whereby the relationship
between bay™a and ikhtiyår is framed along lines similar to that
between ikhtiyår and ijmå™. This entire framework reaches its
climax when al-Ghazålí declares that the pre-condition for bay™a
is shawka (strength); in other words, the person making the oath
of allegiance should be someone who is obeyed and possesses
unsurpassed military strength, since his compliance represents
the compliance of the masses.134  This declaration functions as a
climax in two important, yet different, respects: first, this is the
furthest al-Ghazålí goes in implying both the presence of the Saljuq
sultan and the extent to which the caliph is dependent on the
one who is the possessor of shawka; second, al-Ghazålí turns full
circle and asserts that, like ijmå™, the act of this bay™a has to be
divinely sanctioned:

We have reduced the specification of the Imam to the choice of a
single person; but really we have reduced it to God’s choice and
appointment (ikhtiyår Allåh ta™ålå wa nasbihi). The real justifi-
cation of the choice is that all follow and obey the Imam – a grace
and gift of God, unattainable by any human contriving.135

Interestingly enough, soon after this passage al-Ghazålí goes
on to praise al-Mustaúhir, reiterating his status as the rightful
Imam, as if to reassure his readers that, despite considerations of
shawka, the authority of the caliph retains its autonomy and in-
tegrity. Thereafter, al-Ghazålí moves on to list the parameters of
this authority. These parameters are described in terms of the
necessary attributes or qualities (˚ifåt) which have to be embodied
in the body and personality of the caliph. Examples of these at-
tributes had become a standard feature of siyåsa shar™iyyatexts.
Al-Ghazålí’s list contains ten attributes, of which six are catego-
rized as innate (˚ifåt al-khilqí) and four as acquired (˚ifåt
al-iktisåb). The innate attributes function very much as pre-con-
ditions and include: (i) al-bulïgh (maturity, attainment of
puberty); (ii) al-™aql (intelligence); (iii) al-˙urriyya (freedom);
(iv) al-dhukïr (male sex); (v) nasab Quraysh (descent from
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Quraysh clan of the Prophet); (vi) salåma ˙åssat al-sam™ wa’l-
ba˚ar (soundness of hearing and sight).136

All the above attributes had been put forward by previous siyåsa
shar™iyya writers; al-Ghazålí is not adding anything new here. He
also makes clear that it is the ™ulamå¢ who are responsible for
enumerating these attributes.137 This passing reference to the
™ulamå¢ serves as a hint of what will turn out to be a much more
significant role that al-Ghazålí has in mind for the ™ulamå¢. The
elaboration of this role is connected with the remaining four ac-
quired qualities of the Imam. These qualities function as ethical
ideals. Their definition, as is the case with all ideals, is not a
given but constitutes the subject matter of a theoretical inquiry.
The acquired qualities include: (i) al-najda (bravery, military prow-
ess); (ii) al-kifåya (political competence); (iii) al-wara™ (piety);
(iv) al-™ilm (knowledge).

Al-Ghazålí provides a considerable amount of detail in defin-
ing these qualities, and from the approach and tone which is
adopted it becomes clear that he is utilizing these qualities as
vehicles for justifying the respective roles of the Saljuq establish-
ment and also the ™ulamå¢ vis-à-vis Caliph al-Mustaúhir.

Beginning with the quality of najda, al-Ghazålí once again re-
turns to the issue of shawka, and quite unambiguously asserts:

In this age of ours, from amongst the (various) kinds of human
beings it is the Turks who possess shawka. Almighty God has given
them the good fortune to befriend and love him (the caliph) to
such an extent that they draw near to God by helping him (the
caliph) and by suppressing the enemies of his state (dawla). They
yield themselves to belief in his caliphate and imåma.138

Having acknowledged that the Turks are the possessors of
shawka, al-Ghazålí goes on at length to explain that the Turks
are obedient servants of the caliph and hence their shawka is
ultimately to defend and uphold the authority of the caliph. As
has been mentioned earlier, the self-styled role of the Saljuqs as
guardians of the faith had been their long-standing political
ambition; thus this measured defence of the Turks is but an
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exercise in rhetorical diplomacy on the part of al-Ghazålí. Over-
tones of an anti-Bå†iniyya polemic can also be heard when
al-Ghazålí praises the Turks as those who the caliph can depend
on to wage a jihåd against the infidels.139

Turning his attention to the quality of kifåya (political compe-
tence), al-Ghazålí begins by describing the current period as being
one of crisis, applying to it the Qur¢anic term fatra (effacement
of the signs of religion).140  Though he does not spell out the
causes or the precise nature of this crisis, it is in all likelihood a
reference to either the infiltration of the Bå†iniyya or to the as
yet unresolved Saljuq civil war, or perhaps to the combined im-
pact of both these factors. Be that as it may, al-Ghazålí oscillates
between praising al-Mustaúhir’s astuteness and powers of discrimi-
nation to bring about order and stability, while also stressing that
the caliph will have to ensure that he is surrounded by competent
advisers – men of insight and experience – placing special em-
phasis on the appointment of a strong wazír.141  At the end of
this section, we are left unsure as to where exactly lies the locus
of kifåya: is it pre-eminently subsumed in the office and figure of
the caliph, or does it arise out of the collaborative relationship
between the caliph and his court? In his effort to bolster the sta-
tus of the caliph, al-Ghazålí ends up transposing the model of the
then powerful Saljuq court (inclusive of the wizåra) onto the
caliphate. This transposition is again intended more as a rhetori-
cal strategy, undertaken not to fulfil any concrete political
objectives, but a way of dignifying the perceived authority of the
caliphate.

The third quality of wara™ (piety) is discussed in terms which
are at once predictable and very general. Cultivation of piety be-
comes incumbent upon the caliph, and emphasis is placed on
how this responsibility falls squarely on the caliph himself, and
that no manner of outside agency can help him in this matter.142

Much of the material here is couched in the tone of exhortation,
and it constitutes a preliminary sketch of what will be covered in
much greater detail when he takes up the ‘mirrors for princes’
genre in Chapter 10.

Finally, with the quality of ™ilm (knowledge) al-Ghazålí touches
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on issues most pertinent to himself, namely, the nature of the
caliph’s relationship to the ™ulamå¢, and hence also the status of
the ™ulamå¢ within a conception of an Islamic body politic. Right
at the outset, al-Ghazålí makes clear that the specific connota-
tion carried by the term ™ilm is here connected with a knowledge
of the law, further specifying it as the knowledge which enables
one to attain ‘the rank of ijtihåd and [hence] give a fatwå in the
science of the law (™ulïm al-shar™)’.143  Moreover, the ™ulamå¢
have made the possession of this knowledge a condition for the
Imam. Yet he does not clearly explain why this knowledge consti-
tutes an indispensable condition, apart from asserting that to
deny this would constitute a departure from the opinions of past
™ulamå¢.144  Al-Ghazålí’s challenge is to justify how al-Mustaúhir,
whom he acknowledges as being not yet in possession of the req-
uisite level of legal knowledge, can nonetheless exercise his
authority as caliph. He argues that just as the caliph depends on
competent advisers in matters of kifåya, similarly he can consult
and depend on the ™ulamå¢ on matters of ™ilm. After re-affirming
al-Mustaúhir’s right to the caliphate, al-Ghazålí goes so far as to
articulate the caliph’s dependence on the ™ulamå¢ in terms of the
following two conditions:

One is that he not settle any problem except after exploiting the
talents of the ™ulamå¢ and seeking their help, and when in doubt
choose to follow the best and most learned – the City of Peace
[Baghdad] will rarely be without such men. The second is that he
seek to acquire knowledge and gain rank of independence in the
science of the law – for God has enjoined the acquisition of
knowledge. He is young enough to do that in a short time.145

The above passage, concluding, as it does, the siyåsa shar™iyya
section, amounts ingeniously to an exercise in self-advertisement,
whereby the centrality of not only the ™ulamå¢ but of his own
position is alluded to, as is implicit in the very fact that he can be
bold enough to set conditions for al-Mustaúhir. As such, al-Ghazålí
ensures that the ™ulamå¢ become key mediating players in mat-
ters of both authority and power. There is a tone of urgency here
because al-Ghazålí is only too aware of the precarious and ever
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shifting balance through which the agencies of authority and
power were then sustaining themselves.

A question of balance emerges once again in Chapter 10, the
finale to the text. But balance here is of a different kind alto-
gether, concerning itself with the duties (waúå¢if) of al-™ilmiyya
(knowledge) and al-™amaliyya (action/deeds). They constitute the
two poles around which al-Ghazålí addresses his counsels to Cal-
iph al-Mustaúhir.146  These counsels are structured around a set
of ethical ideals and function symbolically as mirrors by which
the caliph can continually observe and improve himself. In prac-
tical terms this genre served as a construct for narcissism, whereby
the respective ethical ideals were already assumed to be embod-
ied in whoever was the addressee of these counsels; hence the
tone of exhortation common to this genre functioned as a dis-
guise for what was in effect a tribute confirming the ‘worthiness’
(isti˙qåq) of the candidate. That the candidate here is al-Mus-
taúhir follows inevitably from al-Ghazålí’s claim that the caliph
had commissioned him to write this text – further personifying
the Fa{å¢il al-mustaúhiriyya.

However, such glowing praise of al-Mustaúhir would not have
been completely devoid of political significance, whether intended
or not by al-Ghazålí. Especially when one takes into considera-
tion that al-Ghazålí had later in his life dedicated a text of the
same genre, entitled Na˚í˙at al-mulïk, to the Saljuq Sultan
Sanjar.147  The point here is that this genre had its own political
prestige, and hence what needs to be ascertained is the exact
nature of the prestige being accorded to al-Mustaúhir. We will
return to this question later on, but first let us put forward some
general observations about the contents of this chapter.

Perhaps the most striking feature is that the entire section, as
befitting the genre, is packed with metaphors and allegories. The
most recurrent image used is that of the body: recognizing the
ephemerality of the body in contrast to the afterlife of the soul;
the need to govern the body and its passions; and just as the body
requires nourishment so does the soul.148  These so-called leitmo-
tifs and the vocabulary in which they are conveyed carry obvious
Sufi provenance. Al-Ghazålí’s Sufism lies beyond the scope of
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this study, but the material here is relevant for understanding
the formative traces of his Sufi inclinations. Even when discussing
themes such as justice and the sharí™a in connection to al-
™amaliyya of the caliph, al-Ghazålí’s style is still metaphorical,
though the discussion is always supported by copious references
to the Qur¢an and hadith. It is in the context of al-™amaliyya
(deeds), and not al-™ilmiyya (knowledge), that al-Ghazålí once
again points out the necessity for the caliph to consult the ™ul-
amå¢.149

As much as this section is also about governance, its overall
effect is to impart a highly abstract conception of moral govern-
ance, where the practical realities of the body politic carry no
significance – what matters are the ideals themselves, ideals which
are disembodied from the pre-occupations of any systematic dis-
cipline, be it of law or theology. Carole Hillenbrand, when referring
to al-Ghazålí’s subsequently written ‘mirrors for princes’ texts,
reads them as indicative of his growing disillusionment with the
political systems of his time, and hence his emphasis on ‘per-
sonal piety and the transitory nature of this world’.150  That being
the case, how does one explain the juxtaposition in the K. al-
Mustaúhirí of two differing genres of political thought: a highly
intricate siyåsa shar™iyya section followed immediately by a ‘mir-
ror for princes’? I do not believe that in this case the explanation
of an overall disillusionment can hold water, nor does Hillen-
brand offer this, or indeed any other interpretation with regard
to the K. al-Mustaúhirí, as if the issue were of no significance. I
do not think this juxtaposition can altogether be ignored, although
the conclusions to be drawn at present can be no more than conjec-
tural or speculative.

Taken together, both these chapters have the cumulative ef-
fect of associating the personality of al-Mustaúhir with more than
just symbolic importance. The conspicuous references made to
al-Mustaúhir throughout the text elevate him to a very distin-
guished status, brimming with a tangible sense of expectation
and pride. All of this cannot be explained merely in terms of
polemical strategy, such that this representation of al-Mustaúhir
is seen solely as a counterpoint to the Ismaili Imam. In addition,
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there is a soft, yet pervasive, ethos of revivalism in al-Ghazålí’s
treatment of the caliphate in the K. al-Mustaúhirí. Again, it should
be borne in mind that this posture of al-Ghazålí sought to amel-
iorate not so much the actual status of the caliph but his perceived
status.

Two distinct, yet somewhat interdependent, lines of explana-
tion could serve as additional background factors for this revivalist
posture. First, it could be argued that al-Ghazålí had become con-
vinced that not only the person of the caliph but the office itself
was under serious threat of dissolution. Signs of this had become
manifest in the policies of the Saljuq sultan, Malik Shåh and
equally also through the activities of the wazír Niúåm al-Mulk.
Wael B. Hallaq has argued that the potential weight of Niúåm al-
Mulk’s personality is intimated in al-Juwayní’s siyåsa shar™iyya
treatise entitled Ghiyåth al-umam,151 where, according to Hal-
laq, al-Juwayní, apart from questioning the necessity of a caliph
who is militarily and politically powerless, was in effect inviting
Niúåm al-Mulk to occupy the office of caliph. According to al-
Juwayní, Niúåm al-Mulk was eligible because it was he, and not
the caliph, who was in possession of what to al-Juwayní were the
two central qualifications for the office: istiqlål (political inde-
pendence) and kifåya (political competence).152  This being the
case, al-Ghazålí’s posture in the K. al-Mustaúhirí and subsequently
can be seen as a reaction to this sort of thinking, a reaction which
was motivated by the conviction that the perceived authority and
necessity of the caliphate was central to the unity and stability of
the Muslim community.

A second line of explanation grows out of this same convic-
tion, but focuses on the nature of the ™ulamå¢s dependence on
the caliph. As has been made obvious in this study, al-Ghazålí
perceived the ™ulamå¢ as deriving their legitimacy from the
caliphate. Hence any effort to enhance the status of al-Mustaúhir
would concomitantly have fortified the role and place of the ™ul-
amå¢. The probability of this revivalist posture is made all the
more plausible if we take into account the fact of the Saljuq civil
war. The war provided al-Ghazålí the space for such a posture,
without his running the risk of offending the Saljuq establishment,
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which was then far too consumed with other issues to take notice
of the K. al-Mustaúhirí.

Seen from this perspective, both Chapters 9 and 10 are im-
bued with the spirit of rehabilitating the caliphate, a process of
rehabilitation which, nonetheless, was only too conscious of the
irreversible constraints that would continue to impinge on the
actual status of the caliph. The juxtaposition of these two chapters
can, hence, be seen as part of a complementary strategy through
which al-Ghazålí endeavoured to rehabilitate the Sunni caliphate
to the furthest extent possible.
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chapter three

Towards a Re-reading of the
Kitåb al-Mustaúhirí

The historical study of ideas is concerned primarily with ques-
tions of significance and influence. One of the primary aims of
this study has been to recover the historical significance and in-
fluence of the K. al-Mustaúhirí. It is a fascinating and complex
text; its ideas capture not only the great questions of the age in
which it was written, but also carry an uncanny relevance for the
intellectual predicaments facing Muslims in the contemporary
world. Building on the contextual (historical) map that was drawn
out in Chapter One of this book, and on the structure of the text
that was laid bare in Chapter Two, this chapter will now analyse
more broadly the ideas contained in al-Ghazålí’s text. This analy-
sis will take the form of re-reading the work, with a view to
exploring the ways in which its arguments and themes were and
continue to be emblematic of key concerns in the history of
Muslim thought.

Every re-reading entails the act of manipulation which con-
sists of applying a set of perspectives from the present onto a
text written in the past. Hence, a re-reading is conditioned by
the distance in time between the composition of a text and when
the re-reading is undertaken; the greater the distance, the more
pervasive is the manipulation. With the K. al-Mustaúhirí the dis-
tance is that which separates the medieval from the modern, and
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this study has been extremely conscious of that distance. The
medieval character of the text has so far been the object of a
reconstruction and a translation in this study: a reconstruction
of the environment in which al-Ghazålí wrote; and a translation,
in the broadest sense of the word, of the terms and arguments
contained in it. The insights derived from this reconstruction
and translation will now be used for undertaking a critical analy-
sis of the text.

The K. al-Mustaúhirí is a dense and many-sided text, contain-
ing diverse styles of argumentation and presentation, each of
which addresses a distinct set of conceptual concerns. For the
purposes of our re-reading, we will classify these conceptual con-
cerns as belonging to the categories of orthodoxy, reason and
authority. Al-Ghazålí, it will be argued, struggled with problems
and questions connected to each of these three categories, which
serve as themes (or topoi) for al-Ghazålí’s central arguments in
this work. They are not al-Ghazålí’s categories, but a set of per-
spectives projected (manipulated, if you will) onto the text. Yet,
hopefully, the ensuing analysis will demonstrate their cogency
for appreciating its intellectual and historical significance.

Orthodoxy: A Problem of Interpretation

That the use of the term ‘orthodoxy’ is highly problematic when
applied to Islam has been commented on by several scholars, of
whom Goldziher was the most perceptive in pointing out that:

The dogma of Islam cannot be compared with the same constitu-
ent part of the religion of any of the Christian churches. There
are no councils and synods which, after vigorous debate, can es-
tablish the formulae that must stand henceforth as the symbol of
the true faith. There is no ecclesiastical function which repre-
sents the criterion of orthodoxy; there is no exegesis exclusively
authorized by the sacred texts on which the doctrinal method
and substance of the church rests. Consensus [ijmå™], the highest
authority in all questions of religious theory and practice, is an
expandable spring, [and thus it is] difficult to reach agreement
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on what should pass unquestionably for consensus. What one party
regards as such, another will reject.1

Yet despite the lack of an official, centralized authority, as in
Christianity, to enforce an orthodoxy, the history of Islamic law
and theology bears witness to a perennial desire to claim and
argue for an orthodoxy. The K. al-Mustaúhirí is a prime exam-
ple of this desire, where, apart from harnessing it to arguments
derived from adab al-firaq, kalåm, fiqh and u˚ïl al-fiqh (each a
potential crucible for orthodoxy), al-Ghazålí employs the term
takfír to map out the boundaries of an orthodox position. A dis-
tinction needs therefore to be made between the practical
authoritativeness as opposed to the theoretical expressions of or-
thodoxy in Islam. Although Goldziher was right in his assertion
that the history of Islam has been devoid of an institutionalized
agency or mouthpiece for orthodoxy, nevertheless the history of
Sunni Islam is replete with examples of political forces and ac-
tors seeking to assert an orthodoxy. A case in point is the
establishment of the Niúåmiyya college in Baghdad where, argu-
ably, al-Ghazålí wrote the K. al-Mustaúhirí. This brings to the
foreground another distinction, that between the institutional-
ized manifestation as opposed to the ideological pursuit of
orthodoxy in Islamic history.

The polemical orientation of the K. al-Mustaúhirí is at once
theoretical and ideological, a conjunction which is most articu-
lately expressed in al-Ghazålí’s fatwå of unbelief (takfír). At the
theoretical level, al-Ghazålí laboured to justify the legal basis and
implications of this fatwå; at the ideological level, the fatwå be-
comes an instrument of exclusion and violence. On both levels,
the posture is predominantly reactive; hence orthodoxy is de-
fined with reference to what lies outside it rather than to what it
stands for per se. This is clearly borne out by the fact that there is
no adequate equivalent for the term ‘orthodoxy’ in Arabic. For
al-Ghazålí, the conception of a normative centre is perhaps best
conveyed by the phrase: ahl al-sunna wa’l-jamå™a (people of the
prophetic tradition and of the community/consensus).2  This
expression, apart from being a descriptive label, is itself open to
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varied definitions, and in fact accommodates a degree of dissent
and diversity as incorporated through the principle of ikhtilåf –
allowing different schools of Sunni law to co-exist on equal terms
with each other.

By resorting to the fatwå of takfír, al-Ghazålí was trying to
establish the limits of tolerable dissent. As mentioned earlier, of
all the accusations levelled against the Ismailis/Bå†iniyya, it is
only on one specific issue that he places them in the position of
having transgressed the limits of tolerable dissent, namely, their
interpretation of what is meant by Resurrection (qiyåma) in the
Qur¢an. Hence, al-Ghazålí’s fatwå amounts to a legal ruling on a
point of doctrine, and in this sense his presumed domain of or-
thodoxy rests on both a legal and theological interpretation –
that is, on an interdependence between law and theology.

Al-Ghazålí was writing at a time when the disciplines of law
and theology were still very much in the throes of defining their
respective boundaries in relation to each other, let alone the ba-
sis of their interdependence. George Makdisi’s research has been
seminal in re-tracing the complex historical relationship between
law and theology in medieval Islam, drawing attention to the evo-
lution of distinctions that emerged between, for example, fiqh
and u˚ïl al-fiqh or between kalåm and u˚ïl al-dín, and more
importantly, the degrees of co-operation with which all these dis-
ciplines interrelated.3  Examples of all these evolving distinctions
are contained in the K. al-Mustaúhirí, and one of the central
concerns of the text has been to demonstrate the instrumental
interdependence of law and theology in constructing a concep-
tion of orthodoxy in Islam.

This conception is highly reified; it is not so much a textual
prescription but an attitude of orthodoxy. At the very core of
this attitude is the assumption that the disciplines of law and
theology are systems of interpretation, and hence orthodoxy is
ultimately not a given postulate but represents a problem of in-
terpretation.4  The object of interpretation is the Qur¢an, be it to
discover and implement God’s law or to understand the nature of
God and of His commandments. In the K. al-Mustaúhirí, law
and theology are used as tools applied systematically with the
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purpose of refuting the Bå†iniyya and their interpretations, and
it is in the very application of these tools that an attitude, not a
definition, of orthodoxy is vindicated. Al-Ghazålí would not have
claimed as much – for to declare that the issue of orthodoxy
revolved solely around questions of interpretation would have been
tantamount to making the truth seem relative. For al-Ghazålí there
existed absolute religious truths, yet truths that one had to strive
towards, and law and theology as systems of interpretation were
but paths toward, and not constructions of, these absolute truths.
Interpretation, be it through ijtihåd or ta¢wíl, is dedicated to
discovering (or uncovering) what God has already revealed to
mankind.

Leaving aside the issue of interpretation, the most tangible
way in which the K. al-Mustaúhirí expressed an attitude of or-
thodoxy is through the framework of moral opposition, whereby
the Bå†iniyya are portrayed in categories of moral deviance in
complete opposition to the presumed moral centre from which
al-Ghazålí is writing. There is no better example of this than the
very title of the text: Fa{å¢i˙ al-Bå†iniyya wa fa{å¢il al-Mustaúhiri-
yya (The Infamies of the Bå†iniyya and the Virtues of the
Mustaúhiriyya). It is this charged tone of moral polemic that ena-
bles al-Ghazålí to project a confident affirmation of orthodoxy
without ever openly conceding that it is rooted in an engaged
process of legal and theological interpretation.

Reason: Subjectivity versus Objectivity

An enquiry into the definition and role of reason features quite
prominently in the K. al-Mustaúhirí. This enquiry is in the first
instance fuelled by his refutation of the ta™lím doctrine. How-
ever there is another more pervasive, yet subtle, dimension which
gives rise to this enquiry, namely, his attempt to carve out a place
for reason in Sunni law and theology. Al-Ghazålí’s attempt can
be best characterized as a process of integration, avoiding the
excesses, hitherto expressed in Islamic history, of a literalist re-
jection of, or a philosophical subservience to, reason. As mentioned
earlier, the K. al-Mustaúhirí serves as the earliest record of al-
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Ghazålí’s use of the syllogism in his writings, and in relation to
which he uses the term naúar for reason. Whether, or to what
extent this term was a representative designation for reason in
u˚ïl al-fiqh and kalåm texts up until the time of al-Ghazålí, is a
question that has yet to be adequately explored by scholars. Wael
B. Hallaq’s writings on legal theory and Richard M. Frank’s on
kalåm methodology have been breaking new ground in this
direction.5

The focus here will be limited to an examination of the objec-
tives underlying al-Ghazålí’s need to integrate reason. This
integration is, broadly speaking, marked by two objectives:
practical and theoretical. At the practical level, al-Ghazålí set out
to defend reason against what he perceived to be the anti-ration-
alist perspective of the ta™lím doctrine, a perspective which was
not a simple rejection of reason but an argument claiming that
human reason is fallible and hence there is a necessity for an
infallible teacher, such as the Ismaili Imam, to guide mankind.
Correspondingly, the Ismailis argued, those without access to this
ta™lím dispensed by the infallible Imam, as is the case of the
Sunni community, will continue to be misguided by their ines-
capable dependence on fallible conjecture (úann) and speculation
derived from human reasoning.

Al-Ghazålí knew only too well the implications of this doc-
trine, which amounted to an indictment of the entire framework
of Sunni thought, dependent as it is on the use of human reason
in the formulation and application of its law and theology. Hence
the challenge confronting al-Ghazålí was to both refute the per-
spective of the ta™lím doctrine while concomitantly defending
the place of reason in Sunni thought. This challenge was a practical
imperative in so far as it sought to defuse the politico-ideological
threat of the Bå†iniyya and fortify the authority and integrity of
his own position as a member of the Sunni ™ulamå¢ – or more
specifically as a Shåfi™í-Ash™arí writer. On the issue of the ta™lím
doctrine, al-Ghazålí’s refutation can be summed up by the argu-
ment that as much as the ta™lím doctrine would want to claim the
necessity of an infallible teacher and the invalidation of human
reasoning, it is a claim that is supported by means of a rational
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argument, and hence fully dependent on the very grounds of
human reasoning which the doctrine purports to be fallible. Thus
he defines this doctrine as being a case of circularity, of trying to
invalidate reason through the use of reason.

However, this refutation still leaves unanswered the general
question whether human reasoning per se is fallible or infallible.
Al-Ghazålí does not confront this question head on, but arrives
at a response which begins as part of his defence of the use of
reason in Sunni law and theology. He affirms the existence of an
infallible teacher who, though, is the Prophet alone, and who had
himself sanctioned the use of individual reasoning (ijtihåd al-
ra¢y). Al-Ghazålí does not leave it at that but took it upon himself
to define the nature, scope and role of this sanctioned reason,
setting into motion an elaborate theoretical analysis of reason.
Apart from defining the role of reason in relation to different
types of knowledge – revelational, intellectual and juridical – he
puts forward a conception of reason as being a method, and this
method was Aristotelian logic (a concatenation of premises and
proofs), which if used correctly can be a reliable guide in the
pursuit of knowledge. It is this method which al-Ghazålí endeav-
oured systematically to integrate into the disciplines of law and
theology.

 An extremely perspicacious interpretation of the K. al-Mus-
taúhirí’s integrationist agenda was put forward by Josef van Ess
in the article ‘Scepticism in Islamic Religious Thought’, where he
argues that al-Ghazålí turned to the syllogism as a means of in-
troducing a criterion of objectivity into the arguments and
interpretations put forward by the disciplines of law and theol-
ogy. According to van Ess, al-Ghazålí’s primary aim was to counter
the unbridled subjectivity implied in arguments such as that of
the ta™lím doctrine, articulating, as it did, a philosophical scepti-
cism to be resolved only by recourse to a locus of authority outside
and beyond human reasoning – a ‘scepticism for belief’s sake’.6

As for the significance of al-Ghazålí’s pursuit of objectivity through
the syllogism, van Ess makes the following perceptive observations:
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It is al-Ghazålí who, for the first time, imperatively stressed the
epistemological problem: nobody needs ta™lím, instruction by an
Imam, because speculation can be safely conducted to an
undoubtable result. One must only use an infallible method, and
this infallible method is Aristotelian logic. It was due to the Bå†inite
attack – due to scepticism – that the mutakallimïn understood
that one does not only need results but also the method to defend
them; the best truth loses much of its value when it is not impera-
tive by its own power. We must, however, not overlook one fact:
the victory of syllogism was, too, the victory of mental rigidity;
syllogism was good for the administration of spiritual wealth, but
it was of nearly no use for the investment of this wealth into new
projects. Those who were not gifted for speculation felt them-
selves more removed than before; they chose the only outlet they
could find, the way into Sufism. It was al-Ghazålí himself who
had opened them this door.7

Authority: Spiritual versus Temporal

It is perhaps too obvious to even need stating that the K. al-
Mustaúhirí addresses itself to issues of authority. Indeed these
issues pervade the entire text. Yet what is equally obvious and
even striking is that, despite the pervasiveness of these issues,
the conception of authority in this text does not reduce itself to
any single clear definition or term, but is rather layered with
such a varied set of connotations and implications that the very
usefulness of applying the concept of authority becomes an ana-
lytical problem in and of itself. This problem is not peculiar to
this text, nor even to al-Ghazålí’s thought, but is a wider problem
associated with the study of Islam, be it as a religion or a
civilization.

The roots of the problem lie both outside and within the his-
tory of Islam. Coming from the outside, it presents itself as a
terminological issue, while from within it arises out of the very
circumstances of historical evolution. The terminological issue
emerges out of the European encounter with the Muslim world,
and in particular the attendant rise of Oriental studies whereby
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European scholars studying Islamic history inevitably transposed
terminological categories of European history, such as church and
state or religious and secular, onto the history of Islam.8  In an
attempt to redress the obvious shortcomings of this approach,
orientalist scholarship was confronted with two choices: either to
abandon completely any sort of transposition of concepts and
terms and hence emphasize the historical uniqueness (or com-
plete otherness) of Islam, leading to an elaboration of a separate
terminology altogether; or to become more conscious of, yet not
reject, the limitations of projecting European categories of au-
thority onto Islam, and also striving constantly to adjust these
categories so as to reflect fully both the comparative uniqueness
and similarity of Muslim history vis-à-vis the history of Europe.
Both these alternatives have a tendency to overlook the dynamic
historical evolution of Islam, so that, for example, there is not
one conception but rather several conceptions of authority, some
of which are unique to Islam and others are not. The issue at
stake here is not merely one of historical periodization, but of an
historical consciousness that is continually being shaped by the
challenges and questions around the issue of authority.9

Drawing on categories developed by Max Weber, authority in
Islam can be analysed in terms of a framework structured around
two broad temporal phases: the emergence and expressions of
authority during the lifetime of the Prophet Mu˙ammad, fol-
lowed by the emergence of post-Prophetic articulation and struggle
between different conceptions of authority.10  This framework
brings to light the varied complexities confronting Muslims them-
selves when engaging with issues of authority, of which the central
predicament is that all succeeding generations of Muslims after
the death of the Prophet have continuously struggled to main-
tain a link with the charismatic authority and example of the
Prophet. The Prophet’s mission and personality is the locus of
charisma which is reified into a model of authority directly ad-
dressing the Muslim community. Different responses to this
authority crystallized over time: for example, the ahl al-sunna
sought to institutionalize this charismatic authority, articulating
it through the institution of the khilåfa and the disciplines of law
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and theology; while the Shi™a sought to perpetuate this charismatic
authority through the doctrine of imåma. Both these responses
represent a type of transposition, where the Prophetic model is
the originating source which is transposed and kept alive with
the march of post-Prophetic history. The model of the Prophet’s
authority is total, an indivisible expression of the spiritual and
temporal, while the expressions of authority in the post-Prophetic
period have to accept to varying degrees the distinctions between
the spiritual and temporal, which emerge through the need to
either rationalize or negotiate a link between different forms of
institutionalized authority.

All the aforementioned observations have a bearing on how to
examine the issues of authority articulated in the K. al-Mus-
taúhirí. It represents a snapshot of a significant moment in the
post-Prophetic engagement with the concept of authority. Three
issues stand out in particular: the status of the caliph; the iden-
tity of the ™ulamå¢; and the commitments of al-Ghazålí’s religious
conscience. Each issue articulates a relationship to authority in
medieval Islam, and in each case a relationship which, for al-
Ghazålí, presents itself as a problem calling for resolution and
clarification.

Much has already been said about al-Ghazålí’s preoccupation
with the caliphate, encompassing the following key factors: the
vulnerability of Caliph al-Mustaúhir in his relationship with the
Saljuqs; the impact of the Ismaili Imam’s ideological challenge;
and the motives underlying al-Ghazålí’s proto-caliphal stand in
the K. al-Mustaúhirí. However, there is one significant aspect
that has not yet been touched upon and that is al-Ghazålí’s use of
the terms al-dín and al-dunyå to designate different spheres of
the caliph’s authority. This distinction is referred to in various
passages throughout the text, and it is perhaps the closest equiva-
lent we have to the division between spiritual (dín) and temporal
(dunyå) authority.11  In subsequent texts al-Ghazålí develops and
applies this distinction in a far more structured manner than is
the case in the K. al-Mustaúhirí.12  Nevertheless, his embryonic
usage of these terms in this work encapsulates quite clearly the
situation confronting the status of the Sunni caliph. On the one
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hand, this distinction points to the potential divisions of authority
between the caliph and the Saljuq sultan, whereby the caliph, on
the basis of his religious authority, delegates to the sultan juris-
diction over temporal affairs. On the other hand, this distinction
was used as a construct to emphasize how the caliph was, indeed,
the locus of authority in both these spheres, so as to challenge
the allegedly comprehensive status (in both spheres) of the Is-
maili Imam. Thus it is that al-Ghazålí has to negotiate the authority
of Caliph al-Mustaúhir between the implications of both these
positions. In relation to the Saljuq sultan, the caliph’s status is
inevitably diluted; in relation to the Ismaili Imam, the incompat-
ibility between the Sunni and Shi™a conceptions of imåma still
had to be maintained.

The theme of authority emerges somewhat more indirectly
with respect to the identity of the ™ulamå¢. Though the K. al-
Mustaúhirí addresses the challenges and questions in this area,
yet al-Ghazålí addresses them rather obliquely. It is through the
intellectual approach and style of the text that he appears subtly
to be making claims on behalf of the ™ulamå¢. Before entering
the text, it would be appropriate to lay out the general param-
eters within which the identity of ™ulamå¢ is, in the first place,
perceived to be problematic. To begin with, the historical emer-
gence of the ™ulamå¢ was an almost organic extension of the
Muslim community itself; hence its role and function, especially
as a distinct corporate body within the community, was not only
subject to an amorphous evolution but lacked a clear cut, practi-
cal terms of reference. The term ™ulamå¢ was a highly flexible
term applicable to a diverse range of individuals, performing re-
ligious, legal, educational and even political functions. Aziz
Al-Azmeh in his highly suggestive book, Arabic Thought and Is-
lamic Societies, refers to the ™ulamå¢ as an ‘imaginary class’ in
medieval Islam, adding very aptly: ‘The ideological collectivity
™ulamå¢ as well as the concept of ™ulamå¢, are equally utopian
collectivities and utopian concepts’.13

Following from this, the other important consideration relates
to the fact which Al-Azmeh points out: ‘This group carried knowl-
edge, and its members were the producers, preservers and
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distributors of knowledge’.14  The question that arises here is what
sort of knowledge is carried by the ™ulamå¢; put differently, to
what processes of learning and teaching did the ™ulamå¢ dedicate
themselves? As can be gathered from the foregoing observations,
the so-called problematic identity of the ™ulamå¢ is connected
very much with how we today make sense of the ways and means
by which the ™ulamå¢ cultivated and expressed themselves in
medieval Islam.

That the K. al-Mustaúhirí throws up these issues is quite obvi-
ous, judging solely from the fact that al-Ghazålí refers consciously
to himself as a member of the ™ulamå¢, and as we know he was
not just an ordinary member but occupied the highest official
post at the Niúåmiyya college in Baghdad. In fact, as mentioned
earlier, the very emergence of the Niúåmiyya network served as
an instrument in forging an identity and a role for the ™ulamå¢.
The Niúåmiyya as an institution was responsible for promoting
an identity rooted in a Shåfi™í-Ash™arí justification of the ™ulamå¢
as embodying an extension of the caliph’s authority, enabling
them to assert their role as interpreters and guardians of the law
– a role to which al-Ghazålí makes several references throughout
the text.15  The K. al-Mustaúhirí is an example of how he articu-
lates himself in the role of interpreter and guardian of the law,
even though the text embraces so much more than just the law.
Al-Ghazålí appears to imply that though the forte of the ™ulamå¢
lay in their knowledge of the law, yet they are also to be seen as
intellectuals, in the broadest sense of the term, whose curiosity
and expertise should not only be limited to the religious or legal
sciences (al-™ulïm al-díniyya/al-shar™iyya), but also encompass
the rational sciences (al-™ulïm al-™aqliyya). He employs this dis-
tinction in order to separate the knowledge of the law from all
other classes of knowledge, a distinction, which, once again, is
applied less systematically in the K. al-Mustaúhirí than in his
subsequent writings, especially the I˙yå¢ ™ulïm al-dín.16

The remarkable range of approaches and styles in the K. al-
Mustaúhirí is a testimony to al-Ghazålí’s dexterity in embracing
a variety of disciplines, limited not only to the legal. Here and
elsewhere, he writes with an acute self-awareness of the formal
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categories and limitations within differing disciplines or classes
of knowledge. No place is this better demonstrated then in al-
Munqidh min al-{alål, where al-Ghazålí defines the approach of
the Mutakallimïn, Bå†iniyya (al-Ta™límiyya), Falåsifa and Sufis,
and examines their ideas as being what we would today call ‘modes
of discourse’. Al-Ghazålí subjects the ideas of each discipline to a
form of rational criticism, so as to evaluate their respective depth
and limitations.17  Even though the discipline of law as such is
not treated as a discourse in al-Munqidh, al-Ghazålí’s u˚ïl al-
fiqh text, al-Musta˚få min ™ilm al-u˚ïl, approaches the law very
much as a discourse whose intellectual authority is open to
rationalization.18

The combination of al-Ghazålí’s diverse intellectual inclina-
tions and, moreover, his critical self-awareness of this diversity
adds another question to the whole issue connected with the iden-
tity of the ™ulamå¢ – namely, that if knowledge per se served as a
source of authority, what then was the depth and scope of knowl-
edge from which the ™ulamå¢ could and perhaps should derive
their identity? This question lies at the heart of several of al-
Ghazålí’s major texts, and the K. al-Mustaúhirí is one of them.
He returned to this issue time and again with an almost inex-
haustible curiosity, ever elaborating different perspectives
throughout his life.

Al-Ghazålí displayed an equally restless curiosity in his con-
frontation with the Ismailis, a confrontation which, according to
Marshall G.S. Hodgson, ‘is too intimate, and is taken up in di-
verse forms too repeatedly, to be accounted for in a purely external
way. He [al-Ghazålí] refuted the Ismailis over and over, I think,
because he found something in their position to be persuasive.’19

Admittedly, an enquiry into what may constitute the ‘internal’
factors or explanations for al-Ghazålí’s confrontation is a highly
tenuous undertaking. Without going so far as to presume that
we can fully understand the workings of his mind, we shall here,
nevertheless, endeavour to explore the plausibility of how and in
what senses al-Ghazålí found the doctrines of the so-called
Bå†iniyya ‘persuasive’.

As mentioned earlier, the Bå†iniyya were not only a political
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threat, they also constituted an intellectual challenge to Sunni
Islam. Intellectually, the position of the Ismailis which al-Ghazålí
challenged was that formulated by Óasan-i Íabbå˙ in his doc-
trine of ta™lím. According to al-Shahraståní’s version of this
doctrine, in every age, religious authority resides in, and is dis-
seminated by, one uniquely qualified teacher whose legitimacy
demands no extrinsic proof other than the need of mankind for
such a teacher. Hence every individual has to seek out and com-
mit himself unconditionally to this teacher. The complete
autonomy of the teacher implies that the role of individual rea-
soning in pursuing the truth is, of necessity, subordinated (or, as
al-Ghazålí would have it, invalidated) to the authority of this
teacher. Al-Ghazålí’s refutation of this position involves not a
repudiation of such a teacher but re-definition of the teacher as
the Prophet alone, and a re-affirmation of the role of reason as
being both sanctioned by the Prophet and as a necessary tool
(yet neutral and limited by the authority of revelation) in pursu-
ing the Truth.

Marshall Hodgson and W. Montgomery Watt have argued that
al-Ghazålí did not so much reject the premises of the ta™lím doc-
trine but adapted them to the needs and situation of the Sunni
community.20  The framework of this adaptation is latent in the
K. al-Mustaúhirí, though it is elaborated more comprehensively
in al-Qi˚tås al-mustaqím and the Munqidh, and can be summa-
rized thus: whereas the ta™lím doctrine places sole emphasis on
the authority of a living teacher, al-Ghazålí sought to connect the
Prophet’s ta™lím with that of a living, historical community, so
that the cumulative experience of the Sunni community becomes
the repository and continuing guarantor of truth for every indi-
vidual believer. A precarious balancing act can be read into what,
in effect, amounts to al-Ghazålí’s re-reading of the ta™lím doc-
trine. It represents a balancing act between individualistic as
opposed to communalistic conceptions of religious authority. For
al-Ghazålí, the ta™lím doctrine was, apart from its self-
contradictory position on reason, also excessively individualistic.
It assumes that every individual could by himself realize the
necessity for seeking guidance from an authoritative teacher, and
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hence completely overlooks the role of the community in nurtur-
ing and sustaining the authority of any teacher – and so it is that
al-Ghazålí affirms the necessity of both a teacher and a
community. In the K. al-Mustaúhirí, the necessity of the com-
munity is articulated in terms of al-Ghazålí’s recurrent emphasis
on the centrality of the law as the raison d’être of the Muslim
community and in relation to which the Prophet is referred to as
˚å˙ib al-shar™ (trustee of the law). Many of the key terms dis-
cussed in the text such as, ijtihåd, takfír, khilåfa, ikhtilåf and
taqlíd embody not only legal but communal concerns, further
underscoring al-Ghazålí’s conviction that the law is preserved and
obeyed only through the life of the community – not just any
community, but the ahl al-sunna wa’l-jamå™a.

The opposing commitments of individualism and communal-
ism are emblematic of the tensions in what, for want of a better
term, we shall refer to as al-Ghazålí’s personal conscience. His
reaction to the implied individualism of the ta™lím doctrine was,
ironically, also what repeatedly attracted him to the doctrine, for
al-Ghazålí himself displayed a remarkable individuality in his re-
lationship to the community. This is persistently borne out
through his accomplishments as an intellectual innovator, be it
in his encounter with the falåsifa, reappraisal of kalåm, system-
atic use of logic in u˚ïl al-fiqh, and ultimately in his integration
of Sufism within Sunni Islam. Al-Ghazålí’s turning towards Suf-
ism, which, if we recall, was to begin in earnest very soon after he
had written the K. al-Mustaúhirí, is perhaps the most articulate
expression of his individualistic temperament, leading him to
withdraw from the life of the community in order to pursue the
dictates of his own personal conscience. Marshall Hodgson and
Henri Laoust have both argued that the stirrings of what later
developed into al-Ghazålí’s existentialist posture (with the em-
phasis on religious experience) can be traced back to his
engagement with the ta™lím doctrine, especially since the ta™lím
doctrine, as much as al-Ghazålí would wish it to be underplayed,
culminated in an act of existential commitment to, and depend-
ence on, the teacher.21 This interpretation brings to light one of
the most fascinating ironies in Muslim intellectual history: that
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al-Ghazålí’s intellectual reformation of Sunni Islam was in large
part shaped by the ideas and ethos of the Shi™a Ismaili doctrine
of ta™lím.

Al-Ghazålí’s individualism never became an end unto itself,
but persistently tempered itself to address and serve the needs of
the community, as is reflected in the fact that his withdrawal
from the community was short-lived, and after his return he con-
tinued to write and teach. His refutation of the ta™lím doctrine
and his concomitant adaptation of it, captures, albeit theoreti-
cally, the negotiation in his conscience between the attendant
demands of individualistic commitment and communal (or con-
tractual) participation. However, as noted earlier, evidence of
this negotiation in the K. al-Mustaúhirí is very much a part of
the sub-text, though a sub-text which deserves attention not only
because it anticipates the subsequent developments in al-Ghazålí’s
thought, but also because of the very significance of these ideas.
This theme serves as a master key for understanding all of al-
Ghazali’s writings. Borrowing Isaiah Berlin’s famous parable on
thinkers as either hedgehogs (those affirming or desiring one big
idea) or as foxes (those chasing many and even diverging ideas),
I have come to see al-Ghazali as a restless and solitary fox, though
one who yearned all his life to be a hedgehog.22  Al-Ghazali’s writ-
ings on all the major intellectual disciplines in medieval Islam
display the tenacity of a remarkable fox, and yet all his wander-
ings seem driven by a hedgehog-like obsession for intellectual
and communal consolidation. At the end of his thoughtful book
on al-Ghazålí, Montgomery Watt aptly sums up his legacy:

Above all he made the individualistic aspect of religion intellectu-
ally respectable. It is probably his emphasis on the individualistic
outlook that has appealed to the endemic individualism of west-
ern scholars and gained him excessive praise; but he was far from
being a sheer individualist. In his theorizing he sometimes fails to
make explicit allowance for the communalism of the sharí™a, but
he always presupposes it, and in his practice he effects a genuine
integration of individualism and communalism. This is part of
his title to greatness and of his achievement in ‘renewing’ Islam.23
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Though this study has focused ostensibly on re-reading the
significance of al-Ghazali’s debate with the Ismailis, it has sought
also to illustrate, by way of this debate, the influential role played
by Ismailis in the history of Islamic thought. Despite the renais-
sance of Ismaili studies over the past few decades through the
writings of W. Ivanow, S.M. Stern, H. Corbin, M.G.S. Hodgson,
W. Madelung, F. Daftary, P. Walker, A. Nanji, A. Asani and other
scholars, there still abides a general perception of Ismaili thought
as standing hermetically apart from, and on the margins of, Is-
lamic civilization. This perception reflects simply a myopic
understanding of the rich traffic of ideas and questions within
Muslim intellectual life during the medieval era. The debate stud-
ied in this book provides us with a glimpse of the central
intellectual tensions that were born out of that traffic, and to
which Ismaili thinkers rendered some of the most original and
significant contributions.
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Weber, Max  94

Yemen  63
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